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QUANTUM LIQUIDS AND QUANTUM CRYSTALS

Effective mass of atom and the excitation spectrum in liquid helium-4 at TÄ0 K

A. A. Rovenchak*
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Lviv 79005, Ukraine
~Submitted April 22, 2002; revised August 20, 2002!
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A self-consistent approach is applied for calculations within the two-time temperature Green
function formalism in the random phase approximation for superfluid4He. The effective mass
of the 4He atom is computed asm* 51.58m. The excitation spectrum is found to be in
satisfactory agreement with experiment. The sound velocity is calculated as 230 m/s. The Bose-
condensation temperature with the effective mass taken into consideration is estimated as
1.99 K. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542407#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The idea of the effective mass of the helium atom
superfluid phase was suggested by Feynman in 1953.1 He
stated that one should insert the effective mass~slightly
larger than the massm of a ‘‘pure’’ atom! in the expressions
for the density matrix.

Isihara and Samulski2 used the effective massm*
51.71m in order to obtain good agreement of the sou
branch of the excitation spectrum with the experimental d
on the sound velocity.

While in both these cases the effective mass was in
duced phenomenologically, it turned out to be possible
obtain the value of this quantity on the basis of experimen
data for the structure factor of liquid helium-4,3 and a result
of 1.70m was calculated there by Vakarchuk.

The main idea of the present paper is to give a way
obtaining the4He atom effective mass by means of a se
consistent equation. The expressions are written within
collective variables formalism as described by Bogoliub
and Zubarev.4 Two-time temperature Green functions5 are
utilized for the calculation of the thermodynamic average

We also intend to show the possibility of an essentia
simple approach to the problem of the many-boson sys
with strong interaction, such as liquid helium-4. The meth
applied does not require much computational effort. This
vantage allows for the development of further approxim
tions.

In addition, if one accepts the assumption that the p
nomena in liquid4He are at least partly due to the Bo
condensation being ‘‘spoiled’’ by the interatomic interactio
it turns out to be possible to estimate the lambda transi
temperature as the critical temperature of the ideal Bose
We show that such an approach leads to very good ag
ment with experiment: if the effective mass is about 50
larger than the pure one, the Bose condensation temper
decreases to a value of.2 K.

The Green function technique also provides a possib
of obtaining the excitation spectrum of the system. As a
sult of the mass renormalization, the excitation spectrum
found to be in better agreement with experiment than
1051063-777X/2003/29(2)/3/$22.00
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Bogoliubov or Feynman spectrum, while the expressions
the same~the latter two spectra suffer from the well-know
problem of the so-called ‘‘roton’’ minimum overestimation
one considers the pure mass!.

A self-consistent approach was recently applied for
calculation of the4He excitation spectrum by Pashitsk
et al.6 The results of that paper are in excellent agreem
with experiment. The authors used the ‘‘semitranspar
spheres’’ potential for the calculation, with some adjusta
parameters.

A new interpretation of the roton region of the heliu
excitation spectrum was given by Kruglov and Collett.7 They
considered the so-called roton cluster as a bound state o
atoms and solved the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation for this
system surrounded by the condensate. This approach refl
the experimental data for the roton branch of the excitat
curve very well.

In our work, we utilize the potential of Ref. 8 as inpu
information for the computations. This potential was o
tained on the basis of the quantum-mechanical equat
with the static structure factor as the only experimental
tum. Since this quantity is quite easily measured directly
the scattering experiments, we consider this a good
proach. Unfortunately, a direct calculation of the potential
the many-body problem cannot be carried out at the pre
time.

The paper is organized as follows. The calculation p
cedure is given in Sec. 2. The Hamiltonian is written and
equations of motion for the Green functions are solved in
random phase approximation~RPA!, providing a self-
consistent equation for the effective mass extraction. The
merical results are adduced and discussed in Sec. 3.

2. CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The Hamiltonian of the Bose system in the collecti
variables representation reads:4
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Ĥ5 (
kÞ0

H «k@rk]2k2]k]2k#1
N

2V
nk@rkr2k21#J

1
1

AN
(
kÞ0

(
qÞ0

k1qÞ0

\2

2m
k•qrk1q]2k]2q , ~1!

where the operator]k5]/]r2k . Here«k is the energy spec
trum of a free particle,«k5\2k2/2m, N is the total number
of particles in the system,V is the system volume,nk is the
Fourier transform of the interatomic potential in the therm
dynamic limit, andN/V5`5const. The item with one sum
mation over the wave vectork in Eq. ~1! corresponds to the
random phase approximation, and the second one is the
rection. Let us assume that our system is described exa
by the RPA HamiltonianĤ(* ), i.e.,

Ĥ~* !5 (
kÞ0

H «k* @rk]2k2]k]2k#1
N

2V
nk@rkr2k21#J ,

~2!

where«k* 5\2k2/2m* , andm* is the effective mass of the
4He atom. It is the only quantity suitable for the ‘‘effective
role, since we wish to preserve the interatomic potentia
the initial information.

Such a definition of the effective mass means that
partly transfer the interaction and the higher-order correc
onto the kinetic term in the energy. This approach correla
with that of Feynman.1 As was also shown by Vakarchuk9

the mass renormalization obtained in a similar fashion le
to the expression obtained for the effective mass of3He im-
purity in 4He but with the ‘‘pure’’ mass of the3He atom
replaced by that of the4He atom.

We definem* by demanding that the effective Hami
tonian~2! leads to the same ground-state energy as the in
Hamiltonian~1!, ^Ĥ(* )&5^Ĥ&:

(
kÞ0

H «k* @^rk]2k&
~* !2^]k]2k&

~* !#

1
N

2V
nk@^rkr2k&

~* !21#J 5 (
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H «k@^rk]2k&2^]k]2k&#

1
N

2V
nk@^rkr2k&21#J

1
1

AN
(
kÞ0

(
qÞ0

k1qÞ0

\2

2m
kq^rk1q]2k]2q&, ~3!

where the superscript~* ! near the angle brackets is intro
duced for convenience.

One can find the operator product average by utiliz
two-time temperature Green functions defined as follows5

^̂ A~ t !uB~ t8!&&5 iu~ t2t8!^@A~ t !,B~ t8!#&, ~4!

with the operators given in the Heisenberg representatiou
is the Heaviside step function.
-
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d\v
GBA~\v2 i«!2GBA~\v2 i«!

eb\v21 U
«→10

,

~5!

where GBA stands for^̂ BuA&& and the operatorÂ is intro-
duced for convenience. We set the time arguments in
operatorsA(t), B(t8) to coincide:t2t850. This will pro-
vide the static properties of the system under considerat
In the above expression,b is the inverse temperature,b
51/T.

Now we proceed to the equations of motion for t
Green functionsGrr(k)[^̂ rkur2k&&, Gr](k)5 ^̂ rku]2k&&,
etc. It is easy to obtain the following set of equations in t
RPA:

~\v2«k!Grr~k!52«kG]r~k!,

~\v2«k!G]r~k!5`nkGrr~k!1
1

2p
,

~\v1«k!Gr]~k!52«kG]]~k!2
1

2p
,

~\v2«k!G]]~k!5`nkGr]~k!. ~6!

Here` is equilibrium density.
Next, let us consider the triple product average^ABC&.

One can obtain it utilizing either the Green functionGC;AB

[^̂ CuAB&& or GBC;A[^̂ BCuA&&. We suggest the first poss
bility to fulfill

^ABC&5ÂGC;AB[^̂ CuAB&&. ~7!

In other words, we neglect the functions of the typeGBC;A

[^̂ BCuA&& for the sake of simplicity~when applying this to
Eq. ~6! it means that only the RPA term of the Hamiltonia
~1! is taken into consideration when constructing the eq
tions of motion!. Having performed a similar procedure wit
the functionG];r](k1 ,k2 ,k3)[^̂ ]k1

urk2
]k3

&&, we obtain in
the RPA the following set of equations:

~\v2«k2
!G];r]~2k2 ,k11k2 ,2k1!

5`nk2
Gr;r]~2k2 ,k11k2 ,2k1!2g]r]~v!,

~\v1«k2
!Gr;r]~2k2 ,k11k2 ,2k1!

52«k2
G];r]~2k2 ,k11k2 ,2k1!2grr]~v!, ~8!

where the quadruple Green functions were decoupled in s
a way as to provide the inhomogeneous set of equations

^̂ ABuCD&&5^BD&^̂ AuC&&1^CA&^̂ BuD&&1^AD&^̂ BuC&&

1^CB&^̂ AuD&&. ~9!

The inhomogeneous terms in Eq.~8! read:

grr]~v!5
\2

2m
@k1•k22Dk1

Grr~k11k2!1k1

•k2Suk11k2uG]]~k1!1k2•~k11k2!Dk1
9 G]r~k1

1k2!1k2•~k11k2!D uk11k2u9 Gr]~k1!#,

g]r]~v!5
\2

m
@k1•~k11k2!Dk1

G]r~k11k2!1k1•~k1

1k2!D uk11k2u9 G]]~k1!#. ~10!
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The notations for the averages of pair products are lis
below:

^r2krk&[Sk5
1

ak
coth

«kak

2T
,

^r2k]k&[Dk95
1

2 S 1

ak
coth

«kak

2T
21D5

1

2
~Sk21!,

^]2k]k&[Dk5
12ak

2

4ak
coth

«kak

2T
52

`nk

2«k
Sk . ~11!

The quantityak is defined as follows:

ak5S 112
`nk

«k
D 1/2

. ~12!

Now, if we turn back to correlation~3!, the meaning of
the asterisk as a superscript becomes clear: one shoul
placem by m* in the left-hand side of this equation.

In the ground state (T50 K), the hyperbolic cotangent
in Eq. ~11! are equal to unity. Therefore, a self-consiste
equation for the extraction ofm* becomes as follows:

2
1

N (
kÞ0
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4
~ak* 21!2

52
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N (
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1
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«qaq1«pap
D

2q•p
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2«q
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«kak1«qaq
1

ak

«qaq1«pap
D

1S 1

«kak1«qaq
1

1

«qaq2«pap
D

3S k•q
`nk`nq

«k«q
1k•p

`nk

2«k
1q•p

`nq

2«q
D G , ~13!

wherep5k1q. We also consider the specific energy inste
of the total energy by introducing the factor of 1/N. One
should notice that for the noninteracting system, whennk

50, the above equation is satisfied trivially (ak5ak* 51 in
this case!. In particular, the triple product averag
^rk1q]2k]2q& in ~3! equals zero, providing a well-know
expression for the ideal Bose-gas~IBG! energy:

EIBG5 (
kÞ0

«k

2 Fcoth
«k

2T
21G5 (

kÞ0

«k

e«k /T21
.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We use the previously obtained results8 for the Fourier
transformnk of the interatomic potential. The value of th
equilibrium density is`50.02185 Å23. The mass of the
helium-4 atom ism54.0026 a.m.u. We pass from the sum
mation over the wave vector to integration in the usual w
Sk→V*dk/(2p)3. The value of the upper cutoff for th
integration over the wave vector is 16.0 Å21.

The solution of Eq.~13! under the above-listed cond
tions is

m* 51.58m. ~14!
d

re-

t

d

:

One can also obtain the excitation spectrum using Gr
functions. The solutions of set~6! are proportional to
1/(\2v22«k

2ak
2), providing the spectrumEk56«kak ,

which is a very well known result.4 If one inserts the effec-
tive mass into the definitions of«k and ak , the resulting
curve fits the experimental one in a quite satisfactory man
~see Fig. 1!.

The phonon branch is reflected quite well, providing
sound velocity of approximately 230 m/s versus the exp
mental one 238 m/s atT50.8 K11 or 240 m/s atT50.1 K.12

The so-called ‘‘roton’’ minimum also has a value close to t
experimental one.

In addition, the value obtained for the effective ma
shifts the temperature of the Bose condensation fromTc

53.14 K for the pure mass toTc51.99 K, versus the experi
mental temperature of the lambda transitionTl52.17 K. We
consider the results discussed above to be quite good
such a rough approximation as random phases.

The author is grateful to Prof. I. Vakarchuk for valuab
discussions on the problem considered in this work.
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We have measured the temperature dependence of gap features revealed by Andreev reflection
(Ds) and by tunneling~D! in the ab plane of optimally and slightly overdoped
microcrystals of (BiPb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3O101d ~Bi2223! with critical temperatureTc5110– 115 K,
and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Bi2212! with Tc580– 84 K. The tunneling conductance of a
Bi2223-insulator-Bi2223 junction shows peaks at the 2D gap voltage, as well as dips and broad
humps at other voltages. In Bi2223, similarly to the well-known Bi2212 spectra, the
energies corresponding to 2D, to the dip, and to the hump structure are in the ratio 2:3:4. This
confirms that the dip and hump features are generic to the high-temperature
superconductors, irrespective of the number of CuO2 layers or the BiO superstructure. On the
other hand, in both compounds theD(T) andDs(T) dependences are completely different,
and we conclude that the two entities are of different natures. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1542408#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Along with the usual coherence gapDs , in the spectrum
of quasiparticle excitations in high-Tc superconductors ther
appears a gapDp ~pseudogap!, which persists above the su
perconducting transition temperatureTc ~Refs. 1 and 2!. The
pseudogap has the samed symmetry asDs , but disappears
~more accurately: becomes indistinct! at some temperatur
T* .Tc ~Ref. 3!. The relationship between the pseudog
and superconductivity is far from clear.1,2 One of the reasons
appears to be that the most popular methods of investiga
the excitation spectrum in cuprates, like tunneling and an
resolved photoemission~ARPES!, cannot distinguish be
tween Dp and Ds without recourse to various theoretic
models. However, it is known that in the process of Andre
reflection of an electron from a normal metal-superconduc
~N–S! interface, a Cooper pair is created in th
superconductor.4 This occurs only in the presence of a no
zero energy gapDs in the superconductor. In other word
the process of Andreev transformation of an electron-h
pair into a Cooper pair is possible only for a reflection fro
the superconducting order parameterDs . In marked contrast
the tunneling effect is sensitive to any singularity in the qu
siparticle excitation spectrum.5 Therefore, the tunneling char
acteristics atT,Tc in general depend on joint contribution
of the energy gap and pseudogap.

d-wave symmetry of the energy gap introduces so
1081063-777X/2003/29(2)/5/$22.00
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additional complications. The dominant contribution to t
junction conductivity in classical~Giaever! tunneling comes
from electrons with wave vectors forming a narrow co
only a few degrees wide.5 Accordingly, tunnel junctions
yield information on the gap anisotropyD~k!, and the gap
revealed in tunneling experiments can be expressed
D(k)5@Ds

2(k)1Dp
2(k)#1/2 ~Ref. 6!. In the case of Andreev

reflection from a clean N-S interface, the situation is diffe
ent. The incident electron is not scattered, but reflected b
along the same trajectory. This is true for any angle of in
dence. It can be said that all incident electrons participat
Andreev reflection on an equal footing. Therefore, measu
ment of a single Andreev N–S junction is in principle suf
cient to determine the maximal value of the superconduc
gapDs(k).

In this paper we employ the above discussed charac
istic features of tunneling and Andreev spectroscopy
investigate the temperature dependence of the energy
D and Ds in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Bi2212! and
(Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3O101d @~BiPb!2223# cuprates. The well-
studied Bi2212 has two CuO2 layers per unit cell and strong
incommensurate modulation in the BiO layer,7 which com-
plicates the interpretation of tunneling and ARPES data. T
substitution of Bi by Pb in the~BiPb!2223 compound com-
pletely erases the superstructure in the BiO layers.

Tunneling measurements were carried out on ‘‘bre
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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junctions’’ with the barrier surface practically normal to th
crystallographic axes in the baseab plane of the material. In
the c direction, the influence of the BiO layer on the tunne
ing spectra is much more pronounced. Andreev experim
were performed onS–N–Sjunctions. In both cases we re
tained only the samples showing pure tunneling or Andr
characteristics. The temperature dependences of the en
gaps obtained in the two types of experiments are comple
different and attest to fundamental differences between
‘‘superconducting’’ gapDs and thea,b-axis quasiparticle gap
D.

2. SAMPLE PREPARATION

The tunnel junctions were elaborated from Bi2223 a
Bi2212 single crystals. Textured (Bi1.6Pb0.4)Sr2Ca2Cu3O101d

and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 samples in the form of 1031
30.1 mm rectangular bars were prepared8–10 by compacting
powdered~BiPb!2223 and Bi2212 compounds, respective
at 30–40 kbar between two steel anvils. The powder w
contained between two thin copper wires, whose deform
tion provided a uniform pressure distribution in the sam
volume. In this manner the powder was compacted i
dense plane-parallel bars about 0.1 mm thick. The bars w
then pre-annealed atT5845 °C for 16 h, compressed agai
and finally annealed atT5830 °C for 14 h, producing a
well-pronounced texture. Usually the Bi2212 samples w
slightly overdoped and exhibited a critical temperatureTc

580– 84 K. The doping level of the oxygen content w
controlled by annealing optimally doped samples in flowi
gas adjusted for different partial pressures of oxygen. T
samples emerging from this procedure were highly textur
composed of tightly packed microcrystals aligned in one
rection. Sample quality was controlled by transport measu
ments. We used for further processing only those sam
which were showing a critical current densityJc(T54.2 K)
.4•104 A/cm2. The superconducting transition temperatu
Tc was determined from the midpoint of the resistiveR(T)
transition~see Fig. 1!.

The S–I–S and S–N–Sjunctions were made by break
ing specially prepared Bi2212 and Bi2223 samples. E
sample was hermetically sealed by insulating resin and g

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of theab-plane resistance of~BiPb!2223
samples with different oxygen doping.
ts

v
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d

,
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a-
e
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e

e
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i-
e-
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h
d

to an elastic steel plate, which was then bent until a cr
occurred, running across the sample width and detected
monitoring the sample resistance. The hermetic seal
mained unbroken in this process. After the external load w
relieved, the sample returned to its initial position with t
crack closed and the microcrystals once again tightly pres
to each other along the line of the fracture. The best ali
ment is expected in the sample region in which the sh
deformation was minimal. This is apparently one of the re
sons why such a procedure results in the realization of
effective junction of the microcrystal-microcrystal type. Th
selection of a single junction with minimal tunneling resi
tance from among the competing junctions is further assis
by the nature of the tunneling effect, which decreases ex
nentially with the barrier thickness. A small sample thickne
~,100 mm! and a relatively large size of the microcrysta
~.10 mm! are also important factors enhancing juncti
quality. Such break junctions on microcrystals were found
be particularly effective in the investigation of high-Tc

superconductors.9 The typical normal-state resistance
junctions used in the present study was between a few o
and a few tens of ohms, and was remarkably stable.

The surface of our Bi2212 and~BiPb!2223 break junc-
tions was perpendicular to the CuO2 plane, and the direction
of tunneling formed only a very small anglea with one of
the crystallographic axes~a or b! in this plane, as is atteste
to by the presence of Andreev bound states, seen in the
neling S–I–S characteristics as a characteristic peak of
conductivity at zero bias~cf. Fig. 2!. Numerical calculations
based on a simplified theoretical model9,11 and taking into
account thed-wave mechanism of pairing show that the a
pearance of such a narrow zero-bias peak in the tunne
conductance occurs ata<6°. In high-quality break junc-
tions the zero-bias conductance peak~ZBCP! has been re-
ported to coexist with the Josephson effect,12 but we have to
rule out this possibility because of the wrong signature:
ZBCP was insensitive to magnetic field and did not reflect
the I -V characteristics. The spectras(V)5dI/dV show the
quasiparticle peaks at 2D, whereD is defined as a quarter o
the peak-to-peak separation~Fig. 2!. We use thisD value as

FIG. 2. Tunneling conductance of a Bi2223–I–Bi2223 junction atT
577.4 K. The zero-bias peak is due to the Andreev bound state. The sp
clearly show dip and hump structures. Arrows indicate the 3D and 4D po-
sitions.
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a measure of the gap, since there is no exact metho
extracting the energy gap from the tunneling spectra, gi
that the exact functional form of the density of states
high-Tc superconductors is not known.

In general, the type of the junction was determin
ex post factofrom their conductance spectras(V). We re-
tained for further investigation only the junctions conformi
to either S–I–S orS–N–Stypes. For example, thes(V)
curve in Fig. 2 reveals all the characteristic features o
superconducting tunnel S–I–S junction: an almost flat reg
around zero bias followed by a sharp increase in the tun
ing current, peaking around660 meV ~2D!; at still higher
bias voltagesV the conductance depends parabolically onV.
The junction shown in Fig. 3, on the other hand, behave
a typical AndreevS–N–S junction. First, there is a low-
resistance region at low bias voltages, seen as a broad
estal spanning the coordinate origin. The next indication
the excess current, which was observed in allS–N–Sjunc-
tions included in this study. Finally, the differential condu
tivity of the junction ateV.2Ds coincides with the normal-
state conductivity atT.Tc @see inset in Fig. 3b#, i.e., for T
.Tc practically all of the bias voltage is applied directly
the junction.

One may inquire about the mechanism which might p
duce in an apparently random manner either S-I-S or S-

FIG. 3. Conductances of an S–N–S~Andreev! Bi2212–N–Bi2212 break
junction. a—Temperature dependence ofs. The individual plots are shifted
vertically for clarity. b—Temperature dependence of the energy gapDs .
The inset shows thes plots in their original position.
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junctions. The insulating layer in S–I–S junctions is mo
probably caused by oxygen depletion. As to the normal b
rier, we speculate that the CuO2 planes are harder to fractur
than the buffer layers. After the sample is broken, they p
etrate slightly into the buffer layers~see left inset in Fig. 4!.
In this manner, the coupling between the CuO2 planes be-
longing to the separated sample parts would be stronger
the normal coupling across the buffer layers, and it co
assist in creating a constriction, which would act as a norm
3D metal. This hypothesis is in agreement with the scann
microscope study of the fracture surfaces of Bi2212 sing
crystal break junctions, which revealed rough, but stratifi
fracture surfaces.13

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The temperature dependence of the energy gapDs(T)
obtained from AndreevS–N–S measurements for Bi2212
exhibited a BCS-like form~see Fig. 3!. We used two meth-
ods to determineDs for Andreev junctions. The first one i
shown in Fig. 4 and relies on measuring the distance betw
the points of maximal slope changes of thes(V) plot, which
is taken as the measure of 4Ds . The details of the second
one are shown in the top inset in Fig. 4. The rationale
both methods is found in recent calculations14 based on the
Klapwijk, Blonder, and Tinkham15 treatment of multiple An-
dreev reflections between two superconductors, which in
cate that 2Ds is determined by the separation of the extrem
in ds/dV. The results obtained by both methods are plot
together in Fig. 3b. It is seen that these results differ sligh
but both outline essentially the sameDs(T) dependence.

The D(T) gap dependence determined from tunneli
measurements performed on the same compounds dive
considerably from the BCS relation~Fig. 5!. In fact, D(T)
depends on temperature very weakly forT>Tc . According
to an ARPES investigation,16 such behavior ofD(T) in
Bi2212 near optimal doping is expected for thea ~or b!

FIG. 4. Geometrical construction for the determination ofDs from Andreev
measurements. The top inset shows the correspondingds/dV plot. The left
inset shows the hypothetical inner structure of the Andreev break junct
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direction in the CuO2 plane. This result agrees with our a
sumption about the direction of tunneling in our Bi2212
Bi2212 junctions. As we mentioned above, further confirm
tion is provided by the presence of an Andreev bound st
seen in the spectra ofS–N–S and S–I–Sjunctions as a
characteristic peak of the conductivity at zero bias~cf. Fig. 3
and Fig. 5!. According to the ARPES data,16 near optimal
doping theD(T) gap becomes temperature dependent o
whena is of the order of 15°. For technological reasons,
formation of break junctions with the crystal broken at su
an angle is improbable. As a result, the tunneling charac
istics atT.Tc relate to the gap in~100! or ~010! direction.

In full agreement with the ARPES results,16 with in-
creasing temperature the gapD of Bi2212 becomes filled
with quasiparticle excitations, and the conductance peak
2D become less distinct. The distance between the s
discernible conductance peaks does not decrease, an
D(T) gap is seen to persist into the regionT.Tc . Similar
behavior is also observed for the~BiPb!2223 compound.

The temperature dependence of the proper coherent
Ds(T) behaves in a completely different manner~Fig. 3!.
The gap narrows with increasing temperature, and atT5Tc

it closes completely. The high curvature of the Andreev c
ductance dip ateV'2Ds is evidence both of the good qua
ity of the investigated junctions and of the long lifetime
quasiparticles in the gap region. This was confirmed by
analysis of the spectra of normal-metal–constrictio

FIG. 5. Conductance of an S–I–S~tunneling! Bi2223–I–Bi2223 break
junction. The inset shows the temperature dependence of the tunneling
D(T). Some structural details of the spectra have been blurred by the s
of recording needed to overcome temperature instabilities of the experim
tal setup.
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superconductor~N–c–S! junctions.9 For Bi2212 Andreev
N–c–Sjunctions, the Blonder–Tinkham–Klapwijk17 param-
eterZ used to obtain the theoretical fit was small,Z.0.5, a
value characteristic for very clean N-S contacts.

For energies beyond the gapD value, tunneling in theab
plane of~BiPb!2223 S–I–S junctions revealed the so-call
dip and hump structures, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 6
Fig. 6, the voltage axis is normalized to the voltageeVp

5D, and the conductance axis is normalized to the ba
ground; the spectra are shifted vertically for clarity. The d
and hump features roughly scale with the gapD for different
oxygen doping levels~see Fig. 7!. There is, however, a sligh
deviation of the data from a straight line.

ap
ed
n-

FIG. 6. S–I–S tunneling conductance in theab plane for the Bi2223
samples of Fig. 1 atT577.4 K. The voltage axis has been rescaled in un
of D. Each curve has been rescaled and shifted for clarity.

FIG. 7. V ~dip! and Ep ~hump! positions as a function of energy gapD,
determined from the tunneling data of Figs. 2 and 6.
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4. THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

The considerable interest in pseudogap investigatio
stimulated to a great extent by the theoretical models
high-Tc superconductivity, in which a pseudogap appears
a precursor of the superconducting gap,18,19 e.g., the bipo-
laron model.20 In another group of models, the appearance
pseudogap is related to some sort of magnetic pairin21

However, the domains of applicability of these models
not very strictly defined, and it is quite possible that t
pseudogap ~like high-temperature superconductivity! is
caused by several mechanisms acting simultaneously.

For example, in the Emerson–Kilverson–Zachar~EKZ!
theory19 the crucial role in the formation of high temperatu
superconductivity is ascribed to the separation of spin
charge, arising as a result of partitioning of the CuO2 planes
into narrow conducting and dielectric stripes. ‘‘Pairing’’
T* .Tc in the EKZ model means the formation of a sp
gap. A wide spin gap~or pseudogapDp) is indeed formed in
a spatially limited hole-free region, such as the region
tween the conducting stripes. A phase-coherent~i.e., actually
superconducting! state is created only atT,Tc . The model
explains well the smooth transition of the pseudogap into
tunneling gapD when the temperature decreases belowTc .
However, the observed temperature dependence of the o
parameter gapD(T) at T,Tc is fundamentally different
from that of the gapDs(T), as is seen in Figs. 3 and 5. It
not clear how the BCS-likeDs(T) dependence arises in th
phase-fluctuation picture. Such a situation would be poss
e.g., in the generation of charge~and spin! density waves,
with the superconducting gap and pseudogap competing
the same region of the Brillouin zone.22 Then the transition
to the superconducting state could occur in the presence
pseudogap in normal excitations, opening, e.g., in
electron-hole channel~i.e., a pseudogap, which would no
transform directly into the superconducting gap, as in
Emery—Kivelson model!.

There are numerous experiments23–25 that confirm the
essentially different nature of the superconducting gapDs

and the gap~pseudogap! D. The most convincing are intrin
sic c-axis tunneling experiments~in stacked layers!.26 How-
ever, they yield different results from the point contact, sc
ning tunneling spectroscopy~STM!, and break junction
experiments: the hump was observed at an energy ofD
instead of 4D. The authors note a similarity between th
observedc-axis pseudogap and Coulomb pseudogap for t
neling into a two-dimensional electron system. In our ca
the tunneling and Andreev reflection were realized in theab
plane, and together with theD(T) dependence~Fig. 4!, we
clearly observed the peak–dip–hump structure~Figs. 2 and
3!. The position of the dip and hump for S–I–S junctio
was at 3D and 4D ~Fig. 2!. This suggests that the observe
dip-hump structure may originate from short-range magn
correlations in theab plane.27 Then the gapD would be the
fermionic excitation gap andDs-the mean-field order param
eter. It should be emphasized, finally, that the obser
Ds(T) dependence exhibits non-BCS behavior atT→0 ~Fig.
3!.

In summary, ourab-plane tunneling and Andreev spe
troscopy studies of normal and slightly overdop
~BiPb!2223 and Bi2212 compounds show the presence
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both a superconducting energy gapDs , corresponding to
d-wave Cooper pairing, and a dip-hump structure at 3D and
4D ~for the S–I–S junction!. This suggests that the high
energy pseudogap, which is associated with the dip
hump, could be magnetic in origin. The gapD is nearly tem-
perature independent and becomes blurred aboveTc , being
continuously transformed with increasing temperature i
the pseudogap. In contrast, the order parameter gapDs(T)
has a strong temperature dependence and forT→0 reveals a
non-BCS mean field behavior. Our findings are in gene
agreement with those of Deutscher,25 although it must be
emphasized again that we have considered the slightly o
doped case.
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The complex differential susceptibility of a YBCO film and YBCO–STO–LCMO structures with
different thicknesses of the STO layer~0, 2, and 7 nm! is investigated. It is shown that for
a YBCO–LCMO structure the temperature of the superconducting transitionTonsetand the critical
current densityj c are observed to decrease in comparison with a pure YBCO film. In a
YBCO–STO–LCMO structure, on the contrary,Tonsetincreases, whilej c increases for the structure
with the 2 nm thickness of STO and decreases for that with 7 nm of STO. It is conjectured
that there is a change of the vortex pinning mechanism as the temperature is lowered. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542409#
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This paper is devoted to an experimental study
ferromagnet–insulator–superconductor (F – I –S) hetero-
structures with a YBCO film, which can have several fact
that influence the superconducting properties of the latte

1. In the case of directF –S contact, the strong exchang
field in the ferromagnet suppresses the order parameter o
superconductor on account of the proximity effect. The
traction between electrons creates singlet pairs in the su
conductor, and the exchange interaction, which leads to
romagnetism, tends to align the electron spins paralle
each other. Therefore, when the Zeeman energy of an e
tron pair in the superconductor in the exchange fieldJ ex-
ceeds the binding energy of the pair, a measure of whic
the superconducting gapD, the superconductivity is de
stroyed. Because of the proximity effect, a superconduc
order parameter~SOP! can arise in theF layer of anF –S
layered system. Here the term ‘‘proximity effect’’ is taken
mean the partial transfer of superconducting properties
normal metalF brought into contact with a superconducto1

This effect has its roots in the large spatial extent of the w
function of the Cooper pairs, which penetrates from theS
layer into theF layer ~or a layer of nonferromagnetic meta!
a certain distance, depending on the transparency of the
terface. Because of this there occurs a ‘‘collectivization’’
the electron–electron interactions responsible for the su
conducting transition in theF –S system. As a result, in this
system the transition temperatureTc of the superconducto
becomes lower than the temperatureTcs of the supercon-
ductor without theF layer. This is discussed in more detail
several reviews.2,3

2. In F – I –S heterostructures a self-injection of quas
particles from the superconductor into the ferromagnet
been noted.4 The prevailing pair symmetrydx22y2 in YBCO5

admits low-energy excitations, and an appreciable numbe
quasiparticles always exist in the YBCO. Because of
large extent of the wave function of the Cooper pairs, eve
the presence of a thin insulating layer one should obser
1131063-777X/2003/29(2)/4/$22.00
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decrease ofTc in comparison withTcs and a decrease of th
critical currentj c . Furthermore, in such structures there is
impedance mismatch for heat transfer and electrotranspo
the boundary between the different kinds of materials, so
a chemical potential differencedm exists between theF and
S layers, promoting the diffusion of quasiparticles fromS
into F.4

3. A thin ferromagnetic film deposited on a superco
ductor breaks up into domains. The fringe fields of the d
main structure in the ferromagnetic film can: a! destroy the
superconductivity in a region of the order of the width of
domain wall if the magnetization in the ferromagnetic wall
large and lies in its plane and the domain wall is of the N´el
type ~e.g., yttrium–iron garnet!; b! create regions in the su
perconducting film which not only can be sites of localiz
tion of pre-existing vortices owing to the electromagne
interaction with the fringe fields but can also be sources
nucleation of vortex–antivortex pairs beneath domains of
posite magnetization.6

To elucidate the influence of the above-mentioned f
tors on the superconducting properties of YBCO films
carried out dynamic response measurements. Heteros
tures are usually investigated in the temperature reg
T/Tc,0.95, by measuring the magnetization or the curren
voltage ~I–V! characteristics. Here, however, we inves
gated the heterostructures nearTc (T/Tc>0.98) by measur-
ing the complex susceptibility. HereTc5Tonset is the
temperature at which the dynamic response appears, whi
equal to the temperature at which the resistance of the su
conductor becomes practically zero~the criterion used is
I 51 mA, U51 mV). In this range of temperatures the pin
ning potential due to the dislocation structure of the sam
is small, and the ferromagnetic layer above the film sho
have a significant influence onj c .

Four YBCO films were deposited simultaneously by
ser ablation on a substrate of SrTiO3 ~STO!. One of the
YBCO samples was kept as a control, and the others
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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layers of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 ~LCMO! and STO deposited on
them: film No. 1—YBCO~100 nm!; No. 2—YBCO ~100
nm!–LCMO ~100 nm!; No. 3—YBCO ~100 nm!–STO ~2
nm!—LCMO ~100 nm!; No. 4—YBCO ~100 nm!–STO ~7
nm!–LCMO ~100 nm!.

Only quasiparticles having spin parallel to the major
of spins in the ferromagnet can tunnel fromS into F through
the barrier, leaving behind a spin-polarized quasiparti
Tunneling of this kind makes it possible for further breaki
of Cooper pairs to occur and lowersj c . We therefore chose
as the ferromagnet the manganite La0.7Ca0.3MnO3, which
has nearly 100% spin polarization~in comparison, Fe, Co
Ni, and Permalloy have spin polarizations of 44, 43, 11, a
40%, respectively!.7,8

In the present study we have measured the differen
complex magnetic susceptibilityx5x82 ix9 in the Earth’s
magnetic field at exciting fieldsHac5531023– 0.8 Oe.

The dependenceTm(Hac
2/3) @Tm is the temperature of the

maximum on thex9(T) curve# for all four samples is plotted
in Fig. 1. At a fixed amplitude of the exciting fieldHac and at
the temperatureTm of the maximum on thex9(T) curve, one
can determine the critical current density according to
theory of the critical state, using the formula9

j c~Tm!5
6.4 Hac

p2.474d
. ~1!

Here Hac is in oersteds,d is the film thickness in centime
ters, andj c is in A/cm2. Since the dependence ofTm on Hac

is linear in the coordinatesTm(Hac
2/3), the temperature depen

dence ofj c(T) should be of the form

j c~T!5 j c~0!S 12
T

Tc
D 3/2

, ~2!

whereTc is the temperature to which the functionTm(Hac
2/3)

tends forHac50. In the temperature range investigated th
is significant flux creep. Unfortunately, there are no formu
relating the functionj c(T) to Tm andHac with the flux creep
taken into account, and we have therefore used the form
given above. Because of this, the absolute values ofj c(0)
and j c(77 K) obtained by the dynamic complex
susceptibility method will differ from the data of static me
surements of the current–voltage characteristics or magn
momentm by a coefficient proportional to the frequency
the exciting field. However, these differences do not refl
on the trends noted in the experiment.

The values ofj c(0), j c(77 K), andTonsetare presented
in Table I.

FIG. 1. Dependence of the temperature of the diamagnetic suscepti
peak on the exciting field for the four structures studied.
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We note the following trends:
1. Compared to the pure YBCO film,Tonsetis almost 0.5

K lower for film No. 2 ~YBCO–LSMO! and about the same
amount higher for films Nos. 3 and 4.

2. For films Nos. 2 and 4 the values ofj c(0) and
j c(77 K) are lower than for the pure YBCO film, while fo
film No. 3, with a 2-nm thick STO spacer layer between t
YBCO and LCMO, they are significantly higher. These r
sults disagree with those of Ref. 4, in which a decrease oj c

in comparison with a pure YBCO film was observed at
STO spacer thickness of 2 nm.

Before discussing the values ofj c(0) and j c(77 K), let
us estimate the sizes of the vortices and of the potential w
acting as vortex pinning centers in the temperature rang
this study. It is customarily assumed that the large values
j c(77 K) (;106 A/cm2) in YBCO films grown by laser ab-
lation are due to the fact that they have a high density
edge and screw dislocations, which act as vortex pinn
centers. According to Ref. 10, the elastic strains created in
anisotropic crystal by edge dislocations or a dislocation
semble~e.g., a wall of dislocations! extend a distancer of
around 2 nm from the dislocation core.11 This strain field
around a dislocation will decrease the order parameter in
region and acts as a potential well for a vortex. An estim
of the sizeL of the potential well according to the formula
of Ref. 10 gives a value;40 nm in our temperature range
and the potential well is much less steep than at l
temperatures.12 The size of the vortex, which is given byd
52j52j0 /(12T/Tc)

1/2, where (j0'1.2 nm), is'20 nm.
A potential well can readily pin a vortex if its size is com
parable to that of a vortex. From the above estimates foL
andd we can see that at high temperatures the potential w
created by dislocations are no longer effective pinning c
ters for vortices. At a dislocation density of the order
1011 lines/cm2 in YBCO films,13 the surface of the film prob-
ably presents a strain field ‘‘speckled’’ with mutually inte
fering and not very steep edges of the potential wells. Suc
field does not pin vortices effectively. There must be so
other reasons for the higher critical currents at high tempe
tures for film No. 3 and the slight drop inj c in sample No. 2
in comparison with the pure YBCO film.

Roughness of the film surface can cause substantial
tex pinning, especially at high temperatures. The superc
ductor in all four samples is a thin YBCO film~100 nm
thick!. As we know,14 the vortex pinning in superconductin
films is made up of surface, interfacial, and bulk pinnin
The thinner the film, the greater the role of surface pinni
Preliminary investigations for a large number of YBCO film

ity

TABLE I. Values of the critical current and temperature of the onset of
diamagnetic response for the four heterostructures.
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showed that there is a correlation between the critical cur
density and the surface roughness of the film. Figure 2 sh
an atomic force microscope~AFM! image of a clean YBCO
film. It is seen that the islands have a height of around
nm, i.e., ;20% of the thickness of the film. The distanc
between islands is of the same order. Since the energy
vortex is proportional to its length, a vortex prefers to
found in a ‘‘valley,’’ especially since dislocations arise at t
spiral growth boundaries of the islands.15 The size of the
‘‘valleys’’ is close to that of the vortices at high temperature
and they can be good pinning centers.

Another cause of localization and nucleation of ne
vortex–antivortex pairs, as we pointed out in the Introdu
tion, can be the fringe field of the domain structure of t
LCMO. However, the LCMO domain structure observed
Ref. 16 consisted of large domains~several microns! with
magnetic moments normal to or inclined from the normal
the film, and the domain walls between them are of the sa
order of magnitude. In such a case the fringe fields of
domains are too small to be efficient pinning centers.

Let us discuss the results.
1. While the decrease ofTonsetin structure No. 2 in com-

parison with the pure YBCO film~see Table I! can be ex-
plained by the circumstance that the superconducting co
lations induced by the YBCO film are destroyed by t
exchange field of LSMO, the increase inTonsetfor films Nos.
3 and 4 in comparison with the pure YBCO film~No. 1! is
not completely understood. This effect may possibly be
plained as follows. A YBCO film in contact with air afte
deposit loses oxygen. If a film of the insulator STO is dep
ited on the film, these losses do not occur~or are sharply
diminished!, andTc corresponds to the value obtained in t
deposition chamber.

2. The lowering ofj c at high temperatures in structur
No. 2 in comparison with the pure YBCO film is not ver
significant. The cause of this might lie in the fact that t
substrate temperature during deposition of the films w
760– 780 °C, i.e., the diffusional range was rather large.
cause of this, some of the LCMO molecules penetra
deeper into the YBCO film, creating additional pinning ce
ters. In thin YBCO films the critical current is determined b
the pinning of the vortex structure. The LCMO exchan
field leads to a partial destruction of the superconduct
correlations induced by the YBCO film and hence to a
crease ofj c . At the same time, the appearance of strong n
pinning centers because of the ferromagnetic inclusions
have diffused into the YBCO film should lead to an increa
in j c . The competition between these two effects proba

FIG. 2. AFM image of the pure YBCO film~sample No. 1!.
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leads to a slight increase inj c in film No. 2 in comparison
with the pure YBCO film.

3. The increase of the critical current at high tempe
tures in heterostructure No. 3 in comparison with the p
YBCO film can probably be attributed to the circumstan
that the insulating layer in this structure is only 2 nm thi
and is not continuous but perforated. The degree of cont
ity of the coating depends on the roughness of the film a
on the growth conditions. In this structure the diffusion
LCMO into the YBCO film is much less than in the case
direct LCMO–YBCO contact~film No. 2!, and the decrease
of j c is determined by the degree of transparency of
interface between LCMO and YBCO. The ‘‘needles’’ of th
ferromagnet LCMO that penetrate through the pores of
STO can create fringe fields of rather small spatial size,
pable of pinning vortices. We note that these penetrat
‘‘needles’’ can have ‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down’’ magnetization becaus
of the domain structure of the demagnetized LCMO lay
The interaction of differently magnetized ‘‘needles’’ wit
vortices of identical polarity causes the vortices to conc
trate near the needles with magnetization antiparallel to
magnetization of the vortices. Such a picture was observe
Ref. 15 when ferromagnetic droplets 0.4mm in diameter
were deposited on a Pb film. The mechanism descri
above is probably what causes the increase inj c(0) and
j c(77 K), which are obtained by extrapolation. At low tem
peratures, when the potential wells of the edge and sc
dislocations become deep and narrow, those wells begi
give the main contribution toj c , and the influence of the
magnetized ‘‘needles,’’ which are considerably fewer
number than the dislocations, is sharply reduced.

4. In the case of a 7-nm thick insulating spacer lay
between LCMO and YBCO~sample No. 4! the STO layer is
now continuous, and there is no diffusion of LCMO into th
YBCO film, nor are there any ferromagnetic ‘‘needles’’ pe
etrating into the YBCO film. The decrease ofj c in this case
can again be explained by the circumstance that the su
conducting correlations induced by the YBCO film are d
stroyed by the LCMO exchange field to a degree that
pends on the transparency of the interface. At the same t
the value of the critical current in this film is lower than
film No. 2, in which there is direct LCMO–YBCO contac
where the transparency of the interface should be higher
j c should accordingly be lower~see Table I!. It seems likely
that this discrepancy can only be explained by the diffus
of LCMO particles into the YBCO film, which creates add
tional strong pinning centers. Thus for film No. 4 one o
serves the direct influence of the LCMO exchange field
the superconducting properties of the YBCO film.

In summary, the results of our studies lead us to c
clude that the magnetic behavior ofF – I –S heterostructures
is the result of a competition between the suppression
superconductivity in the YBCO film due to the circumstan
that the superconducting correlations induced in the YB
film are destroyed by the LCMO exchange field and the c
trary increase inj c due to the circumstance that ferroma
netic inclusions form potential wells of a size close to that
the vortices at high temperatures. These ferromagnetic in
sions, like the LCMO ‘‘needles’’ that penetrate into th
YBCO film in the case of a ‘‘perforated’’ STO insulatin
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layer, are strong centers of vortex pinning on account of th
purely magnetic interaction with the vortices. The role
ferromagnetic inclusions and ‘‘needles’’~in the case of a per
forated insulating layer! in the pinning of vortices having a
large size forT→Tonset decreases with decreasing tempe
ture, while the role of dislocations in the pinning of vortice
on the contrary, increases. Thus with decreasing tempera
there is a change of the dominant mechanism of vortex
ning.

*E-mail: ayup@ua.fm
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Observation of the strain-driven charge-ordered state in a La 0.7Ca0.3MnO3Àd thin film
with oxygen deficiency
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The magnetic and transport properties of La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d films with an oxygen deficiency
(d.0.1) and a La0.9Ca0.1MnO3 film with the stoichiometric oxygen content are investigated in a
wide temperature range. It is shown that the charge-ordered insulating~COI! state is
observed for a La0.7Ca0.3MnO2.9 film with thicknessd<30 nm, which manifests mainly a cubic
crystal structure with an anomalously small lattice parameter for this composition. An
increase in the film thickness (d.60 nm) leads to a structural transition from the lattice-strained
cubic to the relaxed rhombohedral phase and is accompanied by a shift of the Curie point
(TC) to lower temperature and a frustration of the COI state. The magnetic and transport properties
of the La0.7Ca0.3MnO2.9 film with d.60 nm are similar to those exhibited by the optimally
oxygen-doped La0.9Ca0.1MnO3 film. It is concluded that the formation of the COI state in the
La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d compound is governed by a compression of the crystal lattice rather
than accumulation of oxygen vacancies, the low doping of the substituted divalent ions, or
electronic phase separation. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542410#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The hole-doped perovskite manganites are of great
rent interest not only because of their interesting fundam
tal science, connected with the discovery of colossal mag
toresistance~CMR!, but also in connection with thei
potential applications to new devices such as magnetic
heads, field sensors, and memories. Recently evidence
presented for the coexistence at low temperatures of fe
magnetic metallic~FMM! and charge-ordered insulatin
~COI! phases in La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 films, governed by the
lattice strains accumulated during the deposition.1,2 That is
contradicted by the common knowledge that the pheno
enon of charge ordering~CO! is observed only in compound
with a small averageA-site cation radius,̂ r A&<0.118 nm.
However, in view of the very similar energies of the COI a
FMM states in these compounds,3 one might expect the ap
pearance of COI regions in a compound with a larger^r A&
induced by a structural distortion away from the ideal cu
perovskite lattice.2 It is believed that the stoichiometric com
pound LaMnO3 (Mn31;t2g

3 eg
1) is antiferromagnetic due to

the superexchange coupling between Mn31 ions. A partial
substitution of the trivalent La31 by divalent Ca21 ions is
1171063-777X/2003/29(2)/6/$22.00
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balanced by a conversion of the Mn valence states betw
Mn31 and Mn41, which leads, first, to an increase of th
Curie point (TC) and, second, to the formation of the FMM
state in the temperature rangeT<TC at a certain concentra
tion of Ca. However, a change in the Mn31:Mn41 ratio can
be produced by the creation of vacancies at the oxygen s
as well. The oxygen deficiency leads to a degradation in
Curie point and in the temperature of the metal-insula
~MI ! transition, providing the formation of the COI state
the manganites.4–11 The other point of view is based on th
idea of the electronic phase separation between phases
different hole densities in the low-doped manganites, wh
can also induce the coexisting nano-scale metallic and in
lating clusters.12 Therefore, it is not clear what is the mai
reason for the appearance of the COI state in these mate
lattice strains, oxygen vacancies, or low doping of the s
stituted divalent ions.

In this paper we report experimental results f
La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d films with an oxygen deficiency
(d.0.1) and La0.9Ca0.1MnO3 film with the stoichiometric
oxygen content. It was found that the COI state is obser
only for La0.7Ca0.3MnO2.9 films with thicknessd<30 nm,
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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which manifest mainly a cubic crystal structure with
anomalously small lattice parameter for this compositi
The increase in the film thickness (d.60 nm) leads to a
structural transition from the lattice-strained cubic to the
laxed rhombohedral phase, which is accompanied by a s
of the Curie point to lower temperature and a frustration
the COI state. The magnetic and transport properties of
La0.7Ca0.3MnO2.9 film with d.60 nm become similar to
those exhibited by the optimally oxygen-dope
La0.9Ca0.1MnO3 film. Therefore the formation of the CO
state in the La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d compound is governed by
compression of the crystal lattice rather than accumulatio
oxygen vacancies, the low doping of the substituted diva
ions, or electronic phase separation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

All the films were prepared by rf magnetron sputteri
using a so-called ‘‘soft’’~or powder! target.13 The total pres-
sure in the chamber was 5•1022 Torr, with a gas mixture of
Ar and O2 ~3:1!. The substrate was a LaAlO3 ~001! single
crystal with a lattice parametera.0.379 nm for the
pseudocubic symmetry. The substrate temperature du
deposition was 750 °C. Under these conditions we depos
two La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d films with different thickness:
d<30 nm ~LCM1! and d.60 nm ~LCM2!. The stoichio-
metric La0.9Ca0.1MnO3 ~LCM3! film with d.60 nm was
made by additional postannealing at 800 °C in 1-atm O2 for
1.5 h. Theu–2u x-ray diffraction ~XRD! patterns were ob-
tained using a Rigaku diffractometer with CuKa radiation.
The lattice parameters evaluated directly from the XRD d
were plotted against cos2 u/sinu. With an extrapolated
straight line to cos2 u/sinu50, a more precise determinatio
of the lattice parameter was obtained. The high-resolu
electron microscopy~HREM! studies were carried out usin
a Philips CM300UT-FEG microscope with a field emissi
gun operated at 300 kV. The point resolution of the mic
scope is of the order of 0.12 nm. Cross-section specim
were prepared by the standard techniques using mecha
polishing followed by ion-beam milling under grazing inc
dence. The resistance measurements were carried out b
four-point-probe method in a temperature range of 4.2–
K and a magnetic field up to 5 T. The magnetization in a fi
up to 100 Oe were taken with a Quantum Design SQU
magnetometer in a temperature range of 4.2–300 K.

3. MICROSTRUCTURE OF THE FILMS

Figure 1a presents the~002! Bragg peaks for the LCM1
~1!, LCM2 ~2!, and LCM3~3! films. It is seen that the LCM2
and LCM3 films display only one peak, which correspon
to an out-of-plane lattice parameter for the cubic symmetrc
of 0.3947 nm and 0.3923 nm, respectively. The thin
LCM1 film exhibits two Bragg peaks. The first of them
~lower-intensity! indicatesc.0.394 nm, which is almost co
incident with the lattice parameters of the LCM2 and LCM
films. The second is located very close to the substrate p
and corresponds toc.0.3795 nm. Figures 1a and 1b sho
the high-angle peaks of the~002! and ~003! reflections, re-
spectively, in detail for the LCM1 film. It is noteworthy tha
a similar asymmetry of the substrate Bragg peak was
.
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served recently by Liet al.,9 but without discussion. There
fore, the XRD data attest that the LCM1 film contains tw
crystalline phases with different lattice parameters, in c
trast to the LCM2 and LCM3 films. The first phase with
larger c belongs to a relaxed state of the crystal lattice
La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d with oxygen deficiency~A phase!. This
interpretation is supported by the large value for the out-
plane lattice parameter, which differs greatly from the s
ichiometric one for this composition (c.0.3849 nm).7 Us-
ing the empirical ratio between the oxygen deficiencyd and
the out-of-plane lattice parameter,11 we estimated the value
of d for the A phase to bed.0.1. The second crystalline
phase~B phase!, with an unusually small lattice parameter,
view of the large peak intensity can be considered as
primary peak of the LCM1 film. The small value for th
lattice parameter is provided by epitaxial growth of the fi
and the accumulation of a biaxial compressive lattice stra
An increase in the film thickness leads to a recrystallizat
during deposition or cooling of the film and results in th
disappearance of theB phase, which is inferred from the
absence of the second Bragg peak~curve 2 in Fig. 1a!. The
estimated value for the oxygen deficiency of the LCM2 fi
is d.0.11 and is almost identical with that for theA phase of
LCM1. Note that the results obtained coincide excellen
with the published data for similarly oxygen-deficit films.14

The cross-section low-magnification HREM images
the films studied are shown in Fig. 2. They were obtain
with the incident beam parallel to a cube direction of t
substrate and parallel to the film/substrate interface. All fil
are epitaxial and exhibit sharp, flat, and well-defined int
faces. However, it is seen that the structure changes slig
for different films. The LCM1 film with smallest thicknes
~Fig. 2a! exhibits a perfect single-crystal structure. It show
uniform contrast; neither dislocations nor domains were
served. The LCM2 and LCM3 films~Figs. 2b and 2c, respec

FIG. 1. a—The~002! XRD peaks for LCM1~1!, LCM2 ~2!, and LCM3~3!
films. b,c—the~002! and ~003! peaks, respectively, of the LCM1 film.
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tively! exhibit a set of regions with a slightly different brigh
ness, which can be treated as the presence of crysta
domains separated by the lattice strain~shown by the white
arrows!.15 Moreover, in the LCM2 film the dark contras
demonstrates the more or less disordered zones, sugge
the formation of chaotic domain structure, while in th
LCM3 film the columnar microstructure occurs with co
umns parallel to the interface normal. The inset in Fig.
shows the fast Fourier transform~FFT! of the HREM image
~area A! for the LCM1 film selected across the interface. It
seen that the FFT of an area containing the interface
duces a rectangular pattern of the circled and unsplit sp
Therefore, the out-of-plane~c! and in-plane~a! lattice pa-
rameters are the same for both the substrate and the
Their value is coincident with the XRD data for theB phase
of the LCM1 film with the smallest lattice parameterc
.0.3795 nm. A more detailed analysis of the HREM imag
of the LCM1 film shows that inclusions of theA phase with
the lattice parameterc.0.39 nm are present near the top
the film.

The inset in Fig. 2c shows the FFT of the HREM ima
~area B! for the LCM3 film selected across the interface,
well. In this case the FFT pattern for the similar area co
taining the interface displays the spots elongated and slig
split in thec ~along to the interface normal! anda ~along to
the interface! directions~shown by black arrows!. One can
conclude that the interface is incoherent in the LCM3 fil
providing the difference in the lattice parameters of the s
strate and the film. A similar FFT pattern was obtained
the area of the LCM2 film containing the interface, which
reproduced in inseta of Fig. 3a. In contrast to that, the FF
pattern for the area of the film located 30 nm above
interface exhibits spots elongated only in thec direction~see
inset b in Fig. 3b!. We attribute these features to the slig

FIG. 2. Low-magnification HREM images of a cross section for LCM1~a!,
LCM2 ~b!, and LCM3~c! films. The insets are the FFT of the areas A and
containing the interface for the LCM1 and LCM3 films, respectively.
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tetragonal deformation of the crystal lattice in the LCM
film.

The insetsb in Figs. 3a and 3b show high-magnificatio
HREM images of LCM2 film for the substrate and the film
respectively. The brightest dots represent La~Ca! atoms in
the film as well as in the substrate. The less bright dots at
centers of the squares of brightest dots represent AlO ch
in the substrate and MnO chains in the film. The measu
ment of a large number of interdot spacings allow us to
tain the average values of the lattice parameters from
HREM images. According to an analysis one can conclu
that the LaAlO3 substrate has a pseudocubic crystal latt
with c.a.0.379 nm and angle of the cellaC.90°, and the
greater part of the LCM1 film has also a pseudocubic cry
lattice with c.a.0.379 nm andaC.90° ~except for local
areas near the top of the film, which have a rhombohed
crystal structure withc.a.0.39 nm andaC.90.4°). The
LCM2 and LCM3 films have a similar rhombohedral cryst
structure withc.a.0.395 nm andaC.90.6°, andc.a
.0.391 nm andaC.90.6°, respectively. It is seen that re

FIG. 3. HREM images of a cross section for LCM2 film near the interfa
~a! and 30 nm above it~b!. The insetsa are the FFT of the correspondin
areas of the film. The insetsb are high-magnification HREM images for th
substrate~top! and the film~bottom!.
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sults obtained agree very perfectly with the XRD data for
investigated films.

Therefore, both the cubic~B-phase! and the rhombohe
dral ~A-phase! crystalline phases coexist in LCM1, whil
only the rhombohedral phase exists in LCM2 and LCM3.
estimation of the average crystallite size~D! using the
Scherrer formula for the Bragg peak broadening shows
the LCM1 film consists of large grains (D'50 nm) belong-
ing to theB phase and small clusters (D'7 – 10 nm) in theA
phase. For LCM2 and LCM3 the average size of the crys
lites turns out to be aboutD'10– 12 nm and 60 nm, respec
tively. The sizes obtained are supported by the peculiari
of the contrast in the HREM images~Fig. 2! and agree with
the published results for thin films of simila
compositions.16,17 The large difference in crystallite size be
tween theA andB phase indicates that the cubicB phase is
formed directly during deposition, while the rhombohedraA
phase is made during the recrystallization afterwards.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 4 displays the temperature dependence of the
sistanceR(T) for the LCM1 film without~1! and with~2! an
applied magnetic field of 5 T. The magnetic field was
rected at right angles to both the film surface and the tra
port current. The experimental curves attest to the existe
of two phases with different temperatures for the MI tran
tion in the applied magnetic field. The first phase underg
a transition from the insulating to the metallike state atTP1

'200 K, which agree perfectly with recently published r
sults obtained for a similar thin film with oxyge
stoichiometry.2 The second phase manifests the MI transit
at TP2.80 K. In zero applied magnetic field both phas

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the resistance of the LCM1 film wit
~1! and with~2! an applied magnetic field of 5 T. The lines are a guide to
eye. The inset displays the temperature dependence of the field-coole
zero-field-cooled magnetization for this film.
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display an exponential growth of the resistance with decre
ing temperature. Unfortunately, our setup was limited
107 V and we could not measureR(T) down to the lowest
temperature. The inset in Fig. 4 reveals that both field-coo
~FC! and zero-field-cooled~ZFC! magnetization curves rep
resent a superposition of the two magnetic transitions
longing to the different phases. The onset of the magn
transition is observed atTC1.230 K for the first phase and
at TC2'100 K for the second phase.

Figure 5 shows that the LCM2 film does not undergo t
MI transition in the investigated temperature range, ev
though negative magnetoresistance~MR! appears at
T<150 K, as in insetb. The MR value is defined by
MR5100% @R(0)2R(H)#/R(H), where R(0) and R(H)
are resistances with and without magnetic field, respectiv
Inset a of Fig. 5 shows that the magnetic transition in th
film begins atTC.120 K; that is coincident with the onse
of the second magnetic transition in LCM1. Because the
tice parameterc of the LCM2 film is similar to that for theA
phase of the LCM1 film, it is reasonable to assert that thA
phase shows the magnetic and electronic transitions at a
temperature (TC2 andTP2 in Fig. 4!.

Figure 6 exhibits the magnetic and transport proper
for the LCM3 film. Insetb shows that the MR(T) demon-
strates a peaklike behavior withTP.150 K that is coincident
with the temperature of the magnetic transition,TC . The
unusual FC curve ofM (T), revealing a drop of the magne
tization atT&120 K ~inseta in Fig. 6! can be explained by
the existence of a second ferromagnetic→canted antiferro-
magnetic transition in this film, withTN.118 K.18 We sug-
gest that it is the main reason for the peaklike behavior
MR(T) for the LCM3 film.

ut

nd

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the resistance of the LCM2 film with
~1! and with~2! an applied magnetic field of 5 T. The lines are a guide to
eye. The inseta displays the temperature dependence of the FC and the
magnetization. The insetb shows the temperature dependence of the m
netoresistance in an applied magnetic field of 5 T.
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5. DISCUSSION

The temperature behavior of the resistance for theB
phase of the LCM1 film in an applied magnetic field~curve
2 in Fig. 2! is very similar to that for a thin La0.67Ca0.33MnO3

film in the COI state as reported by Biswaset al.2 Conse-
quently, the transition of theB phase atT<210 K from the
insulating to the metallic state under applied magnetic fi
~curve 2 in Fig. 4! can be treated as melting of the COI sta
and nucleation of the FMM phase with decreasing tempe
ture. The observed increase in resistance atT<100 K ~curve
2 in Fig. 4! attests that the inclusions of theA phase remain
in the paramagnetic insulating~or semiconducting! state up
to TP2.80 K. The authors of Refs. 1 and 2 presented
explanation for the appearance of the COI state in thin m
ganite films, based on the idea of a nonuniform distribut
of the lattice strain that resulted from a transition from a tw
to a three-dimensional growth mode. It was suggested
the two-phase state is formed by separation of the film i
high-strain and strain-free regions which possess diffe
transport and magnetic behaviors at low temperatures. H
ever, in our case the oxygen-deficit La0.7Ca0.3MnO2.9 thin
film is separated into two differentcrystalline phases, and
only the cubic phase with an anomalously small lattice
rameter gives evidence for the COI state. It is reasonabl
claim that the forced reduction of the lattice parameter,
duced by the epitaxial growth mode, is equivalent to a
crease in the averageA-site cation radius,̂r A&, which makes
this compound similar to Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3. It was shown re-
cently that an increase of the out-of-plane lattice param
of a Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film leads to frustration of the CO
state.8–20 Here we observe the opposite phenomenon, wh

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the resistance of the LCM3 film wit
~1! and with~2! an applied magnetic field of 5 T. The lines are a guide to
eye. The inseta shows the temperature dependence of the FC and Z
magnetization. The insetb displays the temperature dependence of the m
netoresistance in an applied magnetic field of 5 T.
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is connected with the appearance of the COI state in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO2.9 thin film with an artificially reduced lattice
parameter.

La12x
31 Cax

21Mn12x22d
31 Mnx22d

41 O32d
22 Vd

0 is the ionic struc-
ture of manganites according to Jonker and van Sante21

where Vd
0 stands for the ratio of oxygen vacancies. Con

quently, the real Mn31: Mn41 ratio in the LCM1 and LCM2
films is about 0.9:0.1 instead of 0.7:0.3. A similar Mn31:
Mn41 ratio is applies to the LCM3 film with the optimum
oxygen doping. Therefore, the concentration of Mn41 ions in
theA phase of LCM1 is about equal to that in the LCM2 a
LCM3 films. However, the manganese valency is provid
by the oxygen deficiency in the case of LCM1~A phase! and
LCM2 but by the concentration of the substituted divale
ions in the case of LCM3. In both cases the decrease in
concentration of Mn41 ions reduces the Curie temperatu
and leads to suppression of the MI transition for th
compound.11,22 On the other hand, our results show that t
artificial compression of the unit cell volume leads to a s
nificant increase in the Curie temperature~down to the value
of the lattice parameter which is typical for the stoichi
metric composition!, in spite of the remaining deficiency o
Mn41 ions.

Figure 7 shows the ln(R/T) versusT21 plots for the
LCM1 ~1!, LCM2 ~2!, and LCM3 ~3! films. In the high-
temperature range the plots can be described on the bas
thermally-activated-conductivity~TAC! model, which pre-
dicts an expressionR(T)5R0T exp(TA /T), whereTA is the
activation energy in units of temperature. The inset displ
that the best agreement between the experiment and
theory ~solid lines! is seen with the following fitting param
eters: R0.5.78•1022 V and TA.1470 K for LCM1, R0

.2.38•1022 V and TA.1680 K for LCM2, andR0.4.5

ut

C
-

FIG. 7. ln(R/T) versusT21 for the LCM1 ~1!, LCM2 ~2!, and LCM3 ~3!
films without an applied magnetic field. The inset displays the hig
temperature range. The solid lines are fitting curves based on the
model.
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•1022 V and TA.1700 K for LCM3. The values for the
activation energy turn out to be almost identical for t
LCM2 and LCM3 films. Taking into account that both film
have a rhombohedral crystal structure and similar hole d
sities~similar Mn31:Mn41 ratios!, the result obtained is ab
solutely expected. The LCM1 film, most of which is in
cubic B phase, shows a smaller value ofTA . It can be ex-
plained by the significant difference in the Mn–O–Mnangle
between these two kinds of films, which plays a key role
the mechanism of transport in manganites. The arrows
Fig. 7 indicate the onset of magnetic transitions in the LCM
film and theB phase of the LCM1 film. Near these temper
tures theR(T) behavior is changed for both films. The a
sence of such a peculiarity inR(T) for the LCM2 film is
explained by the limited capability for measurements in
low-temperature region or a very small value of the mag
tization compared with the LCM3 film~see insetsa in Figs.
5 and 6!.

6. CONCLUSION

The magnetic and transport properties
La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d films with an oxygen deficiency (d
.0.1) and a La0.9Ca0.1MnO3 film with the stoichiometric
oxygen content have been investigated in a wide tempera
range.

It was shown that the COI state is observed
La0.7Ca0.3MnO2.9 film with thickness d<30 nm, which
manifests mainly a cubic crystal structure with an anom
lously small lattice parameter for this composition. In ad
tion, the artificial compression of the crystal lattice due to
epitaxial growth of the film leads to a significant increase
the Curie temperature~down to the value of the lattice pa
rameter which is typical for the stoichiometric compositio!
and to the recovery of magnetic ordering at high tempe
ture. Increasing in the film thickness (d.60 nm) leads to a
structural transition from the lattice-strained cubic to the
laxed rhombohedral phase, which is accompanied by a s
of the Curie point to lower temperatures and a frustration
the COI state.

The magnetic and transport properties of the film w
d.60 nm are similar to those exhibited by the optima
oxygen-doped La0.9Ca0.1MnO3 film. This is confirmed by the
roughly equal temperatures of the magnetic transition
the almost identical values of the activation energy. In c
trast, the cubic modification of the La0.7Ca0.3MnO2.9 film
with d<30 nm has a smaller value of the activation ener
which can be explained by the change in the Mn–O–Mn
angle or the reduced distance between the Mn ions.
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We conclude that the formation of the COI state in t
oxygen-deficit La0.9Ca0.1MnO32d films is governed by a
compression of the crystal lattice rather than accumulation
the oxygen vacancies, the low doping of the substituted
valent ions, or electronic phase separation.
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Point-contact spectroscopy of the relaxation dynamics of two-level systems upon
structural changes in Ni–Nb glasses
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The point-contact spectra~the energy dependence of the second derivatives of the current–voltage
characteristics! of bimetal contacts of the amorphous alloy Ni59Nb41 with silver are
investigated in the frequency range 103– 53109 Hz. At low energies the spectral feature due to
the scattering of conduction electrons on two-level tunneling systems in point contacts of
the quenched alloy is clearly observed in the microwave region. This confirms the conclusion
reached previously by the authors for homocontacts@O. P. Balkashinet al., Solid State
Commun.118, 623 ~2001!# that rapidly relaxing two-level systems with a characteristic relaxation
frequencyG.1011 Hz are present in metallic glasses. After a high-temperature annealing of
the amorphous alloy~for 1 hour atT5800 °C) and its crystallization, the intensity of the spectral
feature in the region of low voltages across the contact increases substantially. A sharp
frequency dispersion of the amplitude of this feature is observed; it vanishes completely for
measurements at frequencies below;53109 Hz. The data attest to the formation of qualitatively
new, slowly relaxing two-level systems in the annealed Ni–Nb amorphous alloys. An
estimate of the characteristic relaxation frequency of the two-level systems from the frequency
dispersion of the measured signal gives a valueG/2p'0.73109 Hz. The possible causes
of the formation of two-level systems in point contacts are discussed. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1542411#
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INTRODUCTION

The model of two-level tunneling systems~TLSs!—
dynamic defect centers with internal degrees of freedom—
a new class of low-energy excitations in solids was origina
proposed1 to explain the linear trend of the temperature d
pendence of the heat capacity of amorphous insulators at
temperatures (T<1 K). It was subsequently learned2 that the
low-temperature properties of amorphous metals and al
are also well explained by the presence of TLSs, and
important role in this is played by the interaction of the
structural defects with conduction electrons. In addition,
has been shown by point-contact~PC! spectroscopy of plas
tically deformed pure metals,3,4 the scattering of electrons o
TLSs cause of the low-energy features in the PC spe
~zero-bias anomalies!.

Although the exact microscopic structure of the TLSs
unknown—they could be special parts of dislocation lin
intercluster or grain boundaries, interstitial atoms, etc.
simple model of a particle in a double-well potential fie
gives a good description of the properties of disorde
~amorphous! systems of completely different natures. A
cording to the model of Ref. 1, a TLS can be represented
an atom moving in a potential well with two minima, creat
by its nearest-neighbor environment, or as a group of ato
which can form two or more almost equivalent configu
tions in space with slightly different energies. Suppose t
the difference of the energy levels of the lowermost state
1231063-777X/2003/29(2)/7/$22.00
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each well differs byD ~asymmetric double-well potential!
and that the wells are separated by a rectangular pote
barrier with a characteristic heightV and widthW. Although
at low temperatures (T;1 – 10 K) the thermally activated
classical above-barrier transitions are forbidden, quan
tunneling between states in the individual wells can occ
The frequency of these tunneling transitions is determined
the parameters of the barrier and the mass of the tunne
particle:

v t5v0 exp~2WA2mV/\2!, ~1!

where\v0 is the characteristic energy of oscillations in a
individual minimum, andm is the effective mass of the tun
neling atoms or individual atom. The distance between
ergy levels of a TLS~the excitation energy!, corresponding
to two configurations of the atomic structure, is given
E5AD21D0

2, whereD05\v t . It is assumed that becaus
of the amorphous nature of the medium the TLSs are u
formly distributed over values of the parameterD, and the
properties of the sample are determined by the average
the whole random ensemble of TLSs. This as is confirmed
measurements of various thermodynamic and kinetic cha
teristics atT;1 K.2,5

The interaction of TLSs with phonons in amorphous
sulators is taken into account in the theory as a perturba
of the asymmetry parameterD. In amorphous metals it is
also necessary to take into account the interaction of
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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TLSs with conduction electrons in order to explain the fas
~by 4–5 orders of magnitude! relaxation in metals as com
pared to insulators.2

Starting from the results of numerous experiments on
measurement of the time dependence of the electrical
ductivity and PC spectroscopy studies of mesoscopic c
ductors, and also ultrasound experiments on bulk samp
the TLSs can be classified6 according to the rates of trans
tions between the potential minima.

1. Slow TLSs ~relaxation timet.1028 s), which are
sometimes called two-level fluctuators, are characterized
a high barrier and a negligibly small value ofD0 . Transitions
between the potential wells are brought about by ther
activation or incoherent quantum tunneling.

2. Fast TLSs (1028 s.t.10212 s) have a small barrie
and rather large values ofD0 (102421 meV, according to
the uncertainty principle!; this makes for coherent quantu
transitions between two states.

3. Ultrafast TLSs (t,10212 s) have such large values o
D0 that E is also large, and the physical behavior of t
system is determined by the uniformly distributed grou
state.

The relaxation frequencyG of a TLS is proportional to
the square of the ratio of the tunneling energy to the exc
tion energy (D0 /E)2 ~see, e.g., Ref. 7!. The distribution
function of the TLSs in the model of Refs. 1 and 2 is giv
by the expression

P~E,u!51/2P̄~12u!21/2/u,u5~D0 /E!2, ~2!

and therefore in the amorphous state the slow defect cen
(E.D0) with an asymmetric two-level potential relie
should basically be dominant. Thus the distribution funct
of the TLSs over energy and relaxation frequencies sho
have the form8:

P~E,G!5P~E!G21S 12
G

Gmax
D 21/2

,

E P~E,G!dEdG51. ~3!

Two different mechanisms have been proposed for
interaction of conduction electrons with TLSs in amorpho
metals. The theory of Zawadowski and Vladar~Refs. 9 and
10; see also Ref. 6! considers a mechanism of nonmagne
two-channel Kondo scattering for rapidly relaxing TLSs w
an almost symmetric (D0@D) double-well potential. In con-
trast to the formalism of the conventional one-channel the
of the Kondo effect, which describes the scattering of el
trons on static magnetic impurities, this model treats a T
as a dynamic defect with two quasi-spin values correspo
ing to the two states of the TLS. The two channels are as
ciated with the two values of the real spin of the conduct
electrons. Fluctuations of the electron density change
barrier height in the potential relief of the TLSs and there
alter the probability of tunneling transitions. With decreasi
temperature this mechanism leads to logarithmic growth
the electronic resistivity in the low-temperature region a
consequently, gives rise to negative features1! on the PC
spectra foreV0→0 (V0 is the dc voltage across the contac!.
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In the alternative theory of Kozub and Kulik11 both in-
elastic and elastic processes of electron scattering on as
metric (D0!D) TLSs in point contacts are taken into a
count. The inelastic processes cause a positive anomal
the PC spectrum~i.e., on the curve ofd2V/dI2(eV0), which
is usually what is recorded in experiments!, whereas the con-
tribution from elastic scattering can have either sign, depe
ing on the sign of the difference (s12s2) of the elastic
scattering cross sections for electrons on TLSs found in
spatial configurations. The contribution of elastic proces
to the current through a microcontact atT50 is determined
by the expression

DI 5
V0

2R0

1

Sc
(

j
M ~r j !@s j

1~12Nj !1s j
2Nj #

5
V0

2R0
(

j
M ~r j !

s j
12s j

2

2Sc

3FQ~Ej2eV0!1
E

E1q~eV02E!
Q~eV02Ej !G ,

~4!

q5
1

2
@12~2w~r j !/V!2#,

whereR0 is the resistance of the point contact in the abse
of TLSs,Sc is the transverse cross-sectional area of the c
tact,M (r j ) is a geometric factor that depends on the posit
of the j th TLS, Nj are the occupation numbers of the low
energy levels of the TLSs, which depend on the voltage
plied to the contact because of the inelastic interaction
TLSs with conduction electrons,2! Q is the Heaviside step
function, andw(r j ) is the electric potential at the site of th
individual TLS. The dependence of the occupation numb
Nj on the electron energy makes it possible to implement
elastic spectroscopy of TLS occupation numbers which w
proposed in Ref. 11.

Thus both of the mechanisms discussed above for
scattering of electrons on TLSs will give rise to low-ener
features on the PC spectra. However, the characteristic re
ation times for the two processes are substantially differe
t;10212 s for nonmagnetic Kondo scattering an
1023– 1028 s for occupation-number spectroscopy.

The universality conferred on the low-temperature b
havior of a wide class of amorphous solids by the prese
of TLSs in them is attracting considerable interest in su
systems and is stimulating the adoption of diverse exp
mental methods, including point-contact spectroscopy,
studying the properties of these specific structural form
tions. In particular, it has been established by means o
point-contact spectroscopy in measurements in the mi
wave region up to frequenciesv;1011 Hz (v<G) that for
metallic glasses of various compositions in the syste
Fe–B ~Ref. 12! and Ni–Nb ~Refs. 13 and 14! it is rapidly
relaxing TLSs that are mainly realized, with characteris
relaxation frequencies exceeding 1011 Hz. Analogous results
have also been obtained for PCs based on imperfect p
crystalline thin films of pure copper.15

The goal of the present study was to investigate how
frequency dispersion of the amplitude of the low-temperat
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feature on the PC spectra due to the scattering of electron
the TLSs is affected by the crystallization of the amorpho
alloy Ni59Nb41 during high-temperature annealing. Th
method of rf PC spectroscopy in the frequency ran
103– 53109 Hz was used to measure the spectrum of c
tacts of silver with the initial amorphous alloy Ni59Nb41 and
with the same alloy after it had been annealed for 1 hou
800 °C. It turned out that, unlike the amorphous state
contacts with the annealed alloy, the amplitude of the lo
energy features foreV0→0 depend substantially on the irra
diation frequency.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The studies were done on samples of the metallic am
phous alloys Ni59Nb41 obtained by fast quenching of the me
and having the shape of thin (;20 mm) ribbons 1–2 mm
wide. Thermal annealing of the ribbons was done in an in
atmosphere of helium or argon for 1 hour at a temperatur
800 °C with a subsequent slow~5–7 h! cooling to room tem-
perature. According to published data,16 such a heat-
treatment regime leads to the formation of an equilibriu
crystalline phase. For the quenched samples of met
glasses the point contacts were made between the ends o
alloy ribbon and the sharp edge of a bar of pure silver. Af
annealing, the ribbon became exceptionally brittle, and
was therefore attached with silver paste to a flat copper
face, and the point contacts were formed between the sur
of the ribbon and a silver tip with a radius of curvature
several microns. The surface of the ribbon after annea
was treated by mechanical polishing and chemical etchin

The massive electrodes of the point contact w
mounted in the holders of two independent microme
movements to permit changing their relative position
space and varying the pressing force. This technique ma
possible to create contacts of different geometric sizes
different parts of the electrode surfaces.

The point-contact studies were done by the stand
technique of recording the amplitudeV2 of the second har-
monic of a low-frequency~1623 Hz! modulating current as a
function of the dc voltage applied to the contact~energy!.17

In the high-frequency measurements the contact was irr
ated by an rf alternating field of low power, delivered to t
contact by a coaxial cable. The radiation of the rf oscilla
was chopped at a sonic frequency~2433 Hz!, and the dc
voltage different across the point contact—the video de
tion signalVd—was amplified and registered by a phase
tector at the chopping frequency in both the presence
absence of rf irradiation of the point contact. In both ca
the measured signalsV2(V0) andVd(V0), with an amplitude
of around 1mV, are proportional to the values of the seco
derivative of the current–voltage characteristic of the po
contact,d2V/dI2(eV0).12 All of the experiments were don
at a temperature of 4.2 K. A detailed description of the m
surement technique is given in Refs. 12–14.

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we show typical PC spectra obtained for se
eral bimetal contacts of silver with the unannealed Ni59Nb41

alloy. The jumplike decrease of the signal amplitude at h
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biases (V0.30 mV) is due to the turning off of the low- an
high-frequency modulations for precise fixing of the ze
signal level. The characteristic spectral feature at low vo
ages (V0→0) due to the scattering of electrons on TLSs
clearly manifested in the PC spectrum at a sonic frequenc
;3 kHz ~Fig. 1a! and has practically the same form in me
surements at microwave frequencies;53109 Hz ~Fig. 1b!.
In its general aspects this feature reproduces well the data
homocontacts of metallic amorphous alloys of different co
positions in the systems Fe–B and Ni–Nb, which were st
ied in Refs. 12–14 in the sonic and microwave
31010 Hz) regions. Then, as the voltage is increased
signal amplitude varies smoothly and for some conta
passes through a maximum. In the spectra shown in Fi
~curves 2 and 3! this peak ateV0;12 meV coincides in
position with the maximum in the density of states of tran
versely polarized phonons in silver,17 whereas the character
istic energies of the corresponding phonons for Nb and
are equal to 16 and 25 meV.17 However, for unambiguous
confirmation of the phonon nature of the feature ateV0

;12 meV it is necessary to make special measurement
Ni59Nb41 contacts with other pure metals. One notices
different behavior of the signal at high energies (eV0

.20 meV) in Fig. 1. In spectra1 and3 the values ofV2 and
Vd in this region are positive (d2V/dI2.0, i.e., the contact

FIG. 1. Point-contact spectra of heterocontacts of the quenched a
Ni59Nb41 with silver, measured at a sonic frequency~a! and at 5.12
3109 Hz ~b! for different contact resistancesR @V#: 8 ~1!, 19 ~2!, and 36
~3!. The curves have been shifted vertically, but the scales are the sam
all curves.
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resistance increases with increasing voltage!, as is typical for
an electron–phonon scattering mechanism.17 The nonlinear-
ity of the current–voltage characteristic is due to proces
of multiphonon generation, which take place in dir
contacts18 with the high relaxation frequencies typical of r
laxation of the electronic subsystem in the contac
(;1013 Hz). Therefore, the measurements at much low
frequencies (v;109 Hz) cannot affect the shape of the r
corded curves. The influence of slower processes of re
sorption of nonequilibrium phonons with frequenci
;109– 1010 Hz, which take place in clean contacts,19,20 are
not observed in the measured spectra. The negative valu
d2V/dI2 at eV0.20 meV observed in spectrum2 are possi-
bly due to the destruction of the spatial localization of t
electronic states in electron–electron or electron–pho
collisions.21,22 The slight differences of the amplitude an
shape of the spectra ateV0→0, like the behavior of the
signal at high voltages, for contacts with different resistan
and, hence, different geometric sizes should be attribute
different relationships between the contributions of seve
scattering mechanisms: electron–TLS, electron–phonon,
electron–electron.

The measurements showed that asymmetry of the
spectra for different polarities of the applied voltage due
the thermoelectric effects inherent to bimetal contacts w
practically absent. It is known23,24 that the asymmetry de
pends on the difference of the thermopowers of the meta
contact and the on the growth rate of the temperature of
point contact as the voltage applied to it is increased. T
temperature of the contacts studied can increase significa
with increasing voltage because of the short mean free
of electrons in an amorphous alloy. However, the th
mopower of metallic glasses5,21 have the same sign an
nearly the same magnitude as that of pure silver~0.3–1mV/
deg! in the low-temperature region (T<30 K),25 and that
leads to a negative asymmetry of the spectra for differ
polarities of the bias voltage.

Upon high-temperature annealing of the alloy Ni59Nb41

the topological and compositional disorders inherent to
amorphous state are substantially decreased. Crystalliza
of the alloy duration annealing results in an increase in

FIG. 2. Point-contact spectra of a heterocontact of the annealed
Ni59Nb41 with silver, measured at a sonic frequency~1! and at the micro-
wave frequenciesv @Hz#: 0.483109 ~2! and 4.793109 ~3!. The contact
resistanceR57 V.
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degree of regularity of the atomic lattice and, consequen
should lead to a decrease in the concentration of TLSs. T
in turn, should decrease the intensity of the correspond
feature on the PC spectra to such an extent that it vanis
completely in a perfect crystal. Experiments have shown t
the shape of the PC spectra are not fundamentally alte
after annealing. However, for practically the same values
the low-frequency modulation~0.5–1.0 mV! the amplitude
of the spectral feature ateV0→0 was 3–5 times larger. The
PC spectra for two contacts of silver with the annealed al
Ni59Nb41 are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The spectra obtain
for different measurement frequencies are normalized to
low-frequency curve in the high-voltage region, where t
characteristic frequency of electron–phonon scattering
substantially greater than the frequency of the rf irradiati
In the figures one can clearly discern the decrease of
amplitude of the low-energy line in the spectrum with i
creasing irradiation frequency. The corresponding curves
measurement of the differential resistance of these cont
are shown in Fig. 4. The increase in the resistance of
contact with increasing bias confirms an electron–phon
scattering mechanism at high voltages. It follows from Fi

oyFIG. 3. Evolution of the PC spectra of a contact of the annealed a
Ni59Nb41 with Ag in measurements at different frequencies: a sonic f
quency~1! and microwave frequenciesv @109 Hz#: 0.48~2!, 2.036~3!, and
4.72 ~4!. The contact resistanceR514 V.

FIG. 4. Measurement of the differential resistance of the contacts in Fi
~curve1! and Fig. 3~curve2! in measurements at a sonic frequency~solid
curves! and at a microwave frequency~dashed curves!.
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2–4 that in contacts with the annealed alloy the amplitude
the low-energy features~zero-bias anomalies! depend sub-
stantially on the frequency of the rf irradiation. At freque
cies of around 53109 Hz this feature vanishes from th
spectrum completely.

The spectra in Figs. 2 and 3 do not have the phon
feature that is observed for the quenched alloys in the reg
eV0;12 meV ~see Fig. 1! and which retains its shape fo
different measurement frequencies. Point contacts with
quenched alloy were created by touching the sharp edge
electrodes; this apparently led to a larger fraction of p
silver in the volume of the contact. In the contacts with t
annealed alloy, which were created by the tip–plane meth
the region in which the current is concentrated probably c
sists of Ni59Nb41 with a finely disperse structure, whic
makes for a short mean free path for the electrons and
degrades the spectroscopic properties of the contact.
concentration of the components in the alloy Ni59Nb41 is
close to the eutectic composition Ni60Nb40 ~Ref. 16!. Eutec-
tic alloys have a finely disperse structure and even after
longed high-temperature annealing have an elevated res
ity ~see, e.g., Ref. 26! because of the significant influence
interphase boundaries. The eutectic alloy in the Ni–Nb s
tem consists of a mixture of two phases: them phase and a
metallic compound Ni3Nb with complex rhombohedral an
orthorhombic structures with several atoms in the unit ce27

For these alloys the coordination numbers and the dista
between neighboring atoms in the amorphous and crysta
states are only slightly different.28 The complexity of the
crystal structure of Ni59N41 makes it hard to carry out PC
spectroscopy of phonons in these alloys.

Figure 5 shows a semilogarithmic plot of the relati
changesDA in the intensity of the spectral line versus th
frequencyv for ueV0u'5 meV. The symbols in the figure
represent the experimental values of the quantity

DA5~Av2Amin!/~Amax2Amin!,

whereAmax and Amin are the amplitudes of the peaks me
sured at the sonic frequency and at 4.723109 Hz, respec-
tively. The theory of Ref. 11 predicts that the nonlinear co
version signal will fall off with frequency as;v21 for point
contacts in which electron–TLS scattering occurs. The sa

FIG. 5. Frequency dispersion of the amplitude of the low-energy spe
feature. The symbols are experimental data points. The curves show
frequency dependence of the signal amplitude calculated forG/2p
@109 Hz#: 0.4 ~1!, 0.7 ~2!, and 1.0~3!.
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sort of behavior of the signal was predicted earlier19 for the
electron–phonon interaction. In that case the amplitude
the rectified rf current for an electron–phonon mechanism
nonlinear electrical conduction of a contact will decrease
@11(v/vph)

2#21/2 ~Refs. 19 and 20!, wherevph is the char-
acteristic phonon relaxation frequency. It is reasonable
suppose that the amplitude of the rectified current, which
measured in the experiments, will have behavior analog
to that for the nonlinear mechanism due to the interaction
electrons with two-level defects. The curves in Fig. 5 sh
the functionDA;@11(v/G)2#21/2 calculated for three dif-
ferent values of the characteristic TLS relaxation frequen
G. It is seen in the figure that the function calculated w
G/2p50.73109 Hz ~curve2 in Fig. 5! is in good agreemen
with the experimental points. An estimate of the number
TLSs in the contacts studied gives values of 102– 104 ~Ref.
14!, and therefore the results in Fig. 5 and the valueG/2p
50.73109 Hz do not pertain to an individual TLS but rep
resent a certain effective characteristic of the whole se
two-level dynamic defects in the contact, distributed ov
relaxation frequencies according to the law~3!.

The results presented above unambiguously point to
presence of slowly relaxing TLSs in the point contacts w
the annealed alloys. As we have said, the scattering of e
trons on slow TLSs in the point contacts was considered
the Kozub–Kulik theory.11 Those authors paid particular a
tention to the importance of elastic scattering process
which do not change the state of the TLS, unlike inelas
processes, which are accompanied by a transition of the
to an excited state. The contribution of inelastic scattering
the PC spectrum, according to the results of Ref. 7, is p
portional to (D0 /E)2, while the ratio of the intensities of the
inelastic and elastic processes depends linearly on the
D0 /E ~Ref. 11!. Therefore, if slow TLSs are present in th
contact, the elastic contribution to the nonlinear feature
the PC spectrum at low energieseV0;E will be the govern-
ing one. Thus elastic scattering processes occur mainly
slow TLSs having an asymmetric potential (D0@E),
whereas inelastic processes mainly involve rapidly relax
structural defects with an almost symmetric potential (D0

!E).11

For comparison of our experimental results with t
theory of Ref. 11, we calculated the contributions of inelas
and elastic scattering to the PC spectrum, i.e., the value
the second derivativesd2V/dI2(eV0), using the correspond
ing expressions from Ref. 29. The calculations were done
T54.2 K for an isolated structural defect withE51 meV at
the center of a clean point contact with a ballistic regime
electron motion. Only the scattering of electrons on the T
was taken into account, while the interaction of the TLS w
phonons was ignored~see footnote 2!. The results of the
calculation are presented in Fig. 6. Since the experime
PC spectra exhibit spectral features of negative sign
eV0.0, while inelastic processes give a positive contrib
tion to the spectrum~the contact resistance increases w
increasing bias because of the growing electron energy
to excitation of the TLSs!, a negative sign of the differenc
of the cross sections for elastic scattering of electrons
TLSs in the ground and excited states@(s12s2),0# is
adopted in the calculations. As was mentioned in Ref. 11,

al
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spectral line caused by elastic scattering has an asymm
shape with respect toeV05E ~curve 1 in Fig. 6!, with a
descending wing in the energy regioneV0.E. At the same
time, we note that there is also an analogous wing bu
positive sign for the inelastic scattering line~curve2 in Fig.
6!. Behavior of this kind has been observed previously30,31 in
PC spectra in the electron-beam excitation of crystal-fi
levels in YbBe13 and PrNi5 . A comparison of the calculate
spectra~Fig. 6! with the data of the experimental measur
ments~Figs. 2 and 3!, together with the experimentally es
tablished frequency dispersion of the signal~Fig. 5!, proves
that high-temperature annealing of the amorphous a
Ni59Nb41 has led to the formation of slowly relaxing TLSs

Let us discuss the possible nature of the fast and s
two-level structural defects. In Ref. 32 the molecular dyna
ics method was used to calculate the atomic structure,
parameters of the energy barriers, the effective masses,
the probabilities of quantum tunneling for the anomalous
gions of the lines of screw dislocations in a copper crysta
was found that the motion of a kink in a dislocation lin
when the dislocation line is displaced smoothly by a latt
constant33 involves the movement of hundreds of atom
Each atom is shifted by a very small distance;0.01Å. As a
result, the effective mass and the parameters of the tunne
barrier turn out to be insignificant, and that makes for a h
frequency of tunneling transitions@see formula~1!#. In the
motion of jogs on a dislocation line, the jumplike transitio
of the dislocation line to an adjacent slip plane33 involves the
tunneling of only a few atoms. Therefore, for such a str
tural defect the effective mass and the barrier parameters
appreciable, and the frequency of transitions is substant
lower. Thus a step on a dislocation line can be associa
with a slow two-level system. It should be noted, howev
that in a multicomponent alloy the dislocation cores are o
more complex structure containing different kinds of atom
Moreover, the surface of the sample may have an influe
because of the possible enrichment of the surface laye
one of the elements of the alloy and segregation of the c
ponents at interphase boundaries.21

In amorphous alloys the situation is fundamentally
tered, since a dislocation line cannot be defined as an
tended spatial defect. For this reason a special role in

FIG. 6. Form of the features in the PC spectra calculated according to
theory of Ref. 11 for elastic~1! and inelastic~2! processes of electron sca
tering on an isolated two-level system found at the center of the con
(T54.2 K, E51 meV).
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formation of rapidly relaxing TLSs in such materials may
played by intercluster boundaries of locally order
nanoclusters.34 The size of an individual cluster in Ni–Nb
metallic glasses is determined in Ref. 16 from a compari
of the results of x-ray and electron diffraction scattering w
model calculations for different atomic structures. Accordi
to the estimates of Ref. 16, a cluster contains up to 1
atoms and has an effective diameter of;1.5 nm. The point
contacts studied here, with a diameterd;50– 100 nm, con-
tain around 104– 105 clusters, which in turn should gover
the electron scattering picture.

Let us consider the PC spectra for a contact that
manifest thermal effects~Fig. 7!. Unlike the data in Figs. 2
and 3, in Fig. 7 the experimentally curves of the measu
signals for different frequencies are plotted in absolute un
The amplitudes of the low- and high-frequency modulati
currents for this contact were standard and close to the an
gous quantities for the contact in Fig. 2, which had the sa
resistanceR57 V. However, the values of the signals o
tained in the low- and high-frequency measurements at h
voltages (V0.30 mV) differed severalfold for this contac
rather than by 20–30% as is usually observed. The mo
tonic growth of the signal amplitude with increasing volta
applied to the contact instead of the saturation of the sig
seen in Figs. 2 and 3 can be attributed to heating of
contact, i.e., a rise in its temperature as the bias is increa
Here the strong attenuation of the signal with increas
measurement frequency is logically explained by a sign
cant decrease of the thermal contribution to the sig
at frequencies exceeding the thermal relaxation freque
v>vT;108– 109 Hz.14 We note that for the given contac
we also observed a substantial suppression of the zero
anomaly, similar to that in Figs. 2 and 3, but, unlike the ca
in Figs. 2 and 3, the shape of the feature observed at diffe
measurement frequencies is modified by thermal effects
was shown in Ref. 35.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated the influence of hig
temperature annealing of Ni59Nb41 amorphous alloys on the
electrical conduction processes in Ni59Nb41– Ag contacts.

he

ct

FIG. 7. Point-contact spectrum of the annealed alloy Ni59Nb41 with Ag for a
contact with an appreciable contribution from thermal effects, measured
sonic frequency~1! and at the microwave frequenciesv @109 Hz#: 0.48 ~2!
and 5.11~3!. The amplitude of the low-frequency modulation for curve1
wasV1050.93mV. The contact resistanceR57 V.
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The results demonstrate that annealed samples of the all
the resistivity range 108 Hz,v/2p<53109 Hz exhibit a
substantial decrease of the intensity of the low-energy sp
tral feature associated with electron scattering on two-le
systems. The characteristic relaxation frequency of the T
in the annealed samples is estimated asG/2p'0.7
3109 Hz, as opposed toG/2p.1011 Hz for the quenched
amorphous Ni59Nb41 alloys.

Until now the available experimental results on the ze
bias anomalies4,6 have been interpreted in the framework
the Vladar–Zawadowski model10 for rapidly relaxing TLSs
or, as in Ref. 3, have admitted a satisfactory explanation
the basis of both the models of Refs. 10 and 11. A subseq
annealing of the samples, unlike our results here, have le
a significant decrease or even to the complete vanishin
the low-energy feature in the PC spectra.3,4 A small contri-
bution of slowly relaxing TLSs to the zero-bias anomaly h
been successfully detected experimentally only for hi
frequency studies of point contacts of amorphous alloys.12,13

Thus we have shown for the first time that crystallizati
of the amorphous alloy Ni59Nb41 leads to the formation o
qualitatively new defect structures. The interaction of co
duction electrons with this new type of TLS in point contac
is described well by the theoretical model of Kozub a
Kulik.11 However, the microscopic atomic structure of the
dynamic defects remains unknown. The metallic glass reg
on the phase diagram of the Ni–Nb system is extends
30–40 at. %. Therefore, definite information about the int
nal nature of the TLSs could be obtained from further stud
by the method of rf PC spectroscopy at different tempe
tures on samples of different composition subjected to dif
ent heat treatment, i.e., having different degrees of crys
linity of the atomic lattice.

*E-mail: balkashin@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!The polarity of a feature on the PC spectrum is the sign of the sec

derivative of the current–voltage characteristic of the point contact. In
context it should be kept in mind that the electron–phonon interac
gives rise to a positive feature in the spectrum, i.e.,d2V/dI2(eV0).0.

2!The interaction of the TLSs with phonons can be neglected becaus
their low density at temperaturesT,5 K and low contact voltagesV0

,3 – 5 mV.
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On the nature of the contributions to the entropy of Pauling ice
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A calculation is presented for the entropy and correlation functions of Pauling ice—a model in
which the energy of the microstates can take only two values: zero or infinity. The central
point of the proposed approach is the use of a canonical expansion of the thermodynamic functions
in irreducible multiparticle correlations. Reduction rules are formulated which establish the
relation between the correlation functions of orders 1,..., k21 and thekth-order correlation
function of the system. The latter is calculated on the basis of the assumption of equal
probabilities of all allowed configurations of a compact group ofk particles and the normalization
condition. The order of approximation is determined by the number of particlesk for which
the correlations between states is taken into account. It is shown that with increasingk the values
of the entropy of two-dimensional ‘‘square ice’’ converge nonmonotonically to its exact
value obtained by Lieb. The best agreement corresponds to those approximations in which the
group ofk particles has the lattice symmetry and contains closed loops of hydrogen
bonds. The method can be extended to arbitrary lattice systems. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1542412#
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INTRODUCTION

Water in the liquid and solid states is a unique substa
in terms of the number of behavioral anomalies.1–3 For ex-
ample, ordinary iceI h is not a crystal in the exact meaning
the word, since, while being ordered in respect to the p
tions of the centers of mass of the molecules, it is comple
disordered in respect to the positions of the protons on
hydrogen bond lines.4,5 With decreasing temperature th
spontaneous transition to an ordered state, as required b
third law of thermodynamics, does not occur—hexagonal
at temperaturesT,T* , whereT* '70 K is the temperature
of the equilibrium phase transition,2,3 remains in a metastabl
proton-disordered state. At the same time, for ice with
body-centered cubic lattice the transition to a state of ord
ing occurs without difficulty.6

An important characteristic of hexagonal ice is its r
sidual entropy. Calculations according to the data of cal
metric measurements have shown that iceI h has a large re-
sidual entropy Dsres'(0.56660.032)310223 J/K per
molecule.7 This value is close to the valuekB ln(3/2) ob-
tained by Pauling in 19354 in the framework of a simple
model of disordered ice and the mean field approximation
pairs of neighboring molecules. This agreement has sti
lated a number of papers8,9 devoted to the theoretical calcu
lation of the residual entropy of ice. A new spike of intere
in the calculation of the residual entropy flared up in the l
1960s and early 1970s10–13and was motivated not by refine
ment of the Pauling model but by the intensive developm
of general mathematical methods of statistical phys
Therefore the calculation of the residual entropy of Paul
ice has been the subject of a much larger number of theo
ical papers than has the problem of determining the gro
1301063-777X/2003/29(2)/8/$22.00
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state of hexagonal ice or explaining the negative coeffici
of thermal expansion of ice at nitrogen temperatures. Lie14

obtained an exact value for the entropy of two-dimensio
ice on a square lattice~‘‘square ice’’!; the result, like the
Pauling approximation, had a remarkably simple form:sL

5(3/2)ln(4/3)'0.4314~in units ofkB). Unfortunately, it has
not been possible to generalize Lieb’s matrix method to
tices of other types. The presence of an exact solution
made it possible to assess the correctness and rate of co
gence of various other statistical approaches that have b
used to solve this problem. We shall briefly character
these approaches.

The most widely used method for calculating the entro
of Pauling ice is the diagram method,10,12,13 which corre-
sponds to a formal expansion of the entropy in a series
powers of 1/3. Specific calculations of the entropy of ice
three types of lattice—two-dimensional square, face-cente
cubic, and hexagonal—have been carried out to the twe
order of perturbation theory. At the same time, it should
pointed out that the partition function and correlation fun
tions are represented by diagrams of different types,15 and it
is therefore difficult to identify the type of correlations re
sponsible for some particular contribution to the partiti
function.

In the Kikuchi method of pseudoparticle ensembles8 the
thermodynamic potentials and correlation functions are c
culated in a self-consistent manner. However, the proced
of eliminating incompatible states of the pseudoparticles
extremely cumbersome. Although in principle the meth
permits one to take into account correctly the correlatio
between states of arbitrarily remote molecules for an a
trary character of the interaction in the system, in reality it
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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possible to calculate only the contributions to the thermo
namic functions due to the correlations of nearest and n
nearest neighbors. This approximation has also been us
a calculation of the residual entropy of Pauling ice~see Ref.
8!.

In view of what we have said, it seems advisable
advance the development of correlation methods for c
struction of the thermodynamic potentials.

The goal of the present study was to calculate the b
entropy of Pauling ice in the framework of a statistic
method based on a consistent accounting of the contribut
of the irreducible correlations, which play a decisive role
systems with strong hydrogen~highly directional! bonds.
The idea of this method originated in the works by Ruelle16

but it was not developed further in those or in subsequ
works.

The proposed approach consists in: a! expansion of the
entropy in a series in multiparticle correlation functions;!
transformation of a fragment of the series on the basis
reduction rules~relations between the multiparticle prob
abilities!; c! the assertion that the probabilities of all allowe
states of ak-particle cluster are equally probable; d! a self-
consistent calculation of the correlation functions of ord
lower than the number of particles in the cluster. The num
k determines the order of perturbation theory. Concrete
culations were done for the cases of a simple square a
three-dimensional hexagonal lattice. A comparison with
results obtained previously by other approaches attest to
good convergence of the series for the entropy.

It should be emphasized that there is a weighty reaso
return to the problem of the entropy of Pauling ice. This
the problem of describing the structure and properties
amorphous and highly viscous states of water, in which m
tiparticle clusters play a decisive role. Our proposed met
of irreducible multiparticle correlations is a reliable tool f
constructing equations of state of clustered systems. In a
tion, a model for supercooled water is much more natura
constructed as an expansion of the Pauling ice model ra
than an expansion of the liquid–vapor model ordinarily us
for the purpose.

1. PAULING MODEL OF PROTON-DISORDERED ICE

It is well known that the main feature of liquid water an
ices is the existence of an infinite network of hydrog
bonds, which is regular in ice and irregular in the liqu
phase. This is due to the structure of the water molec
which has two pronounced maxima each in the densitie
positive and negative charge, the directions to these max
from the oxygen atom having a practically tetrahedral co
dination. In ice each water molecule forms four hydrog
bonds. In all modifications of ice the hydrogen bonds
close to linear, i.e., they are such that the protons lie pra
cally on the line connecting the two adjacent oxygen ato

The allowed distributions of protons can be described
the Bernal–Fowler rules:17 1! two hydrogen atoms are foun
close to each oxygen atom; 2! one and only one proton i
located on each bond. Places where these rules are br
are identified as defects. The Bernal–Fowler rules do
uniquely fix the positions of the protons in the system, or,
other words, the orientation of the water molecule.4 How-
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ever, as we mentioned above, the transition to the pro
ordered state corresponding to the minimum energy ta
tens of thousands of years on account of the low rate
conversion. Therefore, the residual entropy of ice near ab
lute zero practically coincides with the entropy of the prot
disorder near the melting point of ice. The contributions
libron–phonon oscillations toDsres play a subordinate role
and can be neglected.18 The next simplification of the calcu
lations derives from the fact that the energy of the multip
interactions is not only much less than the hydrogen bond
energy of the molecules but also much less than the ther
energy at the melting point (kBTmelt). This means that to a
first approximation the energy of all the Bernal–Fowler co
figurations can be assumed equal in a calculation of the
tropy of ice. This is the assumption on which Pauling bas
his model of proton-disordered ice. Let us mention the m
approximations that allowed Pauling to evaluate the entr
of ice in the model he proposed.

Each H2O molecule forms four hydrogen bonds with i
nearest neighbors, so that its two protons can be distribu
six ways on the four bond lines~see Fig. 1a!. Since the
number of bonds in the crystal is twice the number of m
ecules, two of the bonds of a molecule can formally
treated as being attached to it and the other two as b
attached to the neighboring molecules. The probability tha
proton will be present~or absent! on each of the bonds is
equal to 1/2. Accordingly, the probability that two bonds b
longing to adjacent molecules will admit a given configur
tion of a chosen molecule~or, equivalently, a given distribu
tion of its protons! is equal to (1/2)2. Thus the number of
statesv and the entropys per molecule have the following
approximate values:

v'
3

2
, s5 ln v'

3

2
'0.405 ~ in units of kB!. ~1!

These same values were obtained by Slater as a first app
mation in a different approach.9

We see that the Pauling result is determined solely by
local properties of the network of hydrogen bonds, which
the same for all ices, and corresponds to a situation in wh
the molecules linked by hydrogen bonds form a Cayley tr
Formulas~1! can be refined, first, by taking into account th
correlations between states of remote molecules and the
pendence of the entropy of proton disorder on the topolog
properties of the network of hydrogen bonds, which are
termined by the type of crystal lattice13 ~even in the Pauling
model!.

FIG. 1. The six possible ways of distributing two protons of the H2O mol-
ecule on the hydrogen bonds it forms in the three-dimensional~a! and two-
dimensional~b! cases. The numbers1–6 label the states of the molecul
corresponding to the different distributions of protons.
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An additional reason why the Pauling model is attract
is the probability of constructing a ‘‘square ice’’ model o
the basis of it. One actually needs only to drop the requ
ment of tetrahedral coordination of the hydrogen bon
forming each molecule~Fig. 1b!. As we have said, this cir
cumstance is unimportant in the Pauling approximation
is not explicitly used in it.

2. CONSTRUCTION OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
SYSTEMS WITH STRICT EXCLUSION RULES

In the case of Pauling ice we are dealing with a spec
system with strict exclusion rules~SSER!. By SSER we
mean a model system in which the energy of a micros
can only take on two values: zero or infinity. Other examp
of SSERs include hard spheres~disks! and long, non-self-
intersecting polymer chains~the Flory–Huggins problem!.
The study of the mathematical properties of SSERs is imp
tant because they can be regarded as acceptable zerot
proximations for real systems.

In Pauling ice the energies of all Bernal–Fowler co
figurations are identical and taken to be zero, while the
ergies of the configurations containing Bjerrum defects
assumed to be infinite. States with infinite energy are in
preted as forbidden, and therefore the total energy of
system is equal to zero. The nontrivial thermodynamic ch
acteristic of a SSER is its entropy.

The entropy of a system ofN particles is expressed i
terms of its distribution functionrN($j i%):

S52(
i

(
j i

rN~$j i%!ln rN~$j i%!, ~2!

where $j i% is a complete set of variables which unique
determine the microscopic state of the system, and the in
i enumerates the lattice sites.

It is physically obvious that a large part of the inform
tion about the state of a system is contained in the low-or
correlation functionsr1(j i), r2(j i ,j j ), etc., which are re-
lated torN($j i%) by well-known relations. In view of this, it
is expedient to write the expression for the entropy in
form of a series~see Ref. 19!:

S5S12S22S31..., ~3!

S152(
i

(
j i

r1~j i !ln r1~j i !52N(
j1

r1~j1!ln r1~j1!,

S252(̂
i j &

(
j i ,j j

r2~j i ,j j !ln
r2~j i ,j j !

r1~j i !r1~j j !
,

S352 (
^ i jk &

(
j i ,j j ,jk

r3~j i ,j j ,jk!

3 ln
r3~j i ,j j ,jk!r1~j i !r1~j j !r1~jk!

r2~j i ,jk!r2~j i ,j j !r2~j j ,jk!
, ~4!

in which the symbols^ i j &, ^ i jk &,... denote all possible
samples of particle pairs, triples, etc. Series~3! is an expan-
sion of the entropy in irreducible multiparticle correlation

The meaning of the term ‘‘irreducible’’ is most simpl
illustrated by the example of a set of three particles. If
state of one of them (k) is statistically independent of th
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states of the other two particles, thenr3( i jk ) decomposes
into a productr2( i j )r1(k), and a binary correlation function
of the typer2( ik) decomposes into a productr1( i )r1(k). As
a result, the expression in the argument of the logarithm
the formula for S3 becomes unity, and the correspondin
contribution to the energy is zero. Although no subgroup i
system of interacting particles is exactly statistically ind
pendent, the principle of decay of correlations20 allows one
to state that with increasing distance between the vari
pairs of particles in a subgroup, the irreducible correlatio
between their states rapidly decay, and the correspon
contributions to the entropy tend toward zero.

Let us consider an approximation in which series~3! is
truncated at thekth term. In other words, we shall neglect a
the irreducible correlation effects above thekth order. Let us
discuss the character of the different distributions to thekth
term of series~3! in more detail. All possible samples ofk
particles can be divided into linked and unlinked. In a link
sample any two molecules can be connected by broken l
~forming the ‘‘bonds’’ of the lattice! that pass only through
sites of the sample itself. Further, on the set of link
k-samples one can always identify a configuration that is
most compact~i.e., the configuration with minimum diam
eter!.

From a physical standpoint the main role is played
the contributions of compact configurations ofk particles.
For such configurations the behavior of thek-particle corre-
lation function is determined mainly by interactions takin
place within the sample itself~we shall call it ak-cluster!. In
this caserk

(k)(...) ~the upper index here and below will de
note the order of approximation! can be constructed directl
from ‘‘first principles.’’ In particular, in a SSER one can us
the principle of equal probability of all allowed configura
tions of ak-cluster to determine the highest-order correlati
function. All the lower-order correlation functions,m,k, are
determined on the basis of the higher-order ones with the
of rigorous reduction relations.

A formula for calculating the approximate value of th
entropyS(k) for different values ofk can be written in the
form

S~k!5S1
~k!1S2

~k!1S3
~k!1...1Sk

~k! , ~5!

where Sm
(k) is the sum of irreducible contributions over a

possible sets ofm particles belonging to a compactk-cluster.
With increasingk the value ofS(k) approaches a limit which
naturally coincides with the entropy of the system.

The stated approach is internally consistent, since we
neglecting irreducible correlation effects higher thankth or-
der both in truncating the entropy series~3! and in determin-
ing the highest-order correlation function. We note that
consistency is a consequence of the fact that only com
configurations are reflected in it. In the noncompact grou
of particles the correlations do not have such a dir
~energy-related! character, since they are mediated by cor
lations with molecules that do not belong to the sample. T
highest-order correlation function of such a sample must
determined by a correlation function of higher order.

The optimal value ofk depends on the specifics of th
interparticle interactions. For Pauling ice and other SSERk
should be larger than unity. This is because the sing
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particle approximation~actually the mean field approxima
tion! is inapplicable, since it is unable to incorporate t
exclusion rule. It follows from physical considerations th
the best approximation for the correlation function and
tropy should be obtained for values ofk that correspond to
clusters whose symmetry coincides with the point symme
of the lattice. For a square lattice this requirement is satis
by clusters withk54, 5, 9, ..., which are square (k54,9)
and cross-shaped (k55) ~see below!. The requirements o
compactness and symmetry do not depend on the specifi
the interaction. In the case of systems with hydrogen bo
an additional factor influencing the accuracy of the calcu
tions is the presence of closed loops of hydrogen bond
the cluster. In particular, in 4- and 9-particle clusters all
loops of hydrogen bonds are closed, while in the 5-part
cluster there are no closed loops. The leading role of clus
with closed loops of hydrogen bonds is explained by the f
that for them the multiparticle correlations are taken in
account most completely.

In systems with a strong anisotropic interaction,
which microscopically nonuniform structures can arise,
value ofk should be matched with the size of the region
nonuniformity.

The entropyS(k) of Pauling ice will take on its maxi-
mum value in the case when all the allowed states of
k-cluster are assumed equiprobable.20 Thus for a SSER the
principle of maximum entropy allows us to approximate t
k-particle correlation function of the system by the expr
sion

rk
~k!~j1 ,j2 ,...,jk!5H 1/Pk for allowed states,

0 for forbidden states,
~6!

where Pk5(j1 ,...,jk
D(0,«(j1 ,...,jk)) is the number of al-

lowed states of the compact group ofk molecules. Here
D(0,«) is the Kronecker delta. The upper index inrm

(k) indi-
cates the order of approximation, and the lower index is
order of the correlation function.

Let us consider a way of finding the values of the lo
order correlation functions of ak-cluster for a specific ex-
ample, whenk55. On a two-dimensional square lattice
the five-particle approximation the most compact distribut
of molecules corresponds to the situation when the cen
molecule ~see Fig. 2! is considered together with its fou
nearest neighbors~a cross-shaped configuration!. The total
number of different states of the 5-cluster isP556•34. In
particular, let us find the correlation functionr28

(5) of the
molecules lying at opposite vertices of the minimal squa
Of the two possible variants of the distribution of the ver
ces, we choose the one corresponding to the unit vectorn0 in
Fig. 2. Let the molecule in the lower right-hand corner of t
square be found in the state labeled1 in Fig. 1, and let the
molecule in the upper left-hand corner be in state4.

Two pairs of molecules in the cross~1, 2 and 18, 28) are
arranged in the required way. These two pairs should both
taken into account on an equal footing in the calculation
r28

(5)(1,4). The number of states of the 5-cluster in whi
molecules 1 and 2 are found in states1 and 4 is P12(1,4)
59. At the same time, for molecules 18 and 28 this number
is P1828(1,4)518. This difference is due to the differen
number of allowed states of the central molecule 0 in
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specified states of the molecules at the indicated vertice
the square. Therefore,r28

(5)(1,4), defined as the ratio of the
number of favorable outcomes to the total number, is giv
by

r28
~5!~1,4!5

P12~1,4!1P1828~1,4!

2P5
5

1

36
.

It can be verified that for the pairs of molecules distributed
indicated above, the correlation functionr28

(5) assumes this
same value for 16 out of the 36 possible states of a pair
ten statesr28

(5)51/27, and in the remaining 10 states
equals 1/54.

This method of calculating the correlation function c
also be applied for all the other groups of molecules w
m,5 of the five-particle cluster and also in the general ca
The basic feature of this method is the determination of
the correlation functionsrm

(k)(...), m,k from the correlation
functionrk

(k) of the cluster as a whole. The relations betwe
rm

(k) , m,k andrk
(k) have the meaning of reduction rules.

It is important to note that these reduction rules hav
substantially different character from the standard relatio

rk21~j1 ,...,jk21!5(
jk

rk~j1 ,...,jk! ~7!

for the exact correlation functions of a system. Indeed
follows from ~7! that

rk22~j1 ,...,jk22!5 (
jk21jk

rk~j1 ,...jk!.

In our approach the relation between the correlation fu
tions rk21

(k) andrk
(k) is given by a formula similar to~7!:

rk21
~k! ~j1 ,...jk21!5(

jk

rk
~k!~j1 ,...,jk!,

but the relation

rk22
~k! ~j1 ,...,jk22!5 (

jk21

rk
~k!~j1 ,...,jk!

is no longer valid. This is because adding a particle to
subgroup of (k21) particles to bring it to a compac
k-cluster (k;10) can only be done in one way. At the sam
time, to obtain ak-particle cluster by adding two particles t
a subgroup of (k22) particles can be done in several way

FIG. 2. Five-particle cluster~‘‘cross’’ !. It contains two pairs of molecules
connected by horizontal hydrogen bonds~1–0 and 0 – 28) and two equiva-
lent pairs of next-nearest neighbors~1–2 and 18– 28).
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In constructingrk22
(k) one must take all of these possibilitie

into account. This way of calculatingrk22
(k) turns out to be

completely consistent with the probabilisitic meaning of t
correlation function. What we have said applies to all t
lower-order correlation functions.

When all the possible correlations in an ensemble
N;1023 particles are taken into account, such problems
not arise, and relation~7! does apply.

3. CALCULATION OF THE ENTROPY OF ‘‘SQUARE ICE’’ IN
DIFFERENT APPROXIMATIONS FROM THE IRREDUCIBLE
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

The features of the calculation of the bulk entropy
Pauling ice by the method of series expansion in irreduc
correlation functions are most conveniently discussed for
extremely simple example of square ice.

When the physical equivalence of all the lattice sites
taken into account, the single-particle contribution to the
tropy per site is given by the formula

s1
~1!52(

j1

r1
~1!~j1!ln r1

~1!~j1!. ~8!

A molecule at a site can be found in six different states~see
Fig. 1!, which in the single-particle approximation should
treated as equiprobable. Therefore

r1
~1!~j1!51/6, j51,...,6 ~9!

and

s~1!5 s̃1
~1!5 ln 6'1.792. ~10!

This value of the entropy is more than four times as large
the exact value,14 since in the single-particle approximatio
the restrictions on the states of pairs of hydrogen-bon
molecules are not taken into account.

In the two-particle approximation we must consid
pairs of nearest neighbors. For any state of the first mole
of a pair, the second can be found in only three of the
possible states. Thus, of the 36 states of a pair, only 18
allowed, so that

r2
~2!~j1 ,j2!5H 1/18 for allowed states,

0 for forbidden states .
~11!

The single-particle probabilitiesr1
(2)(j), as may easily be

seen, remain the same in the two-particle as in the sin
particle approximation.

Taking into account the reduction rules, the equivalen
of all pairs of molecules, and also the fact that the numbe
pairs of nearest neighbors is twice the number of lattice si
we can write the entropy per molecule in the two-parti
approximation@see formula~4!# in the form:

s~2!52s̃2
~2!23s̃1

~2! , ~12!

where

s̃1
~2!5s1

~1! , s̃2
~2!52 (

j1 ,j2

r2
~2!~j1 ,j2!ln r2

~2!~j i ,j2!.

Substituting~9! and ~11! into the expressions fors̃1
(2) and

s̃2
(2) , we obtains̃2

(2)5 ln 18'2.8904 ands̃1
(2)5 ln 6'1.7918

and the value
e

f
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f
le
e
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e
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s~2!'0.405, ~13!

which agrees with the Pauling result.4 It is somewhat smaller
than the exact value.14 We note that in the case of a two
dimensional square lattice the correlations between all
nearest neighbors are taken into account completely o
starting in the five-particle and higher approximations.

The next correction to the value of the entropy com
from taking into account the correlations in the states
three ‘‘mutually nearest’’ molecules. There exist two phy
cally different types of such configurations: 1! a ‘‘corner’’—
the configuration formed by molecules1 – 0 – 18 in Fig. 2;
and 2! a ‘‘segment’’—three molecules lying on a straig
line, like molecules1 – 0 – 28 in Fig. 2. In the three-particle
approximation these configurations are statistically equi
lent. Taking into account that the numbers of ‘‘corners’’ a
‘‘segments’’ are, respectively, four times and twice the nu
ber of lattice sites, we find

s~3!56s̃3
~3!210s̃2

~3!22s̃28
~3!

17s̃1
~3! , ~14!

where

s̃3
~3!52 (

j1 ,j2 ,j3

r3
~3!~j1 ,j2 ,j3!ln r3

~3!~j1 ,j2 ,j3!,

~15!

s̃28
~3!

52 (
j1 ,j2

r28
~3!

~j1 ,j2!ln r28
~3!

~j1 ,j2!.

In s̃3
(3) and s̃28

(3) the summation is over states of particles
the ‘‘corners’’ and ‘‘segments,’’ and the prime denotes t
pair correlation function for non-hydrogen-bonded molecu
in these same configurations.

It is easy to see that in formula~6! one hasP3554,
while r1

(3) and r2
(3) have the same values as in the tw

particle approximation. At the same time, the pair correlat
function r2

(3) takes the value 1/54 for 18 orientations of th
pair of molecules, and 1/27 for the other 18. Accordingly

s̃3
~3!5 ln 54, s̃2

~3!5 ln 18,

s̃28
~3!

5
1

3
ln 541

2

3
ln 27, s̃1

~3!5 ln 6.

Substituting the values ofs̃p
(3) , p51,2,28,3 into formula

~14!, we obtains(3)'0.519. We see that taking three-partic
correlations into account leads to a worsening of the ag
ment of the approximate and exact values of the entropy

We note that the topological properties of the lattice
not play a role in the two- and three-particle approximatio
This is because of the absence of closed loops of hydro
bonds in thek-clusters fork52, 3. We encounter a differen
situation in the four-particle approximation, in which th
4-cluster represents 4 molecules lying at the vertices of
square and forming a closed loop of bonds.

For any state of the molecule A in Fig. 3, molecules
and D can each be found in three different states. Howe
depending on the states B and D, molecule C can be fo
either in one or in two states. A simple calculation shows t
P4582, so that the probability of each allowed state is eq
to 1/82. If the four molecules formed an unclosed chain
three bonds, the number of states would be equal to 6•33.
Another important consequence of the existence of a clo
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loop of hydrogen bonds is that the single-particle probab
ties r1

(4) are different from 1/6, and the two-particle pro
abilities for the allowed states of a pair of nearest neighb
is different from the values in the two- and three-partic
approximations (r2

(2)5r2
(3)51/18). One can readily verify

by a direct calculation that the preferred states of a molec
are those with the protons lying in a straight line, for whi
r1

(4)528/164. The states with protons on perpendicu
straight lines, labeled1–4 in Fig. 1, are more rarely encoun
tered:r1

(4)527/164. Among the five physically nonequiva
lent configurations of a pair, the most common configurat
is that in which the protons of each of the molecules lie in
straight line. Its probability is equal to 10/164.

By simple identity transformations the explicit expre
sion for s(4) is brought to the form

s~4!5 s̃4
~4!22s̃2

~4!1 s̃1
~4! , ~16!

s̃4
~4!52 (

j1 ,...,j4

r4
~4!~j1 ,j2 ,j3 ,j4!ln r4

~4!~j1 ,j2 ,j3 ,j4!.

~17!

We see that the three-particle correlation functions do
appear ins(4), nor do the pair correlation functions for th
states of the molecules lying on the diagonals of the squ
The latter belong to four 4-clusters simultaneously~Fig. 4!.
We note that expression~16! is in complete agreement wit
the result obtained by the Kikuchi pseudoensemb
method,8 but, unlike that method, it is derived without elab
rate lines of reasoning and mathematical complexities. W
the numerical values of the corresponding correlation fu
tions substituted in, we have

FIG. 3. Examples of configurations of the 4-cluster~‘‘square’’!: the states of
molecules A, B, and D uniquely determine the state of molecule C~a!; there
are two allowed orientations of molecule C~b!.

FIG. 4. Four adjacent 4-clusters. The common elements are pairs of
cent molecules and individual molecules~each site belongs to four clusters!.
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s̃4
~4!5 ln 82'4.4067,

s̃2
~4!5

15

41
ln

82

5
2

18

41
ln

164

9
1

8

41
ln

41

2
'2.8871,

s̃1
~4!5

14

41
ln

41

7
2

27

41
ln

164

27
'1.7916.

These values together with~16! lead to an estimates(4)

'0.424. Thus taking into account the configurations form
closed loops of hydrogen bonds leads to a significant
provement in the result, which, by the way, is now prac
cally in agreement with the values of the entropy found
the diagram method in Refs. 10–13.

In the five-particle approximation the 5-cluster is cros
shaped~see Fig. 2!, and in the six-particle approximation it i
a 231 rectangle. It is clear that although these approxim
tions are very different qualitatively, one can assume befo
hand that neither will improve upon the result obtained in
four-particle approximation. Indeed, in the case of t
‘‘cross’’ there are no closed loops of hydrogen bonds. In
six-particle approximation we have two types of clos
loops, but the symmetry of the compact cluster is lower th
the symmetry of the lattice. The values ofP5 and P6 are
equal to 6•34 and 374, respectively. We shall omit the inte
mediate calculations and just give the results for the entr
in these approximations:

s~5!5 s̃5
~5!22s̃2

~5!22s̃28
~5!

14s̃1
~5! ,

s~6!52s̃6
~6!23s̃4

~6!22s̃3
~6!14s̃2

~6!2 s̃1
~6! , ~18!

where the notation has the same meaning as before. Plug
in the numerical values,

s̃5
~5!5 ln 486'6.1862m s̃2

~5!5 ln 18'2.8904,

s̃28
~5!'3.5520, s̃1

~5!5 ln 6'1.7918,

we find s(5)'0.469. Similarly, with

s̃6
~6!5 ln 374'5.9243, s̃4

~6!'4.4049, s̃3
~6!'3.9820,

s̃2
~6!'2.8760, s̃1

~6!'1.7915

we gets(6)'0.383.
The single-particle probabilities in the six-particle a

proximationr1
(6) for the equivalent states1–4 and 5, 6 are

equal to 0.164 and 0.172, respectively.
Thus we can conclude that the best approximation c

responds to the situation when the compact cluster cont
various closed loops of hydrogen bonds and the symme
of the cluster and lattice coincide. After the four-partic
cluster, these properties are possessed by the 9-particle
ter, which is a 232 square, for whichP952604. In this
approximation the entropy is given by the formula

s~9!5 s̃9
~9!22s̃6

~9!1 s̃4
~9! . ~19!

Determining the numerical values of the correlation fun
tions for the different allowed configurations of compa
clusters of six, four, three, and two molecules and the pr
abilities of single-particle states of the two types, we find

s~9!57.86480422•5.92171424.407329'0.4287.
ja-
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TABLE I.
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The relative error is around 0.7%. A very similar valu
was found in Ref. 13 in the twelfth order of perturbatio
theory:Sdiagr

(12) '0.4283.
The results obtained for the entropy and the sing

particle averagesr1
(k)(I) andr1

(k)(II), where I55 or 6 and II
takes one of the values1–4, are collected in Table I.

It is seen that with increasing size of the cluster with
which the irreducible multiparticle correlations are taken in
account, the entropy and the single-particle averages ch
nonmonotonically. The smallest deviation from the ex
results14 corresponds to clusters withk54 and 9, the sym-
metry of which coincides with the lattice symmetry and
which the hydrogen bonds form closed loops. From t
standpoint one expects that for further refinement of the
tropy value it will be necessary to consider a 16-parti
cluster~a 333 square!.

The values of the single-particle averagesr1
(9)(I) and

r1
(9)(II) can be compared only with the results obtained

Ref. 15 by the diagram method in the approximation of loo
containing 12 hydrogen bonds:r1

(12)(I) 50.190 and
r1

(12)(II) 50.155. We stress that in the approach taken h
the calculation of the correlation functionsrm

(k) with m<k
precedes the calculation of the entropy, and therefore
accuracies to which the entropy and correlation functions
determined are assumed to be the same. In the diagram m
ods the correlation functions are constructed independe
of the partition function, and there is thus no consistent c
trol of the random errors. Moreover, in the method of irr
ducible correlation functions the normalization condition
imposed on the correlation functions of all ordersm<k,
making it possible to avoid omissions or repeated coun
of physically equivalent states of the samples. In the diag
method there is no analogous ‘‘sum rule’’ for the topolog
cally nonequivalent loops with a specified number
‘‘bonds,’’ and that makes it harder to monitor the rando
errors.

4. ENTROPY OF HEXAGONAL ICE

Let us turn to a calculation of the entropy of thre
dimensional hexagonal Pauling ice. As we have said,
values of the entropy in the pair and three-particle appro
mations,s(2) ands(3), do not depend on the topology of th
lattice and therefore are the same for the square and hex
nal ices. In hexagonal ice the minimal closed contour
hydrogen bonds is formed by six molecules, and we s
therefore calculate the entropy in the six-particle approxim
tion. We note that the molecules making up a hexagonal
of hydrogen bonds do not form the most compact group
particles. Both requirements—the presence of closed lo
-
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of hydrogen bonds and the coincidence of the cluster
lattice symmetries—are satisfied only for a 26-particle cl
ter.

We take into account that hexagonal ice has two type
closed rings of six hydrogen bonds~Fig. 5!, the so-called
‘‘armchair’’ and ‘‘hat.’’ 3 The numbers of ‘‘armchairs’’ and
‘‘hats’’ are half and 1.5 times the number of lattice site
respectively. The number of possible states of the ‘‘ar
chair’’ (a) and ‘‘hat’’ (h) types are the same,P6(a)
5P6(h)5730, so that the probability of each allowed sta
of the six molecules of a ring is equal to 1/730.

After some identity transformations, the extremely aw
ward initial expression fors(6) takes the form

s~6!5
1

2
s̃6~a!1

3

2
s̃6~h!2

3

2
s̃4~h!23s̃3~a!1

3

2
s̃2~a!

2 s̃2~h!1
1

2
s̃28~h!12s̃1 , ~20!

where the symbolsa andh label the contributions belonging
to the ‘‘armchair’’ and ‘‘hat’’ conformations, respectively
The calculation givess(6)'0.409.

This value agrees to an accuracy of 2% with the resul
Ref. 13, which was found by the diagram method with all t
closed loops containing 12 hydrogen bonds taken into
count. A very close value for the entropy of cubic ice w
obtained in Ref. 12 by a semiphenomenological method w
the minimal closed loops, also containing 6 bonds, taken
account:scub

(6)'0.408.
Thus we are convinced of the good convergence of

sequences(k) of approximate values of the entropy obtain
from consideration of the truncated series~3!. In addition,
the results of the calculation directly attest to the largenes
the irreducible multiparticle correlation effects in ice o
more generally, in systems with strong hydrogen bonds.
fects of this kind may be responsible for the formation
clusters of mesoscopic size in liquid water.

FIG. 5. Conformations of the minimal closed loops of hydrogen bonds
hexagonal ice: the ‘‘armchair’’ type~a! and the ‘‘hat’’ type~b!.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we have calculated the bulk entropy
proton-disordered ice in the framework of the Pauling mo
on the basis of a series expansion of the entropy in the c
tributions of irreducible multiparticle correlations. We ha
shown that a leading role is played by the contributions
compact groups of molecules and that the sequence of
proximate valuess(k) of the entropy is not a monotonic func
tion of the cluster size. The best approximations corresp
to situations in which thek-cluster has the symmetry of th
lattice and contains several types of closed loops of hydro
bonds.

The method of expanding the entropy in a series in ir
ducible multiparticle correlation functions~IMCFs! is con-
ceptually similar to the Kikuchi pseudoensembles metho8

which is also based on examining the correlations wit
compact groups of molecules. However, the mathemat
implementation of the Kikuchi algorithm is considerab
more complicated.

The IMCF method is also extremely efficient for co
structing the equation of state of the two- and thre
dimensional Ising models. There, however, it is necessar
take into account the interaction of the boundary spins of
clusters with the spins that do not belong to the cluste
From a physical standpoint this step is necessitated by
presence of a long-range magnetic interaction, which ma
that problem different from the Pauling ice problem.

The first results in the IMCF method were obtained fo
system of hard disks.20 The dependence of the entropy a
isothermal compressibility on the relative areaw occupied by
the disks,S'S(k)(w) and b'b (k)(w), was determined for
k52, 3, 4. These functions can be used to estimate the m
mum admissible valuew̄ that limits the existence of the iso
tropic phase. An estimate ofw̄ for k54 is in satisfactory
agreement with the computer data.
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The statistical approach proposed in this paper a
works successfully for finding the entropy of another we
known SSER model—a solution of ideal polymer chains.

The authors thank Prof. N. P. Malomuzh for helpful di
cussions and criticism.
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One-dimensional model of a vortex in an easy-plane ferromagnet
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A simple one-dimensional model of a ferromagnet in a vortex configuration is proposed for
qualitative description of the structure and dynamics of a vortex in a two-dimensional magnetic
system. The model describes a system of four parallel spin chains with single-ion anisotropy
of the easy-plane type and includes elements of both the continuum~along the chains! and discrete
~perpendicular to the chains! descriptions. An analytical study is made of the static vortices
and moving vortex solutions of stationary profile. The analytical results of a calculation of the
static structure of the vortices are supplemented by a numerical analysis for the analogous
discrete systems and are in good agreement with the numerical data. The approach is generalized
to the case of the description of gyrotropic motion of vortices of stationary profile in the
framework of the collective variables method for the combined continuum–discrete description.
The results are analyzed and compared with the data for two-dimensional magnets. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542413#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of the structure and dynamics of magnetic vo
ces in two-dimensional ferromagnets with anisotropy of
easy-plane type have recently been attracting significan
tention on account of the fact that the magnetic phase t
sition in such systems takes place in accordance with
Berezinski�–Kosterlitz–Thouless mechanism and is acco
panied by the formation of a large number of vortices.1 On
the other hand, a significant number of two-dimensional a
quasi-two-dimensional compounds have now been obta
~a list of references and a brief review are given in Ref.!,
and so there is a heightened interest in studying them
very recent years the experimental study of magn
nanodots3,4 and artificial two-dimensional lattices of them5

has become one of the most interesting areas in the phy
of magnetic phenomena, as these might serve as a bas
ement of new technical devices. Experiments show that
certain ratios of the the transverse dimensions to the th
ness of the magnetic dots, magnetic vortices are observe
them. However, the theoretical study of two-dimensio
magnetic vortices is a rather complicated problem. Althou
the structure of the vortices and their motion and inter
dynamics have been investigated in some detail in a num
of studies~see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 6–9!, the majority of the
results have been obtained in the collective variables me
~CVM! or by direct numerical integration of the equations
spin dynamics of the lattice. At the same time, in any a
proach important information can be lost concerning the
pendence of the dynamics and structural properties of
vortices on the parameters of the system, so that mo
which admit an analytical treatment are extremely import
for gaining a qualitative understanding and finding an exp
nation of the results of experiments and numerical simu
tions.

The simplest models of this kind describe small fra
ments of the spin lattice—spin plaquettes.10 In recent years
1381063-777X/2003/29(2)/13/$22.00
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the theoretical study of spin plaquettes has acquired a
tional significance in connection with experimental resea
on some new objects in the physics of magnets: magn
molecules.11 An exact analytical treatment of spi
plaquettes10 gives a rather clear explanation of the pheno
ena related to the internal modes of such a system in a vo
configuration. However, because of the small size o
plaquette, one cannot consider the motion of a vortex in s
a model.

In this paper we propose a one-dimensional model
describing the vortex properties in an anisotropic easy-pl
Heisenberg ferromagnet. The model admits solutions of
vortex type and can give a qualitative explanation of t
features of vortex dynamics in a two-dimensional magne
system. The first one-dimensional model of two-dimensio
topological defects was proposed by Frenkel a
Kontorova12 for describing dislocations in a crystal lattice. I
spite of its one-dimensional character, that model give
rather accurate description of the core structure of a dislo
tion and its dynamics and has been used successfully
more than 60 years.13 Later a similar 1D model was
proposed14 for describing complex magnetostructural top
logical defects. In our case the study of the proposed
model is also of important methodological significance: it
simultaneously a continuum and a discrete model, depen
on the direction, and it is therefore possible to study
influence of the discreteness of the system on the topolog
characteristics of defects~their ‘‘topological charges’’!.

The main feature of the proposed model and the dyna
cal equations for the magnetization are described in Sec
Section 3 is devoted to an analysis of the static in-pla
vortex ~IPV! solution in the model: analytical expression
are obtained for the distribution of the spins in IPV, and t
stability of this vortex solution is investigated. In addition
the analytical treatment, for the analogous discrete syst
of finite size we present numerical results on the determ
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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tion of the value of the anisotropy parameter at which
IPV becomes unstable. We examine the static out-of-pl
vortex ~OPV! solution arising in the proposed model~see
Sec. 4!. An analytical treatment for the case of weak ea
plane anisotropy is also supplemented by data from a
merical analysis of the analogous discrete systems of fi
size. The dynamical properties of the OPV are investiga
~Sec. 5!. Expressions for the magnetization distribution in
vortex of stationary profile are obtained for the cases
‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ vortices. It is emphasized that the movin
OPV exhibits the characteristic asymmetry of gyrotropic m
tion. A version of the CVM approach2,27 is proposed for the
case of a combined continuum–discrete description of
system, and a simplified effective equation of motion for t
center of the vortex is derived. The results are summari
and compared to those from an analysis of two-dimensio
systems~Sec. 6!.

2. MODEL AND EQUATIONS OF SPIN DYNAMICS

The simplest model that admits an analytical treatm
of the statics and dynamics of magnetic vortices is a sys
of two ferromagnetic spin chains with easy-plane anisotro
~only single-ion anisotropy is considered!. Such a model ad-
mits a solution with a vortex configuration in which all th
spins lie in the easy plane. However, such an extremely s
plified model cannot be used to describe a more interes
type of vortex, in which the magnetization vector can devi
from the easy planes. It is therefore necessary to use a m
complicated model in which the existence of both types
vortex solutions are possible, depending on the value of
anisotropy.

The simplest model that generalizes our previo
plaquette models10 to the quasi-one-dimensional case a
which admits analysis of the OPV solutions is illustrated
Fig. 1. The system includes four parallel spin chains w
fixed spins in the boundary chains~labeled0 and3!. Similar
models have been proposed previously14 for describing the
properties of complex topological magnetostructural defe
The fixed spin chains0 and 3 model the two spin space
surrounding chains1 and 2, which contain the core of the
vortex. In our case the spins of the outer chains are fixe
the easy plane~thexy plane in Fig. 1! and are directed along
the x axis for chain0 and in the opposite direction for chai

FIG. 1. One-dimensional model of an easy-plane ferromagnet in a vo
configuration: the three-dimensional form of the static in-plane vortex c
figuration ~a!; the three-dimensional form of the static out-of-plane vort
configuration~b!; the xy projection of the central part of the out-of-plan
vortex ~the lengths of the arrows correspond to the values of the spin
jection! ~c!. The center of the vortex is found at the pointV.
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3 ~in the standard notation the chosen spin direction co
sponds to an ‘‘antivortex’’!. This simplification of the bound-
ary chains leads to an additional effective anisotropy for
inner chains1 and2 which makes the OPV stable. The spin
of the inner chains1 and 2 are free and can assume an
position in the easy plane and can also deviate from
plane. The proposed model is capable of describing a vo
configuration if the corresponding static solution has the f
lowing properties: the spins in1 have positivex andy pro-
jections forx→2`, while for x→1` they have positivex
but negativey projections. In chain2 thex projections of the
spins change sign~Fig. 1!. In such a configuration the tota
circulation of the spin vector along a closed contour is eq
to 2p. In other words, this solution possesses an analog
topological charge around the vortex centerx5y50, but,
unlike the continuum system, in one passage around the
ter of the vortex the magnetization vector in magnetic sp
does not follow a continuous circle but takes on only s
discrete values on the unit circle.

In the framework of the classical Heisenberg model t
system is described by a Hamiltonian

H52(
n

FJi~Sn
1
•Sn11

1 1Sn
2
•Sn11

2 !2
b

2
~Snz

1 !2

2
b

2
~Snz

2 !21 J̃Snx
1 2 J̃Snx

2 1JSn
1
•Sn

2G , ~1!

where the indexn is the number of a pair of neighborin
spins from the first and second free chains along thex axis,
Sn

i is the classical spin vector of thenth pair of thei th chain,
where i 51, 2 (uSu51); Ji is the exchange interaction con
stant between the spins of each individual free chain,J̃ cor-
responds to the exchange between the fixed boundary s
and the spins of a free chain, andJ is the exchange betwee
spins of different free chains~all of the exchange constant
are positive!. The parameterb is the single-ion anisotropy
constant, withb.0 for the case of easy-plane symmetr
From here on we shall assume that all the magnetic par
eters are normalized to the value ofJi , i.e., Ji51. Since
the single-ion anisotropy energy is much less than the
change interaction energy, the so-called magnetic len
l 5(Ji /b)1/2 is much greater than the interatomic distanc
and we can thus use the long-wavelength continuum desc
tion for the magnetization distribution along the chains. O
the other hand, in the direction of they axis the discretenes
of the system is taken into account, since the angles betw
spins in this direction can be of the order ofp. Ordinarily the
orientation of the spin vector is described in terms of sph
cal projections referred to the symmetry axis~the z axis in
the present case!:

S5~sinu cosw,sinu sinw,cosu!. ~2!

In terms of the spherical angles~w and u! the total en-
ergy is written as

x
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E5E
2`

`

dxS 1

2 (
i 51

2

@~u i8!21sin2 u i~w i8!21b cos2 u i #

2 J̃@sinu1 cosw12sinu2 cosw2#

2J@cosu1 cosu21sinu1 sinu2 cos~w12w2!# D , ~3!

where a prime denotes the partial derivative]/]x (x is the
coordinate along the chains!. However, in the Sections de
voted to analysis of the OPV solution, it will be convenie
for us to use different angle variables:

S5~cosc,sinc cosx,sinc sinx!, ~4!

i.e., a spherical coordinate system referred to thex axis ~see
Fig. 1!. In such a coordinate system, expression~3! for the
energy is rewritten as

E5E
2`

`

dxS 1

2 (
i 51

2

@~c i8!21sin2 c i~x i8!2

1b sin2 c i sin2 x i #2 J̃@cosc12cosc2#

2J@cosc1 cosc21sinc1 sinc2 cos~x12x2!# D .

~5!

In the expressions for the energy density~3!, ~5! we have
dropped a constant term22Ji . The variables~w,u! and
~x,c! are related by

Sz5cosu5sinc sinx, tanw5tanc cosx. ~6!

In the angle variables, the equations of spin dynamics~the
Landau–Lifshitz equations! lool like

sinc1,2

]x1,2

]t
5

dE

dc1,2
, sinc1,2

]c1,2

]t
52

dE

dx1,2
, ~7!

sinu1,2

]w1,2

]t
5

dE

du1,2
, sinu1,2

]u1,2

]t
52

dE

dw1,2
, ~8!

or, in explicit form,

F c1,29 2@b sin2 x1,21~x1,28 !2#sinc1,2cosc1,2

7 J̃sinc1,22J@sinc1,2cosc2,1

2sinc2,1cosc1,2cos~x2,12x1,2!] 1sinc1,2ẋ1,250,

~sin2 c1,2x1,28 !82b sin2 c1,2sinx1,2cosx1,2

2J sinc1,2sinc2,1sin~x1,22x2,1!2sinc1,2ċ1,250;
~9!

F u1,29 1@b2~w1,28 !2#sinu1,2cosu1,2

6 J̃ cosu1,2cosw1,22J@sinu1,2cosu2,1

2cosu1,2sinu2,1cos~w1,22w2,1!] 1sinu1,2ẇ1,250,

~sin2 u1,2w1,28 !87 J̃ sinu1,2sinw1,2

2J sinu1,2sinu2,1sin~w1,22w2,1!2sinu1,2u̇1,250
~10!

Here the subscripts denote the number of the free chain,
the upper of the two signs in6 or 7 corresponds to the firs
of the pair of indices. Below we consider only the case
equal exchange between all chains,J̃5J.
t

nd

f

As we have pointed out, in a discrete two-dimension
ferromagnet with easy-plane anisotropy there are two ty
of vortices: IPVs and OPVS. In a continuous medium~con-
tinuum description! an OPV always has a lower energy tha
an IPV.15 Thus, unlike an IPV, an OPV is stable in the co
tinuum limit. However, when the discreteness of the s
lattice is taken into account, there is a critical value of t
easy-plane anisotropy,bc , and for b.bc ~strong anisot-
ropy! the IPV corresponds to the stable configuration of
system. In the other case, when 0,b,bc , the OPV is
stable.6,7,9 This effect is due to the competition between t
anisotropy energy and exchange energy or, in other word
is due to the presence of two characteristic spatial scale
the radius of a vortex~the magnetic length! and the inter-
atomic distance. In this paper we will be mainly interested
the case of weak anisotropy, 0,b!J ~recall that all the
parameters are normalized toJi), which corresponds to the
actual physical situation. Because of this, the treatment
be substantially simplified thanks to the possibility of usi
perturbation theory. However, we shall first study the IP
solution and analyze the stability of the IPV configuration
determine the critical value of the anisotropy parameter.

3. STATIC IN-PLANE VORTEX

In considering the IPV solution, we limit ourselves
finding the static structure and stability region of a vortex
that type. We note, however, that in the model under stu
the meaning of the IPV solution differs from that in the ca
of a 2D system: as we have shown, in our model a IPV i
solitonlike solution of a nonlinear equation, while in the 2
case the IPV is the solution of a linear equation of the Po
son type. In the IPV all of the spins of the inner chains1 and
2 have az component of zero, i.e., in terms of the ang
variables we have introduced,x1,2(x)50. It follows from
Eq. ~6! that in this casec1,2(x)[w1,2(x). Far from the vortex
core the magnetization distribution is uniform, and Eqs.~9!
and ~10! are transformed to

sinc1,21sin~c1,22c2,1!50. ~11!

These equations have two different solutions:

c15c250,p ~12!

and

c15p2c256
p

3
. ~13!

For solution~12! the energy of the system falls off with
increasing longitudinal sizeL of the system asE;2L, and
for solution~13! it falls off as E;23L/2, and thus solution
~13! describes a twofold degenerate ground state of the
tem. In our model the vortex solution actually corresponds
a one-dimensional domain wall18 separating uniform do-
mains. At the same time, as will be shown below, this so
tion manifests vortex properties, and the so-called vortic
corresponding to this solution is nonzero.

Assuming thatc1(x)5c(x) and c2(x)5p2c(x) for
an IPV, we can obtain from Eqs.~9! @or Eqs.~10!# a static
equation determining the magnetization distribution for
IPV in the easy planexy:
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cxx2J sinc1J sin 2c50, ~14!

which is the same as the well-studied static double s
Gordon equation~see, e.g., Refs. 17 and 18!. The topological
localized solution~14! with the vortical asymptotic behavio
found here~13! has the form

c IPV5w IPV522 tan21F 1

)
tanhSA3J

8
~x2x0! D G , ~15!

wherex0 is the coordinate of the center of the vortex, and
lattice constant is set equal to unity. It should be noted, h
ever, that this expression is a good approximation for
spin distribution in an IPV only under the condition that t
characteristic magnetic lengthl;J21/2 is much larger than
the interatomic spacing. Using solution~15!, we easily ob-
tain an expression for the energy of the system in the I
configuration:

EIPV5aAJ2
3

2
JL, ~16!

where the first term describes the characteristic energy o
vortex, and the second term corresponds to the ground s
the numerical value of the constanta is given by

a5
2

AJ
E

2`

`

~w IPV8 !2dx5A62
&p

3
'0.967.

We note that while in the two-dimensional case the energ
a vortex diverges logarithmically with increasing size of t
system,1 in the system considered here the vortex solut
separates two degenerate ground states and correspond
one-dimensional domain wall, the energy of which
finite.16,18,24In a certain sense the situation is similar to t
‘‘collapse’’ of a magnetic vortex in a Bloch line in a doma
wall in a 2D easy-plane ferromagnet when the additio
anisotropy in the easy plane is taken into account. It is w
known that the existence of the IPV configuration is possi
only when the discreteness of the system in the core of
vortex is taken into account6 ~in which case the logarithmic
divergence of the vortex energy at the center of the vor
solution is removed!. In view of that fact it is of interest to
examine the question of the existence of an IPV–OPV tr
sition in a model in which the longitudinal distribution of th
magnetization is described in the continuum limit and o
the interaction between chains is taken into account in a
crete manner. As will be shown below, the energy of
OPV configuration is less than the energy of the IPV un
the condition of weak anisotropyb!J, and thus the OPV
should be stable for small values ofb. On the other hand
this conclusion becomes invalid if the anisotropy is n
small. Moreover, since the energy of the IPV configurat
increases with increasing anisotropy parameterb @see Eq.
~35!#, one expects that the IPV should be energetically p
ferred in the case of weak anisotropy. This question can
investigated by using the method of Vakhiov a
Kolokolov19 and performing a stability analysis of the IP
configuration.

Following Ref. 19, we must linearize the initial equ
tions ~10! with respect to small time- and coordinat
dependent corrections to the static IPV solution. There
two modes that must be analyzed:
-
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1! a symmetric mode with small corrections, of the for

u15
p

2
2q~x,t !, u25

p

2
2q~x,t !, ~17!

w15w IPV~x!1f~x,t !, w25p2w IPV~x!1f~x,t !;

2! an antisymmetric mode with

u15
p

2
2q~x,t !, u25

p

2
1q~x,t !, ~18!

w15w IPV~x!2f~x,t !, w25p2w IPV~x!1f~x,t !,

wherew IPV is given by expression~15!.
The IPV–OPV phase transition should result from ins

bility of the symmetric mode, as is attested to by the sy
metry of the OPV solution. This assertion is also in agre
ment with previous results7,10 for two-dimensional systems
with a fixed boundary. Substituting expression~17! into ~9!,
we obtain the following system of equations in a linear a
proximation in the small corrections:

2f91cosw IPVf5q̇, ~19!

q91@cosw IPV22 cos2 w IPV2~w IPV8 !21b#q52ḟ,
~20!

where for convenience the time, coordinate, and anisotr
parameter are renormalized as follows:Jt→t, J1/2x→x,
b/J→b(J.0), and the dots over the symbols on the righ
hand sides stand for]/]t. For solutions of this system with
the form

f~x,t !5f̃~x!exp~nt !, q~x,t !5q̃~x!exp~nt !, ~21!

we obtain the coupled equations

L̂1f̃5nq̃, L̂2q̃52nf̃, ~22!

whereL̂1 andL̂2 are Hermitean operators of the Schro¨dinger
type:

L̂152
d2

dx2 1V1~x!, ~23!

L̂252
d2

dx2 1V2~x!1b, ~24!

with the effective potentialsV1(x) andV2(x) @see Fig. 2#:

FIG. 2. Profiles of the effective potentialsV1(x) andV2(x) as functions of
the renormalized coordinate~25! and ~26!.
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V1~x!5

21coshSA3

2
xD

112 coshSA3

2
xD , ~25!

V2~x!52
3

2

712 coshSA3

2
xD

S 112 coshSA3

2
xD D 2 . ~26!

We thus arrive at the eigenvalue problem

L̂1L̂2q̃52n2q̃, ~27!

with the condition that the eigenfunctions be finite at infini
We must analyze the sign of the lowest eigenvalue of

operatorL̂1L̂2 , which corresponds to the ground-state eige
function, as a function of the value of the anisotropy para
eter. If the lowest eigenvalue of the operator~27! is positive,
thenn is imaginary, and the initial problem does not conta
solutions which grow exponentially in time, and the IPV
stable. In the opposite case a solution appears which gr
exponentially with time, and the IPV is unstable. Cons
quently, it is necessary to find the dependence of the low
eigenvalue on the anisotropy parameter and the value o
anisotropy parameter at which the eigenvalue changes s
This valuebc will be the IPV–OPV phase transition point

SinceV1(x).0 for anyx, the operatorL̂1 is nondegen-
erate and possesses a continuous spectrum of positive

nite eigenvalues. In that case the inverse operatorL̂1
21 exists

and is also positive definite. Taking this circumstance i
account, we can reduce the variational problem

2n0
25min

^q̃uL̂2uq̃&

^q̃uL̂1
21uq̃&

~28!

to investigation of the eigenvalue spectrum of the opera

L̂2 , since the sign of its eigenvalues determines the signa
of the initial operator from~27!. In expression~28! the sub-
script 0 corresponds to the lowest eigenvalue, and the s
dard quantum-mechanical notation for the scalar produc
used.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, an upper estimate for the IP
OPV phase transition point in the system under study isb
52V2(0)51.5. Indeed, for allb.1.5, the whole potentia

well for the Schro¨dinger operatorL̂2 is shifted above thex
axis, and the ground-state eigenvalue is positive. This me
that not all of the solutions of the initial set of equations~19!,
~20! are growing ones, and the IPV is stable for anyb
.1.5. To obtain the value of the IPV–OPV transition po
to high accuracy, one can use an approximate variatio
procedure for studying the lowest eigenvalue of the oper
(L̂22b), which corresponds to a symmetric eigenfuncti
without nodes and with exponentially damped asympto
behavior at infinity. By choosing the comparison function f
the ground state in the formq5sech(gx), where g is the
variational parameter, we satisfy the conditions imposed.
.
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variational procedure leads to a critical value of the anis

ropy parameterbc'0.73. Since the operator (L̂22b) is
negative definite on a manifold of functions with the sym
metry of the ground state, one can conclude that the
value ofbc for our system should be slightly smaller than t
value found.

To check our results and to track the connection of
proposed system with purely discrete systems, we carried
a series of numerical computations for completely discr
systems of finite size, analogous to that shown in Fig.
Using the Hamiltonian of the discrete system~1! directly, we
determined numerically the vortex configuration with min
mum energy for systems containing 40, 60, and 100 f
spins~in the inner chains!. It is known that for a very small
two-dimensional system, the critical value of the anisotro
parameter for the IPV–OPV transition depends substanti
on the size of the system.7,10 However, as the size of the
system increases, the critical value of the anisotropy par
eter rapidly approaches a certain limiting value. For all t
40-, 60- and 100-spin systems it was found that the transi
point lies in the interval 0.695,bc,0.7. This result is in
good agreement with the analytical estimate obtained.

4. STATIC OUT-OF-PLANE VORTEX CONFIGURATION

As we have shown above, the IPV is stable if the anis
ropy parameter is greater than a critical valuebc'0.7J ~in
this Section we use an unrenormalized parameterb!. The
OPV is stable in the interval of anisotropy paramete
0,b,bc . The structure of the OPV is much more comp
cated to study than that of the IPV, but the discussion can
simplified considerably by assuming thatb!J. In our sub-
sequent treatment we shall therefore use perturbation th
in the small parameterb.

4.1. Magnetization distribution in a static out-of-plane
vortex

We use the angle variables for the spin in the form~4!. In
the case of weak anisotropy (b!1) the distribution for the
fields c(x) and x(x) can be found in the form of a powe
series in the parameterb. For an OPV the characteristic spa
tial scale~magnetic length! is of the order ofb1/2, and, as
will be shown below,]/]x;b1/2. As in the IPV case, in a
static OPVc15p2c25c. In addition, for a static vortex
we havex15x25x ~see Fig. 1b, 1c!. Taking these symme
try relations into account, we can reduce Eqs.~9! to a pair of
coupled nonlinear equations:

x92
b

2
sin 2x12x8c8 cotc50, ~29!

c92@b sin2 x1~x8!2#sinc cosc2J@sinc2sin 2c#50.
~30!

The vortex solution of equations~29!, ~30! corresponds
to a spatial rotation of the spin vector from the positionc
5p/3, x50 for x→2` to the positionc5p/3, x5p for
x→1`; here the spins rotate practically along a conic
surface~see Fig. 3!. In accordance with this assumption th
value ofx remains of the order of unity, whilex8;b1/2. For
the second fieldc5p/31O(b) andc8;b3/2. In Eq. ~29! in
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the leading approximation one can drop the last term
obtain the well-known static sine-Gordon equation, with t
soliton solution

x~0!52 tan21~expAbx!. ~31!

The last term in Eq.~30! is of orderb. Thus this analysis
demonstrates the correctness of the initial assumption
we made as to the order of smallness ofc8. Using the lead-
ing approximation for the fieldX, we obtain the first correc
tions for c:

c~x!5
p

3
2

1

)

b

J

1

cosh2 Abx
1O~b2!, ~32!

and using Eq.~32!, we obtain an expression forx accurate to
orderb2 in the form

x~x!52 tan21 expAbx1
1

3

b

J

sinhAbx

cosh2 Abx
1O~b!2.

~33!

From Eqs. ~29! and ~30! we can also obtain
the asymptotic behavior of the fieldsx(x) and c(x) in the
OPV without making the assumption thatb is small. For
x→6` one can linearize these equations above the gro
state@see Eq.~13!# and obtain

x~x!'C exp~7Abx!,

c~x!'7
p

3
6C2

)b

8b23J
exp~72Abx!, ~34!

where the constant of integrationC depends onb andJ and
for small b can be represented in the formC'2
1b(3J)211O(b2).

It follows from the form of solutions~32!, ~33! and the
asymptotic expression~34! that the size of the core of a
OPV is of orderl OPV;b21/2, i.e., in the case of smallb it is
substantially larger than for an IPV:l IPV;J21/2! l OPV @see
Eq. ~15#!.

It is of interest to compare the results with the data fro
an analysis of two-dimensional systems. Far from the cor
a vortex the asymptotic expression for thez component of
the magnetization falls off exponentially, so that in the tw
dimensional caseSz;exp(2Abx). However, the fieldw also

FIG. 3. Spatial rotation of the spin vector in the free chains as the coordi
varies from2` to 1`.
d
e

at

d

of

-

tends exponentially toward its limiting value@w'p/3
2O(exp(2Abx)#, which differs from the 2D case, in which
at large distancesw(y5a, x@a);a/x. This difference
demonstrates the one-dimensional character of the prop
model.

Substituting the solutions~32! and ~33! for the fields
c(x) andx(x) into the energy expression~5!, we obtain with
an accuracy to terms of orderb

EOPV512Ab2
3

2
JL, ~35!

whereL, as before, denotes the longitudinal size of the s
tem. The OPV eigenenergy 12b1/2 at smallb is substantially
less than the energy of an IPV@see Eq.~16#!.

For understanding the physical nature of the vortex
lution obtained, it is convenient to make a change of va
ables from~x,c! to (Sz,w). Substituting~32! and ~33! into
the expressions~6! for thez component of the magnetization
we obtain with an accuracy to orderb

S1,2
z 5
)

2

1

cosh~Abx!

2
1

2)

b

J S 2

cosh3~Abx!
2

1

cosh~Abx!
D . ~36!

The dependence of the total out-of-plane magnetiza
of the OPV on the anisotropy parameter looks like:

M`5pA3

b
1O~b3/2!, ~37!

and in the leading approximation the expression for the fi
w is

w152tan21) tan~Abx!, w252p2w1 . ~38!

Using the expressions obtained for the fieldsSz and w,
we can find an expression for the density of vorticity of th
solution, which is an important characteristic of the OPV. F
a two-dimensional magnet in the continuum description,
density of vorticity has the form~see, e.g., Ref. 22!

Y5
]Sz

]x

]w

]y
2

]Sz

]y

]w

]x
, ~39!

and the total vorticity of the OPV in an infinite 2D magnet
given by G5*VYdxdy52pSz(0), where Sz(0) is the z
component of the magnetization at the center of the vor
For the combined model under study they coordinate takes
on discrete valuesy50,1,2,3 and the derivative]/]y should
be replaced by symmetrized finite differences:] f /]y→( f 0

2 f 2)/2,(f 12 f 3)/2. To calculate the discrete analog of th
total vorticity it is necessary to use the symmetry propert
of the OPV:S0

z5S3
z50, S1

z5S2
z , w050, w352p, andw2

52p2w1 ~for x.0); w25p2w1 ~for x,0). The latter
relation takes into account the rotation of the spin vector
an angle of 2p in traversing a closed contour around th
center of the vortex. Thus we finally get for the vortici
density~the indices give the number of the chain!

Y15Y25
1

2

]

]x
~S1

2w1!1
p

2

]S1
z

]x
sgn~x!, ~40!

te
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and for the total vorticity

G5E
2`

`

dx~Y11Y2!12pS1
z~0!. ~41!

This result agrees with the result for an OPV in a tw
dimensional continuum system.

Since we will later be discussing the numerical treatm
of discrete systems of finite size along thex axis, it is helpful
to lead off with an analytical discussion of the effects
finiteness of the chains. First it is necessary the rewrite
leading approximation of the solution for the fieldx ~31! in
order to satisfy the boundary conditions~for the sake of defi-
niteness we have chosen Neumann boundary condition! at
the ends of chains1 and 2 ~i.e., at the pointsx56L/2,
whereL denotes the total length of each chain!. In the lead-
ing approximationc (0)'p/3, and x (0) satisfies the sine
Gordon equation. In order to satisfy the boundary conditio
we must choose the periodic cnoidal solution of the si
Gordon equation:

x~0!5
p

2
1sin21 ksn~Abxuk!, ~42!

where sn(zuk) is the Jacobi elliptic sine20 with argumentz
and modulusk. The modulusk is uniquely determined by
the length of the chains and the value of the anisotropy
rameter:

AbL

2
5K~k!. ~43!

Here K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind
Taking into account that the minimum valueK(0)5p/2 and
thatK(k) is a monotonic function of its argumentk, we can
find the value of the anisotropy parameterb at which the
vortex configuration vanishes. Indeed, ask→0 the value of
b remains finite and approachesb* 5(p/L)2. For values of
b less thanb* there exists only the uniform spin ordering~in
the direction of thex axis! with no vortex. An analogous
influence of the finite size of the system on the structure
an OPV was also noted previously in a study of a tw
dimensional spin plaquette with a free boundary.10 The bifur-
cational splitting-off of the localized state from the unifor
state for systems of finite size is a well-known fact. It occu
at a finite critical value of the bifurcation parameter, and
two-dimensional systems this critical value is of orderL22

~Ref. 21!. Let us calculate the out-of-plane magnetization
a system of finite sizeL in the OPV configuration. Expres
sions for the localz component of the spins can be obtain
by substituting the expressions for the fieldsx (0) and c (0)

into relation~6!:

Sz
1,25
)

2
dn~Abxuk!, ~44!

where the elliptic function dn(zuk) is defined as dn(zuk)
5(12k2sn2(zuk))1/2. Then the total out-of-plane magnet
zation of a finite system takes the form

ML5E
2L/2

L/2

S1
z~x!1S2

z~x!]dx5pA3

b
. ~45!

In the limit b→b* it approaches the value
-

t

f
e

s
-

a-

f
-

s

r

ML* 52L
)

2
. ~46!

In the treatment of a discrete system the factor 2L in
expression~46! must be replaced by the number of spinsN
in the mobile chains1 and2.

4.2. Numerical analysis of a static out-of-plane vortex in a
discrete system of finite size

It is helpful to supplement the analytical treatment
numerical calculations for discrete systems of analogous
ometry for the purpose of extending the analysis to the wh
region of stability of the OPV without restricting conside
ation to the case of smallb only, and to study the vortex
structure at values of the anisotropy parameter close to
point of the IPV–OPV transition. For finding the minimum
energy configuration, expression~1! for the energy of the
discrete system was used directly and the random relaxa
procedure was employed for different values of the anis
ropy. As the initial configuration we chose the distributio
described by formula~15!, where the center of the vorte
coincides with the center of the system~the coordinate origin
in Fig. 1c! and we setJ51. We note that solution~15! was
obtained in the long-wavelength approximation and is c
rect only for smallJ. Only relaxation to configurations with
the vortex symmetry was allowed. We investigated syste
containing 40, 60, and 100 spins, but because of the alm
complete similarity of the results, in this Section we sh
consider the results of the analysis only for a system with
mobile spins@Neumann~i.e., free! boundary conditions were
chosen at the ends of the chains#.

In the first step, relaxation was permitted only in th
easy plane, and in that way the true IPV configuration for
chosen values of the parameters of the system was obta
The corresponding IPV distribution is very close to the sp
distribution in the easy plane in Fig. 4a. The discretenes
the system, the influence of the finite lengths of the cha
and the rather large value ofJ used all led as a result to th
transformation of the chosen initial IPV distribution~ob-
tained analytically in the continuum limit for an infinite sys

FIG. 4. Change of the distribution ofSz and the structure of the ordering o
the spins in the easy plane as the value ofb decreases for a discrete syste
consisting of 40 spins in the out-of-plane vortex configuration.
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tem!. In spite of this, the difference of the initial configura
tion and that obtained after the relaxation procedure was
very substantial.

In the next step the spins were allowed to leave the e
plane, and spin configuration in three dimensions was fo
~recall that the length of the spin vector remains consta!.
This was done for values of the anisotropy parameter in
interval 0.02,b,1.5 with a step of 0.01~for values ofb
less than 0.02 the system did not relax to a vortex confi
ration!.

A graphical illustration of the distribution of thez pro-
jection of the magnetization and the distribution of spins
the easy planexy is given in Fig. 4. Analysis showed that fo
b,bc'0.695 the vortex solution acquired an out-of-pla
component, strongly localized in the vicinity of the vorte
core for small deviations of the values ofb from the critical
value bc . For such values ofb the distribution of spins in
the xy plane does not differ substantially from that in th
IPV. With increasing deviation ofb from the critical value
~in the direction of lowerb! the in-plane ordering of the
spins changed in accordance with the results of the analy
treatment@see Eqs.~15!, ~32!, and ~33!#. The profile of the
out-of-plane magnetization simultaneously acquired an
creasingly smooth bell-shaped form. Similar behavior of
z projection of the magnetization with decreasing anisotro
is observed in two-dimensional systems.

Figure 5 shows the out-of-plane magnetization per s
of the system as a function of the anisotropy parameter.
curve has the characteristic bifurcational form and is in go
agreement with the data for two-dimensional systems
arises at the pointbc with a square-root singularity and tend
monotonically toward its limiting valueML /N5)/2 for
b→b* ~we note that the maximum value ofM /N in a two-
dimensional system is equal to unity!. The numericalM (b)
dependence is in good agreement with the analytical re
M5p(3/b)1/2 ~for small b!.

Figure 6 showsE(b) for the OPV. At smallb the curve
obtained numerically~see Fig. 6! is in good agreement with
the result of the analytical treatment.E(b) splits off in a
bifurcational manner at the pointb5bc from the the IPV
energy valueEIPV>.66.1 ~for N540). For b,bc the en-
ergy of an OPV is less than the energy of an IPV, and at th
values of the anisotropy the IPV is unstable. The O
energy decreases with decreasingb and reaches a valu
E* '267.6 at a second bifurcation pointb5b* '(p/L)2

FIG. 5. The out-of-plane magnetization for one atom as a function of
anisotropy parameterb for a system of 40 spins.
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'0.02, at which the vortex loses its topological propert
and undergoes a transition to a uniform out-of-plane s
~OPU! with a nonzeroz component of the spins (S1,2

z

5sin(p/3)5)/2, S1
x52S2

x5cos(p/3)51/2, S1
y5S2

y50).
The dependence of the OPV energyEOPV(b) splits off at the
point (b* ,E* ) from the energy curveEOPU(b) of this uni-
form state. For eachb,b* in a system of finite size, only
the uniform states are stable: in the case considered h
these are the uniform out-of-plane~OPU! and uniform in-
plane~IPU! states.

The spin distribution in the latter is given by expressi
~13!. The global energy minimum for any positiveb corre-
sponds to the IPU state with energyEIPU5268 for N540.
The OPU configuration, in turn, corresponds to a local mi
mum of the energy. Forb50 the energies of the OPU an
IPU states are equal to each other.

5. DYNAMICS OF AN OUT-OF-PLANE VORTEX

Let us consider the dynamical properties of an OPV
the case of weak anisotropy (b!J). The difficulty in treat-
ing the dynamics of an OPV in the proposed model lies
the fact that motion of the OPV is possible only under t
condition that the center of the vortex is displaced in t
direction of they axis from the symmetric position. This, i
turn, makes it necessary to consider a system of four cou
equations for the fieldsc1,2 and x1,2. We note that in an
infinite two-dimensional system an OPV cannot move~it is
‘‘frozen’’ in the ground state!, and motion is possible only in
systems of finite size, even if they are bounded in only o
dimension.~The problem of the motion of Pitaevski� vortices
in a superfluid liquid in systems with a similar geometry
examined in Ref. 23.!

Let us start by analyzing the spectrum of linear sp
waves propagating along the chains. To obtain the spect
it is necessary to linearize the set of equations~9! above the
uniform ground state with respect tox1,2!1 and «1,2!1,
wherec15p/31«1 andc252p/32«2 :

x1,29 2bx1,25J~x1,22x2,1!6
2

)
«̇1,2, ~47!

e
FIG. 6. Total energy in a system of 40 mobile spins as a function of
parameterb for the out-of-plane~OPV! and in-plane~IPV! vortex configu-
rations and the uniform out-of-plane~OPU! and in-plane~IPU! configura-
tions.
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«1,29 2J«1,25
J

2
«1,27

2

)
ẋ1,2. ~48!

Then, substituting

x i~x,t !5x i sin~kx2vt !,

« i~x,t !5« i cos~kx2vt !,

we arrive at the dispersion relation

vs
25~b1k2!S J

2
1k2D , ~49!

for the symmetric modes with x15x2 , «152«2 , and

va
25~b12J1k2!S 3J

2
1k2D , ~50!

for the antisymmetric modea with x152x2 , «15«2 . We
emphasize that the dispersion relations obtained corresp
to spin waves in a system with a special type of bound
conditions ~with opposite directions of the fixed spins
chains0 and3!. If the spins in the boundary chains are fixe
in the same direction, then the dispersion relation for
symmetric mode would bevs

25@(b1J)1k2#@J1k2#, just
as in the antisymmetric mode. The dispersion relations
tained have qualitatively the same form as the dispers
relation for spin waves in a two-dimensional easy-plane
romagnet with fixed boundary conditions~of the Dirichlet
type!. The lowest symmetric mode coincides with the sp
trum of a two-dimensional magnet if the size of the tw
dimensional system in one direction isp/2. The dispersion
relations obtained are also reminiscent of that for a bia
ferromagnet.24

It follows from Eq. ~49! that the minimum spin-wave
phase velocity is approximatelyVph

min'(J/2)25c. It is well
known24 that the motion of nonlinear localized excitations
stationary profile is possible only at velocities lower than
minimum phase velocity of linear excitations (V,c). From
here on we will be interested only in the case of vort
motion at low velocitiesV!c.

In a static OPV the spatial rotation of the spins asx goes
from 2` to 1` occurs almost along a conical surface w
a vertex anglec15p2c2'p/3. This fact demonstrates th
convenience of using the new variables«1,2. By linearizing
Eqs. ~9! with respect to small«1,2, one can express«1,2 in
terms ofx1,2 and derive simplified equations containing on
x1,2 ~the details of this procedure and of the spin-wave sp
trum are given in the Appendix!. Thus in this Section we
consider only the simplified equations for the fieldsx1,2:

x1,29 2
b

2
sin 2x1,22J sin~x1,22x2,1!5

2

3J
$2ẍ1,21ẍ2,1%

6
b

3J
ẋ2,1~sin 2x1,21sin 2x2,1!7

2

3J
@2x1,29 ẋ1,2

13x1,28 ẋ1,28 1~x1,28 ẋ2,1!82x2,18 #ẋ2,18 ]. ~51!

Such a simplification is possible only at smallb.
The equations obtained are easily analyzed for the c

V!b1/2 and b1/2!V!c ~we assume thatb!J;1). Since
the system of equations~51! was derived for motion with
velocitiesV!c, those equations can be used to study lin
nd
y

e

b-
n

r-

-

l

e

c-

es

r

waves with a group velocity satisfying the relationVgr!c,
or, in other words, with wave numbersk!b1/2. With the
given accuracy the dispersion relations~49! and~50! lead to
~see also the Appendix!:

vs
25

bJ

2
1ck2, va

25S 3J21
3bJ

2 D . ~52!

In these relations the indicess anda, as before, charac
terize the symmetry of the fieldsx1,2.

5.1. Motion of an out-of-plane vortex of stationary profile

Let us give an estimate of the different terms on t
right-hand side of system~51!. It follows from the static
solutions~32! and~33! that the characteristic spatial scale
the magnetization distribution is of orderb1/2, i.e., the spatial
gradients are of order]/]x;b1/2. The time derivatives are o
order Vb1/2. Then the terms on the right-hand side of~51!
have the following orders:V2b for the term in the curly
brackets, andVb3/2 for the terms in the parentheses a
square brackets. As long as the vortex velocity lies in
interval b1/25c2!V!c5(J/2)1/2 ~‘‘fast’’ vortices! the term
in the curly brackets on the right-hand side of Eq.~51! is the
main term. Otherwise, for ‘‘slow’’ vortices with velocities
V!c2 , this term can be dropped.

Let us consider slow vortices moving with velocitiesV
!b1/25c2 . In this case one can use perturbation theory, t
ing the solution~31! for the static OPV as the leading ap
proximation:

x1,252 tan21 eh1m1,2, m1,2!1, ~53!

whereh5Ab(x2Vt). Substituting expression~53! into the
right-hand side of~51! and linearizing the left-hand side o
system~51! with respect to smallm1,2, we obtain the follow-
ing system of equations:

m1,29 2bS 12
2

cosh2 h Dm1,22J~m1,22m2,1!

57
8

3

Vb3/2

J

sinhh

cosh3 h
. ~54!

Taking the particular solution of this inhomogeneous syste
we find that to the accuracy used the expressions forx1,2

have the form

x1,252 tan21 eh6
4

3

Vb3/2

J2

sinhh

cosh3 h
. ~55!

The expressions forc1,2 are as follows:

c15
p

3
2

b

)J
sech2 h1A3b

2J

V

c
sechh,

~56!

c25
2p

3
1

b

)J
sech2 h1A3b

2J

V

c
sechh.

The solution obtained for the slow vortices goes over
the static OPV solution~32!, ~33! in the limit V→0.

For fast vortices we introduce the new pair of variab
u5x11x2 , w5x12x2 , in terms of which we can rewrite
system~51! in the leading approximation as
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F12S V

c D 2Gu92b sinu cosw50,

~57!F12
1

3 S V

c D 2Gv92b sinw cosu22J sinw50.

This system has a unique solution for moving vortices
stationary profile withw50, and it reduces to the standa
sine–Gordon equation with a solution in the form a kink:

x15x252 tan21 ej, ~58!

wherej differs from h by the Lorentzian denominator:

j5Ab
x2Vt

A12~V/c!2
.

In this approximation we obtain from Eq.~A3! ~see Ap-
pendix!

c15
p

3
1A3b

2J

V/c

A12~V/c!2
sechj,

c25
2p

3
1A3b

2J

V/c

A12~V/c!2
sechj. ~59!

In these solutions we have dropped terms;b sech2 h,
since for velocities in the intervalc2!V!c they are sub-
stantially smaller than the ‘‘dynamical’’ terms~proportional
to V). Consequently, the solutions~55! and~56! can be used
as an approximating formula in the entire range of velocit
V!c.

Substituting solutions~55!, ~56! into relations~6!, we
find the distribution of thez component of the magnetizatio
in the moving vortex~we are neglecting corrections;b to
the static distribution!:

S1,2
z '
)

2
sechhS 16A b

2J

V

c
sechh D . ~60!

A more accurate expression can be obtained using
higher static corrections from expressions~36!. From the so-
lution ~60! we see thatS1

zÞS2
z , i.e., the magnetization dis

tribution is asymmetric. Asymmetry proportional to the vo
tex velocity in a moving vortex solution is also observed
the motion of a vortex in a 2D system.2,6 For the system
under discussion this asymmetry leads to an effective shi
the center of the vortex in they direction.

Let us also consider the solution for a vortex with t
other sign of its topological charge~see the remarks at th
beginning of Sec. 2!. It can be obtained by replacingx1,2 by
p2x1,2. Thus the signs in front of the terms in the pare
theses and square brackets in system~51! would be changed
to the opposite. However, the equation of motion is co
served under the substitutionV→2V, and the final solution
looks like:

S1,2
z~AV!'

)

2
sechjS 17A b

2J

V

c
sechj D . ~61!
f

s

e

of

-

-

Consequently, vortices with topological charges of d
ferent signs moving in the same direction are shifted in
posite directions along they axis.

5.2. Description of the dynamics of an out-of plane vortex
in the framework of the collective variables method

A simplified description of the 2D dynamics of an OP
is usually given in the framework of the collective variabl
method~CVM!, in which the coordinates of the center of th
OPV R(t)5(X(t),Y(t)) are used as these collective va
ables. This procedure leads to the well-known equations
Thiele for (X(t),Y(t)).25,26 ~The corresponding equation
for Pitaevski� vortices are obtained in Ref. 23!. Generaliza-
tion of Thiele’s analysis forS5S(r, R, Ṙ) gives the follow-
ing equation of motion for the vortex:2,27

M̂ R̈1ĜṘ5F. ~62!

Here M̂ is the effective mass tensor for the OP
F52]E/]R is the force acting on the OPV, andĜ is a
so-called antisymmetric gyrotensor with the components

Gxy52Gyx5E
V
dxdyS ]w

]Y

]Sz

]X
2

]Sz

]Y

]w

]XD . ~63!

For an OPV in an infinite two-dimensional magnet, whe
S5S(r2R), one can make the substitution]/]X, ]/]Y
→2]/]x, 2]/]y. After that, the definition~63! coincides
with the expression for the total density of vorticity for
static vortex,G5Gxy52pqSz(r )ur5R , whereq is the topo-
logical charge of the OPV~in the case considered,q521).
Since in our caseSÞS(r2R), the gyrotensor componen
Gxy is not equal to the total vorticity. This component can
found by using the solution obtained for a moving vortex

In this Section we propose a variant of the generalizat
of the CVM to the case of systems like the one under d
cussion. The procedure used to derive the simplified eq
tions of motion is extremely similar to that described in Re
2, 25, and 27, but in our case the approximate solution
the moving vortex is known, and the problem consists
determining the coordinates of its center~the collective vari-
ables!. For the coordinateX(t) this can be done rather sim
ply: it is sufficient to replacex in the solutions for the mov-
ing OPV by the combinationx2X(t). However, theY
coordinate of the center of the vortex is not uniquely defin
In Ref. 27 the authors proposed to define the center o
vortex from the distribution of the fieldw. We consider a
more consistent definition in terms of the distribution of t
field Sz. Since thez projection of the magnetization i
coupled to the magnon density, it seems natural to us
choose theY coordinate of the vortex as the magnon cen
of mass, by analogy with the introduction of the center
mass in classical mechanics. The definition of the collect
coordinateY for the center of the moving OPV then has th
form

Y5
*2`

` ~S1
z2S2

z!dx

*2`
` ~S1

z1S2
z!dx

. ~64!
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Substituting expression~60! for Sz into this definition, we
obtain a relation between theY coordinate of the IPV and its
velocity:

Y5
2

p

Ab

J
Ẋ. ~65!

We rewrite our moving solutions~59! and ~60! as functions
of x2X(t) andY(t):

S1,2
z 5
)

2
sechh6

)

4
pY sech2 h,

w152tan21) tanhh22)pY
sinhh

cosh2 h13sinh2 h
, ~66!

w252p1tan21) tanhh22)pY
sinhh

cosh2 h13 sinh2 h
,

wheren5Ab(x2X(t)).
The expressions found for the dependence of the s

tions on the collective variables~the coordinates of the cente
of the OPV! can be used to drive an effective equation
these variables in the usual way. However, the definition
the gyrotensor~63! must be modified:

Gxy52Gyx5E
2`

`

dx(
k51

2 S ]wk

]x

]Sk
z

]Y
2

]Sk
z

]x

]wk

]Y D . ~67!

Substituting~66! into this formula, we obtain an expres
sion for the gyrotensorGxy52Gyx53p, which differs from
the expression for the gyrotensor in a two-dimensional i
nite ferromagnet,Gxy52Gyx52p. This difference is due to
the fact that the extremely simple substitutionS5S(r2R) is
not suitable for the system under study, where it is neces
to useS5S(r, R).

The generalized Thiele equation~62! that follows from
the generalized ansatzS5S(r2R, Ṙ) was obtained in Refs
2 and 27. In our system the combined description we h
used leads to a modification of the definition of the ma
tensor, which contains derivatives with respect to the vel
ity of the center of the vortex, and since the explicit form
the solution for an OPV moving in thex direction is known,
the componentsMxx are found in a rather obvious way:

Mxx5E
2`

`

dx(
k51

2 S ]wk

]V

]Sk
z

]x
2

]Sk
z

]V

]wk

]x D , ~68!

whereẊ5V. Using the solution in the initial form~without
substituting the expression for the velocity in terms ofY into
it!, we obtain the vortex mass in the form

Mxx5
6Ab

J
. ~69!

We note that this component of the mass tensor is fin
unlike the infinite mass of a vortex in a two-dimension
system. However, one can show28 that for a ferromagnet o
finite size the effective mass of a vortex is of the order
u-

r
f

-

ry

e
s
-

f

e,
l

f

ln L, whereL is the distance from the center of the OPV
the nearest boundary; this is the reason why the vortex m
is finite in our model.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a quasi-one-dimensio
model for describing the vortex structure of IPVs and OP
and the dynamic properties of OPVs in an easy-plane fe
magnet. Unlike the two-dimensional case, where the IPV
been studied only in a discrete approach, here the contin
description of the magnetization distribution along the cha
forming the one-dimensional system is preserved. Tak
into account the discreteness of the magnetic lattice in
direction is sufficient for the existence of two types of vor
ces in this approach: in-plane and out-of plane, i.e., in
combined description one can study fundamentally disc
features. We have found the critical value of the anisotro
~the point of the IPV–OPV transition! in the framework of
the proposed model. The result is supported by numer
studies of discrete systems with an analogous geometry.

We have obtained analytical expressions for the mag
tization distributions in the IPV and OPV~the latter in the
case of weak anisotropy! and discussed the features of th
vortex solution which stem from the special properties of
proposed model. For the system under study the gradien
the azimuthal anglew falls off exponentially at large dis-
tances from the vortex core, and the difference between
spin directions of the mobile chains tends toward a fin
value. The one-dimensional character of the model lead
finite values of the vortex mass and energy, in contrast to
case of an infinite two-dimensional system. At the same tim
the vortex solution obtained has many of the properties
vortices in a two-dimensional system.

We have analyzed the motion of ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’
OPVs of stationary profile. We have shown that a movi
vortex has an asymmetric structure, as in two-dimensio
systems. We have obtained analytical expressions for vo
ces moving with velocitiesV!c. We have also developed
generalization of the collective variables method which ta
into account the combined description of the system, and
have obtained expressions for the gyrotensor andxx compo-
nent of the vortex mass tensor.

The results presented here may be important for con
ering two-dimensional magnetic systems with a strong d
ference of the spatial sizes.

Some of the materials of this paper were presented at
conferences EASTMAG-2001~Ekaterinburg! and Nonlinear
Lattice Structure and Dynamics~Dresden!, 2001. The au-
thors thank M. MBogdan for helpful comments and additio
in regard to the analysis of the stability of the IPV.

APPENDIX

For derivation of a simplified system of dynamical equ
tions containing only the variablesx1,2, we need to retain in
Eqs.~9! only the nonlinear terms in the small quantities«1,2.
Then for the first pair of equations we obtain
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J«1,21
J

2
«2,17ẋ1,21

J)

2
sin2

1

2
~x1,22x2,1!

1
)

4
~b sin2 x1,21~x1,28 !2!5«1,28 , ~A1!

and for the second pair

x1,29 2
b

2
sin 2x1,22J sin~x1,22x2,1!

6 «̇1,252
2

)
~«1,2x1,28 !81

b

)
«1,2sin 2x1,2

1
J

)
~«1,21«2,1!sin~x1,22x2,1!. ~A2!

The exact expressions for«1,2 are as follows:

«1,256
1

)J
~2ẋ1,21ẋ2,1!2

1

)
sin2

1

2
~x1,22x2,1!

2
b

2)J
~2 sin2 x1,22sin2 x2,1!2

1

2)J
@~x1,28 !2

2~x2,18 !2#6
2

3)J2
~5ẋ1,214ẋ2,1!9. ~A3!

As was shown above, for localized solutions of statio
ary profile of the formS5S(x2Vt) we have]/]t;Vb1/2,
]/]x;b1/2, and (x12x2);Vb3/2. In order to obtain the
asymptotic form of the solution for a moving vortex it
necessary to keep only the terms of the leading approxi
tion in ~A3!.

Let us turn to an analysis of the spin-wave spectrum
the framework of the simplified equations. After linearizati
of equations~51! in small x1,2 and making the substitution
x1,2(x,t)5x1,2sin(kx2vt), we obtain

vs
25

bJ

2
1c2k2, va

25S 3J21
3bJ

2 D13c2k2, ~A4!

where c5(J/2)1/2. Thus these dispersion relations diff
from the exact ones~49! by terms of orderJk2. The reason
for this is that these dispersion relations can be used o
under the condition that the magnon group velocityVgr

5]v/]k!c, i.e., for k!b1/2. Consequently, these relation
can be used only in the leading approximation, and then
dispersion relations obtained agree with the exact relat
~49! and ~50! for k!b1/2. To obtain a result which would
give better agreement with the exact relations~49!, ~50! it is
necessary to correct the above-described derivation pr
dure, keeping terms which we have previously neglected
the expressions for«1,2. As a result, in the linear approxima
tion we obtain from~A3! the more exact relations for«1,2:

«1,256
1

J)
~2ẋ1,21ẋ2,1!6

2

J23)
~5ẋ1,214ẋ2,1!9 ~A5!

and the corresponding set of equations forx1,2:
-

a-

n

ly

e
s

e-
in

x1,29 2bx1,25J~x1,22x2,1!1
2

3J
~2ẍ1,21ẍ2,1!

1
4

9J2 ~5ẍ1,29 14ẍ1,29 !. ~A6!

Then for the symmetric (x15x2) mode we obtain

vs
25S J

2
k21

Jb

2 D Y S 12
2

J
k2D'~b1k2!S J

2
1k2D ,

~A7!

and for the antisymmetric mode (x12x2)

va
25S 3J

2
k21

3J

2
b13J2D Y S 12

2

3J
k2D

'~b12J1k2!S 3J

2
1k2D . ~A8!

These relations agree with the exact values to terms of o
k4.
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Elastic properties and phonon spectra of quasi-two-dimensional VSe 2
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A recently developed method is used to make acoustic measurements of VSe2 single crystals.
The components of the elastic constant tensor are determined from the data of these
measurements. The experimental data are used to calculate the total and partial phonon densities
of VSe2 , which permit an explanation of the vibrational spectra of this compound. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542414#
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The vanadium dichalcogenide VSe2 , whose point-
contact and Raman spectra have recently been obtained1 are
quasi-two-dimensional layered structures which are now
ing actively studied because of a number of interesting pr
erties~see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 3!. Since the study of the phono
spectrum of VSe2 by neutron-diffraction methods is difficul
on account of the practically total transparency of vanadi
for neutrons,4–7 the present problem can be solved by reco
ering the interatomic interaction constants from the result
acoustic measurements and a subsequent theoretical ca
tion of the phonon density of states. Additional informati
about the phonon spectrum of VSe2 , which, because of the
complexity of its crystal structure, should have an abunda
of various kinds of features in the form of rather sharp spi
similar to those mentioned in Ref. 8, can be found in the d
obtained by point-contact and Raman spectroscopy.

In this report we present the results of measurement
the elastic constants of VSe2 and of a calculation based o
those measurements for the density of phonon states of
compound; these results can be used to give an adeq
interpretation of the results of Ref. 1.

The VSe2 crystal consists of a set of planar structu
formations—‘‘sandwiches’’ stacked on one another. Each

FIG. 1. Structure of the vanadium dichalcogenide VSe2 : V ~d!, Se~s!.
1511063-777X/2003/29(2)/4/$22.00
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these elements consists of three layers, the upper and lo
formed by selenium atoms and the middle an interlayer
vanadium atoms~Fig. 1!. The layers of the metal and cha
cogen in VSe2 are displaced relative to one another in suc
way that within a ‘‘sandwich’’ the vanadium atoms are foun
in an octahedral environment of selenium atoms. Althou
VSe2 is an intensively studied compound, the absolute val
of the sound velocities~and the elastic constants! in it have
not been measured before.

The technology for growing VSe2 single crystals can
produce flakes with a size of;50– 200mm in the direction
perpendicular to the layers. In the preparation of x-ra
oriented samples for the acoustical studies, plane-par
faces perpendicular to the@100# and @010# axes were ob-
tained by mechanical polishing in a special miniature vi
The working faces, perpendicular to the@001# axis, were
cleavage planes. As a result of this treatment the acous
path length in the plane of the layers was 1–2 mm and tha
the perpendicular direction was 40–100mm. For determin-
ing the sound velocity we developed a new version of
phase technique, representing a kind of ‘‘Nonius’’ measu
ment procedure. Initially by recording the phase–frequen
characteristic of the sample~frequencies near 54 MHz! we
obtain a rough estimate of the value of the sound veloc
which allows us to estimate the numbern of whole wave-
lengths that fit in the sample. The total phase delay crea
by the sample is found from the relationF5n360°1A,
whereA is the reading of the phase meter (0°<A<360°).

It was established by special studies that the irreprod
ibility of the phase measurements when the same samp
remounted is not more than 20°, and therefore the accu
of the measurements is estimated asd;20°/F, i.e.,;0.3%
for acoustic path lengths in the millimeter range, and 2–
in the direction perpendicular to the layers. The ‘‘Noniu
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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technique for acoustical measurements will be set forth
detail in a separate paper.

In the plane parallel to the threefold axis the samples
quite thin~with characteristic dimensions of 0.047 and 0.0
mm!. In this direction the absolute values of the velociti
are determined by comparison of the phases of the sig
that have passed through samples of different lengths.
values of the sound velocities measured at a tempera
T577 K and the elastic constants calculated on the basi
them are presented in Table I.

From the results of the acoustical measurements of
elastic constants we calculated the ratios between the f
constants of the interatomic interaction. Using theJ-matrix
method9,10 with the continued-fraction technique,11,12 we
found the total~Fig. 2! and partial phonon densities corr
sponding to the contributions from displacements of se
nium atoms~Fig. 3! and vanadium atoms~Fig. 4! to the
vibrational spectrum of the VSe2 lattice both along the layer
and in the perpendicular direction.

The partial phonon densitiesn i
(q)(v) ~where the indexq

labels the atom and the indexi the direction of displacement!
are determined as~see, e.g., Ref. 13!

n i
~q!~v!5

V0

~2p!3 (
a51va

3q R
~k!5v

dSa

va
uei

~q!~k!u2, ~1!

TABLE I. Sound velocities and elastic constants in VSe2 single crystals at
T577 K.

FIG. 2. Total phonon density calculated by theJ-matrix method from the
data of acoustical measurements.
n

re

ls
he
re
of

e
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-

where V0 is the unit cell volume,va(k) is the dispersion
relation of the vibrational mode of indexa, e(q) are the po-
larization vectors, the integral is taken over an isofreque
surface ink space,dSa is an element of that surface, an
va5uva(k)u5u¹kva(k)u is the absolute value of the phono
group velocity. The total phonon density is the sum of t
partial densities:

n~v!5(
q

n~q!~v!5(
q,i

n i
~q!~v!

5
V0

~2p!3 (
a51va

3q R
~k!5v

dSa

va
. ~2!

We note that the partial densitiesn (q)(v)5( i 51
3 n i

(q)(v) for
many compounds are determined by neutron diffraction,
the isotopic contrast method.14,15 Because of the weak inter
action between the individual ‘‘sandwiches’’ of the Se–V–
type, the lattice period of VSe2 in the direction perpendicula
to the layers can be considered to be much larger than
characteristic interatomic interaction radius~in fact, atoms
separated by one lattice period along theC axis are practi-
cally noninteracting!. As a result, the vibrational density o
this compound exhibits characteristic features of both cr
talline and disordered compounds, viz., the presence o
large number of quasilocalized vibrations~in a defect-free
lattice! on diverse parts of the continuous spectrum ba
Such features, though much more pronounced, are inhe
to the spectra of high-Tc superconductors and similar com
pounds, the lattice period of which along theC axis is sub-
stantially larger.8,14,15In the case of VSe2 the comparatively

FIG. 3. Contributions to the phonon density from vibrations of the Se
oms: the total contribution~a! and the contributions of vibrations along th
layers~b! and perpendicular to the layers~c!.
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small lattice period in this direction is ‘‘compensated’’ by th
strong anisotropy of the interatomic interaction. As a res
the vibrational spectrum of VSe2 contains slowly propagat
ing modes which form sharp resonance peaks on the pho
density.

The partial densitiesn i
(Se)(v) in VSe2 are similar to

those found in highly anisotropic layered crystals~see, e.g.,
Ref. 16, and for concrete models see Refs. 13, 17, and!.
The fact that the role of the layers is played by three-at
Se–V–Se ‘‘sandwiches’’ leads to changes in the behavior
the partial densitynz

(Se)(v) ~thez axis is chosen along theC
axis! and also analogous changes due to the bending stiff
of the monolayers, i.e., to smearing of the low-frequen
peaks.

The sharp peaks on the partial densityn (Se)(v) are due
to both Van Hove singularities for various vibrational mod
and to the presence of weak-dispersion segments on the
tical branches, which are characteristic for highly anisotro
layered crystals,19 especially for values of the wave vectork
close to zero. These are the vibrations that are manifeste
the Raman spectra.

Let us first consider the two sharp peaks atE
'40 meV andE'43 meV. Each of them corresponds to
weak-dispersion optical mode corresponding~for k50) to
the Raman-active antiphase vibrations of the selenium at
lying in the same plane, since the partial densitiesn i

(V) (v)
~Fig. 4! show no traces of these peaks. The maximum at
lower frequencyE'40 meV corresponds to transverse v

FIG. 4. Contributions to the phonon density from vibrations of the V atom
the total contribution~a! and the contributions of vibrations of the V atom
along the layer~b! and perpendicular to the layer~c!.
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brations, and is therefore clearly observed on bothnxy
(Se)(v)

and nz
(Se)(v). The peak at the higher frequencyE

'43 meV corresponds to longitudinal vibrations, and it
therefore present on the curve of the partial densitynxy

(Se)(v)
but is extremely weak on thenz

(Se)(v) curve because of the
very small interaction between the corresponding we
dispersion vibrational modes.

These two peaks coincide in frequency with the peaks
the Raman spectra given in Ref. 1. The substantial differe
in the height and width of the Raman peaks as compare
the peaks under discussion~they are substantially higher an
narrower on the theoretical curves of Fig. 3! is explained, on
the one hand, by the fact that we have considered an i
lattice, and the presence of any defects and even the na
isotopic composition of Se can lead to smearing of the n
row peaks, and, on the other hand, by the fact that Ram
spectroscopy does not detect the short-wavelength pho
which in this case have the same frequencies.

At E'21 meV and 28 meV there are peaks observed
the partial densities both for vibrations of the vanadium
oms and of the selenium atoms, and they correspond to
tiphase displacements of the V and Se found in adjac
layers. These peaks are broader and lower than those
cussed above, and they correspond to modes with stro
dispersion. The fact that the peaks due both to the longitu
nal (E'28 meV) and transverse (E'21 meV) vibrations
are present on the functionsnxy

(q)(v) andnz
(q)(v) is also due

to the fact that the polarization direction of these modes d
not coincide with the principal axes of the crystal and to t
stronger interaction of these modes with each other. While
the previous case~vibrations in the plane of a close-packe
layer! structural defects did not lead to mixing of the long
tudinally and transversely polarized vibrational branches,
the modes under discussion now such interference, du
particular to the stresses caused by the various defect
inevitable. Therefore, the Raman spectra given in Ref. 1 h
a single large maximum at an intermediate frequen
(E'28 meV) instead of the two peaks.

Of course, since information for determining the for
constants of VSe2 came from acoustical measurements, th
cannot be complete assurance that the phonon density in
high-frequency region has been recovered precisely. H
ever, because of the weak interaction between Se–V–Se
‘‘sandwiches,’’ the partial densitiesn i

(V) (v) have the charac-
teristic features of an isolated light impurity monolayer~va-
nadium is only about half as heavy as selenium!.

Thus in our view the almost complete localization
these partial densities in the high-frequency region of
continuous spectrum is therefore completely explainable

It should also be noted that in real VSe2 crystals the
partial density should not have as pronounced a resona
form because of the smearing due to various structural
fects.

The position of the characteristic peaks on the total p
non density agrees with the results of measurements of
point-contact spectra.1 For example, the point-contact spect
and the theoretical densities of states for selenium ato
have a characteristic low-frequency peak (;5 – 7 meV),
which should appear in all the low-temperature characte
tics of the compound under study. This peak is the termi

:
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tion of the ‘‘quasi-Debye’’ segment on the density of stat
n(v);v2, and it is therefore present on all the partial ph
non densities. The frequency of this peak corresponds to
transition from closed isofrequency surfaces in the acou
mode polarized perpendicular to the layers. In crystals
which the anisotropy of the interatomic interaction is sma
this segment ends in a Van Hove singularity of the ‘‘kink
type,16 while in highly anisotropic layered crystals this kin
is transformed into a sharp resonance peak due to the p
ence of an extended weak-dispersion segment on the ac
tic vibrational mode polarized along the weak-coupli
direction.20

We note that the frequency of this peak has nothing to
with the Debye frequency of VSe2 . An estimate of the De-
bye temperature from the results of ultrasonic measurem
gives QD'221 K, which agrees completely with the valu
obtained for it in Ref. 20 (QD522065 K).

The correspondence between the point-contact and
man data nearE'25 meV andE'40– 43 is discussed in
Ref. 1. We note only that the temperature and modula
broadening leads to smearing of the shape of the spe
lines in the point-contact spectra.21 This explains why the
point-contact spectra have broader peaks and even a ‘‘sh
der’’ (E'25 meV) as compared to the calculated density
states. In making a comparison of the intensities, which
the point-contact and Raman spectra in Ref. 1 are give
arbitrary units~since the data of point-contact measureme
only give information about the relative intensity of th
peaks!, one must take into account the influence of the po
contact form factor. It is expressed in a relative enhancem
of the intensities at low frequencies and a diminution of
intensities at high frequencies in the point-contact spect22

~for VSe2 this aspect is discussed in Ref. 1!.
The agreement between the positions of the ‘‘shoulde

appearing atE'72 meV and 82 meV against the bac
ground of the main maximum and the positions of the f
tures in our calculated density of states~Fig. 2!, at
E'68 meV and 80 meV, can be regarded as satisfactor
view of the inevitable distortions of the crystal structure a
the stresses that arise in the lattice during the formation
point contacts.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the comparativ
simple model proposed in this study for describing the p
non spectrum of the VSe2 lattice can be augmented and r
fined on the basis of experimental data on the vibratio
thermodynamic characteristics—heat capacity, Deby
Waller factor, coefficient of thermal expansion, etc. Neutr
diffraction studies would be of great interest, in spite of t
fact, mentioned at the beginning of this paper, that the t
phonon spectrum of the compound under study canno
obtained by neutron diffraction. And, for example, the app
cation of the isotopic contrast method15 for selenium would
,
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yield direct information about the partial densitiesn (Se)(v).
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High- Tc rf SQUID for magnetic microscopy
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The spectral density of magnetic flux noiseSF
1/2( f ) is investigated for high-Tc rf SQUIDs with a

pumping frequency of 390–457 MHz, placed inside three-layer Permalloy and
superconducting shields. A superconducting interferometer with inner dimensions of the pickup
loop of 1003100 mm is prepared by thin-film technology with a YBaCuO–PrBaCuO–YBaCuO
Josephson junction of the ramp-edge type. It is shown that with the use of a cooled
preamplifier, the energy sensitivity of SQUIDs in the ‘‘white’’ noise region~at frequencies above
1 kHz! is 4310230 J/Hz and is mainly determined by the intrinsic noise of the high-Tc

superconducting interferometer and the shields. At low frequencies the predominant noise is from
external fields penetrating directly into the shields. The addition of a ferromagnetic antenna
to the SQUID microscope increases the intrinsic noise of the magnetometer to 8310230 J/Hz at
frequencies above 1 kHz. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542415#
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INTRODUCTION

The creation of SQUID microscopes1,2 with high spatial
resolution requires increasing the signal-to-noise ratio a
hence, the sensitivity of high-Tc rf SQUIDs. This is because
of the fact that when scanning an object, for any algorit
used to solve the inverse problem of magnetic defectome
the accuracy of location, classification, and determination
its parameters all depend on the signal-to-noise ratio in
compilation of the data base.

In the room-temperature study of objects contain
spontaneous or induced magnetic moments, the spectral
sity of external magnetic noise at the sample is much gre
than the typical sensitivity of a high-Tc SQUID microscope.
Therefore, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio the sensi
element and the sample are placed in a Permalloy shield.
working frequencyf of the microscope is chosen in th
‘‘white’’ noise region, which for the usual shielding cond
tions starts at hundreds of hertz. In such a microscope
intrinsic 1/f noise of a high-Tc SQUID has practically no
effect on the quality of reconstruction of the characterist
of the object under study, which is determined by the se
tivity of the SQUID in the ‘‘white’’ noise region, the shield
ing coefficient for external electromagnetic fields, and
gain factor for the magnetic flux from the sample to t
SQUID. Since a high-Tc SQUID is found at a temperature o
77 K while the object of study is at room temperature, so t
they have to be separated by a gap for thermal isolation,
spatial resolution of a SQUID microscope can be improv
by using a magnetic antenna—a magnetic circuit made
ferromagnetic material~e.g., in the shape of a cone!.

For improving the sensitivity to magnetic field and th
gain factor for the magnetic flux from the object to th
high-Tc SQUID, the geometric inductanceL of the super-
conducting quantum interferometer is made quite lar
1551063-777X/2003/29(2)/4/$22.00
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However, as follows from the classical theory of SQUIDs,3,4

an increase of the inductance will lead to a rapid decreas
the modulation index of the output voltage, a decrease in
conversion transconductance, and an increase in the intr
noise, which depends on the ratioL/LF , where LF

5(F0/2p)2/kBT is the fluctuational inductance,F0 is the
magnetic flux quantum,kB is Boltzmann’s constant, andT is
the temperature.

For SQUIDs with nitrogen cooling (T577 K) the fluc-
tuational inductanceLF51.02310210 H, and in the usual
film technology for preparation of interferometers the val
L/LF is close to unity in all published studies. This mea
that the so-called nonhysteretic operating regime (bL

52pLI c /F0,1) the is realized for high-Tc rf SQUIDs
with L.10210 H and T577 K under conditions such tha
the thermal fluctuation energykBT exceeds the characterist
Josephson junction coupling energyI cF0/2p. HereI c is the
critical current. In other words, for high-Tc SQUIDs with
bL<1 the dimensionless parameter

g52pkBT/ l cF0 ~1!

is greater than 1 in practically all published studies.
For g@1, L/LF;1, and bL<1, it follows from the

theory3 that the average value of the current^I & circulating in
the interferometer of the SQUID at a fixed phase differen
w across the contact is sharply reduced:

^I &'I c exp~2L/2LF!sinw, ~2!

and this leads to the above-mentioned rapid falloff of t
sensitivity of high-Tc rf SQUIDs with increasing inductanc
of the pickup loop. In the nonhysteretic regime, when t
nonlinearity is small, expression~2! should describe a
high-Tc rf SQUID to good accuracy, and in the limit of no
very large values ofg, e.g.,g;1, one hasL/LF;1 andbL
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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!1.5 This is easily understood by formally replacing the m
crowave energy in Ref. 5 by the thermal fluctuation ene
kBT in the analytical expressions for the amplitude
frequency characteristics of the SQUID in the nonhyster
regime.

To take into account the influence of the large therm
fluctuations on a high-Tc rf SQUID operating in the hyster
etic (bL.1) regime, it is necessary to carry out an analy
of the Fokker–Planck equation in this limit. Such theoreti
studies for the regiong;1, L/LF;1, andbL;1 were car-
ried out in Ref. 6. A more detailed analysis, also based
numerical solution of the Fokker–Plank equation, and
perimental studies of the characteristics of high-Tc rf
SQUIDs7,8 have made it possible to extend these results
practically arbitrary values ofg, L/LF , and bL . For ex-
ample, for the regionL/LF;1 it has been shown that the
mal fluctuations in rf SQUIDs lead to a more complicat
renormalization of the average circulating current and
mensionless inductancebL , which in this case can be writ
ten in the form

beff;BLF2g expS 2
L

2LF
D J1~1/g!

J0~1/g! G , ~3!

whereJ1(1/g) andJ0(1/g) are modified Bessel functions.
follows from expression~3! that for g@1 the average value
of the circulating current practically coincides with the r
sults of a previous study,3 while for g<1 it is modified in a
rather complicated way. This effective decrease in the n
linearity of the interferometer in Eqs.~2! and~3! is due to the
influence of thermal fluctuations, which lead to a change
the current–voltage and signal characteristics of
SQUID,8 and, in the final analysis, to a degradation~propor-
tional to beff) of its sensitivity.

It was shown in Ref. 9 that for optimization of the sign
characteristics and sensitivity of an rf SQUID working in t
large-fluctuation limit (g;1, L/LF;1), it is necessary to
increase significantly the coupling coefficientk between the
resonance circuit, withQ factorQ, and the pickup loop. Fo
the hysteretic regimebL.1 the usual matching conditio
k2Q>1, g!1 must be rewritten ask2Qbeff>1. This reflects
the fact that in this limit the nonlinearity of the current
voltage characteristics of the SQUID is strongly reduced
account of the influence of thermal fluctuations, and
working regime becomes similar to the nonhysteretic regim

It is known4 from the classical theory that the sensitivi
of an rf SQUID improves significantly with increasing exc
tation frequencyv/2p, and this improvement can to a ce
tain degree compensate the influence of thermal fluctuat
in the regiong.1, L/LF;1. For example, in Ref. 10, in a
study of a high-Tc rf SQUID in the regime of large fluctua
tions, L/LF;1, g.1, at an excitation frequency of 85
MHz, the energy sensitivity in the ‘‘white’’ noise region wa
found to be

d«5SF~ f !/2L;5.6310231J/Hz, ~4!

whereSF is the square of the spectral density of magne
flux noise.

A calculation of the total sensitivity of a high-Tc rf
SQUID microscope in the limit of large fluctuations with th
intrinsic noise of the interferometer and the noise of the
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cillator circuit, preamplifier, magnetic antenna, and shie
taken into account is an extremely complicated problem e
if one ignores the influence of the noise that is specifica
related to the features of high-Tc materials. Therefore, in this
paper we have made a direct experimental study ofSF

1/2( f )
for two variants of a film-type high-Tc rf SQUID magneto-
meter~with and without a ferromagnetic antenna! placed in a
shielded space.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The pickup loop of the high-Tc SQUID, with an area of
1003100 mm, was made from a YBa2Cu3O72d epitaxial
film 150 nm thick, deposited on a SrTiO3 substrate by the
method of laser ablation. To increase the coupling with
external antenna of the microscope, the interferometer
made in the form of a magnetic flux concentrator with d
mensions of 333 mm. For such a geometry of the device t
period of the output voltage of the SQUID magnetome
with respect to magnetic field wasDB/F051.3
31028 T/F0 . The characteristic voltageVc5I cRN ~the
product of the critical current times the contact resistanceRN

in the normal, nonsuperconducting state! for Josephson junc-
tions of the ramp-edge type made from YBaCuO
PrBaCuO–YBaCuO epitaxial films with a barrier thickne
of 5–10 nm has values of around 20mV at 77 K (I c

510– 15mA, RN51.5– 2V). Thus for these interferom
eters the ratio of the energy of thermal fluctuations to
Josephson junction coupling energy has a valueg50.7 for
L/LF51.6 andbL52 – 5. The comparatively low values o
RN for PrBaCuO-based junctions limits how much one c
increase the excitation frequency 1/2p of high-Tc SQUIDs
~because of the onset of strong nonadiabatic phenom
in the pickup loop! at a level of;500 MHz. Indeed, for
RN;1 V the characteristic time of the interferomete
t5L/RN , becomes comparable to 1/v at 1/2p;1 GHz.

To decrease the influence of the noise temperature of
relaxation circuit and reduce the contribution of the noise
the subsequent cascades of the measurement circuit, we
a cooled two-cascade preamplifier based on GaAs fi
effect transistors. The noise temperatureTN of the amplifier
unit, measured by the method of ‘‘hot’’ and ‘‘cold’’ loads
was 35 K at room temperature. Although the noise tempe
ture of the unit was not measured when the preamplifier w
cooled to 77 K, we can state that it did not exceed the va
indicated above. At a frequency of 400 MHz the gain of t
cooled cascade was 30 dB in a 20 MHz band. For match
of the input impedance of the amplifier with the resonan
circuit we used a partial connection scheme. The amplifi
signal at the output of the second cascade of the cooled
amplifier was detected by a wideband amplitude detec
with a working frequency bandwidth of more than 40 kH
Figure 1 shows the main elements of the resonance circui~a!
and the circuit of the cooled preamplifier~b!.

The inductance of the the single-ply coil of the res
nance circuit, which was made of copper wire with a dia
eter of 0.07 mm, was 7.231028H. The loaded Q factor of
the resonance circuit wasQ;100 at the maximum coupling
coefficientk;0.1. Increasing the coupling coefficient furth
led to a loss of stability of the gain, i.e., to regenerati
amplification.
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For studies of the the intrinsic noise~the spectral density
of magnetic flux noise! the high-Tc SQUID was placed in-
side a special compact glass-reinforced plastic cryostat
a volume of 1 liter. In turn, the cryostat was mounted w
the SQUID in a cylindrical three-layer Permalloy shie
made from the alloy NM-79. The shielding coefficient of th
static component of the Earth’s magnetic field with respec
the z coordinate was measured by means of a ferropr
magnetometer in the place where the SQUID and magn
antenna were located and was found be 62–65 dB.
analysis of how the spectral density of the noise of
high-Tc SQUID depends on the choice of working point a
the type of magnetometer, we used a B&K Type 2033 lo
frequency analyzer with a frequency band from 0 to 20 kH

Figure 2 shows the spectral density of the magnetic fl
noise as a function of frequency, obtained for two variants
the SQUID magnetometer. For the SQUID magnetome
without the magnetic antenna at the input the energy se
tivity in the frequency range 103– 104 Hz reaches values
d«54310230 J/Hz, which corresponds to a magnetic-fie
resolutionSB

1/252310213 T/Hz1/2 in the ‘‘white’’ noise re-
gion. It is seen from the graph that at frequencies be
103 Hz the total noise can be represented in the form 1/f a,
where the exponenta varies from 1 to 0.5~at frequencies of
0.03 to 300 Hz!. The large spikes at frequencies of 50, 10
and 150 Hz are due to the penetration of external no
~which are apparently harmonics of the grid voltage supp
to the leads! indicate the presence of magnetic fields
the shielded space at the levels of 10211 T/Hz1/2 and
8310213 T/Hz1/2, respectively.

For a SQUID magnetometer inductively coupled to
conical rod with a minimum diameter of;0.5 mm and a
length of 2 mm, made from a weakly conducting ferrite, t

FIG. 1. Main elements of the resonance circuit of the high-Tc rf SQUID and
cooled two-cascade preamplifier~a! and the electrical circuit of the amplifie
cascade~b!. The special use of a filter in the form a chip in the sour
circuit, together with the use of absorbing ferrite beads at selected fi
positions in the drain circuit made stable operation of the cascade possib
the specified frequency band.
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spectral density of the noise at frequencies above 100
increases by a factor of 3.5–4~see Fig. 2!. Below 100 Hz the
noise is the same for both magnetometers and is determ
by the magnetic field in the shield. The increase in the intr
sic noise of a SQUID magnetometer having a ferrite ante
can be attributed to an increase in the inductance of
pickup loop @Eqs. ~2! and ~3!# and to the direct insertion
noise of the magnetic antenna.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

If a small (r !R) dipole with magnetic momentm is
found in the sample under study, the magnetic inductionB
produced by this dipole will fall off with distance asB(R)
;mm0m/2pR3. Herem is the magnetic permeability of th
medium,m054p•1027 H/m, andR is the distance to the
SQUID along the axis of the dipole of radiusr . The design
of our cryostat allows one to place the high-Tc rf SQUID
magnetometer a distance 2 mm from the object, which is
room temperature. Since the characteristic values of the r
of the magnetic dipoles to be investigated lie in the ran
r 50.1– 1.0 mm, in order to increase the magnetic induct
B produced by the dipole at the point where the SQUID
located it is necessary to increase the magnetic permeab
m of the medium. In other words, a magnetic circuit made
a material withm@1 should be placed between the magne
dipole and the SQUID magnetometer. Then the magnetic
duction will be

B~R!5meffm0m/2pR3. ~5!

Depending on the material and construction of the r
the effective magnetic permeabilitymeff can increase the con
version ratio of the signal to the SQUID magnetometer wh
simultaneously increasing the inductance of the pickup lo
On the other hand, the high magnetic permeability of
magnetic circuit acts as a kind of concentrator of magne
noise, and at low shielding coefficients the magnetic ante
becomes ineffective. In the experiment under discussion
spectral density of the magnetic flux noise of the SQU
with the ferromagnetic antenna increased by a factor

d
in

FIG. 2. Spectral density of magnetic flux noiseSF
1/2 versus frequencyf for

high-Tc rf SQUID magnetometers in a three-layer Permalloy shield: SQU
magnetometer with a magnetic antenna~1! and without an antenna~2!.
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3.5–4, while the conversion ratio for some dipoles increa
by a factor of 5–10. Another very important consideration
that the shape of the magnetic antenna and the effective
crease in the distance between the dipole and the SQUID
greatly improve the spatial resolution of the SQUID micr
scope.

For classical low-temperature rf SQUIDs, which opera
in the limit of small fluctuations,L/LF!1 and g!1, the
increase in the inductanceL of the pickup loop~due to the
influence of the magnetic antenna! always leads to a degra
dation of the sensitivity of the SQUID magnetometer to ma
netic field. This is easily shown by differentiating the we
known expressions for the sensitivity of a SQUID as
function of energy«« and the magnetic inductiondB with
respect to the inductanceL.4,11 It is interesting to note that in
high-Tc rf SQUIDs, which operate in the limit of large fluc
tuations, the minima with respect toL for the analogous
expressions cannot coincide because of the presence o
additional factor;exp(2L/2LF), which depends on the in
ductance of the pickup loop@Eqs.~2! and ~3!#.

In this study the period with respect to magnetic field
the high-Tc SQUID magnetometer with the magnetic a
tenna was not measured, but if its value is estimated
DB/F0,1028 T/F0 ~the magnetic antenna increases the
fective area!, the sensitivity with respect to the magnetic i
d
s
e-
an

e

-

the

r

as
-

duction would bedB,4310213 T/Hz1/2, and for meff /m
;10 one could register magnetic dipoles of area 1
3100 mm with a current of several microamperes.

The authors thank S. I. Bondarenko, A. A. Shablo, a
P. P. Pavlov for helpful discussions.
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Detection of nuclear spin conversion of CD 4 molecules in a solid solution
of deuteromethane in krypton

M. I. Bagatskiı̆,* V. G. Manzheliı̆, D. A. Mashchenko, and V. V. Dudkin
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The heat capacity of the solid solutions (CD4)0.05Kr0.95 and (CD4)0.05Kr0.948(O2)0.002 are
investigated in the temperature interval 0.7–1.6 K. The contribution to the heat capacity of the
solutions from the rotational subsystem is separated out. Conversion between theA and
T nuclear spin species of CD4 is detected. It is shown that in unconcentrated solutions of methane
isotopes in krypton the rate of conversion is larger for the deuteromethane molecules than
for the methane molecules. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542416#
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Research on the physical properties of (CH4)nKr12n and
(CD4)nKr12n solid solutions yields information about qua
tum effects in the dynamics of spherical rotors. A clear qu
tum effect manifested on a macroscopic level
conversion—transitions between theA, T, and E nuclear
spin species of the CH4 and CD4 rotors, with total spins of
the nuclei ofI 52, 1, 0 andI 54, 2, 0, respectively. Equilib-
rium is established between spicies through conversion.
study of conversion in solid methane and solid solutions
methane in rare gases has been the subject of a large nu
of experimental and theoretical works~see Refs. 1–3, the
handbooks,4,5 and the literature cited therein!. At the same
time, there are no reliable experimental data on the obse
tion of conversion in solid deuteromethane and in solid
lutions containing deuteromethane.3–5 For a long time it was
thought that the conversion of CD4 must occur very slowly
because of the relatively small magnetic moment of the d
terium atoms and for that reason is not manifested in
experiments.

The main result of the present study is the detection
nuclear spin conversion of CD4 molecules in a krypton ma
trix. Calorimetric studies were done for a 5% solution
CD4 in Kr and for the same solution doped with 0.2% O2. It
had been established previously1 that a 0.2% O2 concentra-
tion accelerates conversion in a weak solution of methan
krypton by at least an order of magnitude while having pr
tically no effect on the phonon subsystem and spectrum
rotational motion of the CH4 rotors.

The heat capacity of these solutions was determined
means of an adiabatic calorimeter6 in the temperature inter
val 0.7–1.6 K. The calorimetric heating time wasth

52 – 4 min. The effective time for one measurement of
heat capacity wastm5th1te;40 min, wherete is the time
for establishment of a steady temperature trend of the c
rimeter from the time the heater was turned on. The ga
used for preparing the samples had the following comp
tions: CD4—isotopic purity 99%, purity with respect to othe
gases 99.20% (N2—0.5%, O2—0.2%, CO—0.1%, and Ar
1591063-777X/2003/29(2)/2/$22.00
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,0.01%); Kr—purity 99.79%~Xe—0.2%, N2—0.01%, O2

and Ar,0.01%); O2—purity 99.99% (N2,0.01%). Prior to
the experiments the samples were held for about a day a
lowest temperature of the measurements. The error of m
surement of the heat capacity of the solutions was 6% at
K, 2% at 1 K, and 1.5% at 1.6 K.

The contribution to the heat capacity from the rotation
subsystemCrot was separated out. The temperature dep
dence of the experimentally determined heat capacity of
rotational subsystemCrot of the solutions, normalized by th
CD4 concentrationn and the universal gas constantR
(Crot /nR is the reduced heat capacity of a mole of rotors! is
presented in Fig. 1. Also shown in Fig. 1 is the temperat
dependence of the rotational heat capacity calculated f
the spectrum indicated below for the equilibriumCrot,equilib

~solid curve! and high-temperatureCrot,high ~dotted curve!
contributions of the nuclear spin species of CD4. Crot,equilib

was calculated on the assumption of rapid conversion,
characteristic conversion timest!tm . Crot,high was calcu-
lated on the assumption that conversion does not take p
at all, and the relationship between the nuclear spin spe
of CD4 remains at the equilibrium value for high temper
tures and free molecules of CD4 (xA :xT :xE515:54:12).

The lower rotational energy levels of a CD4 rotor in the
crystalline field of krypton were calculated in Ref. 7 and a
as follows~the energy levels are in kelvins, and the dege
eracy of the levels is given in parentheses!:

SpeciesA: 0 K ~15!, 22.5 K ~45!.
SpeciesT: 4.7 K ~54!, 11.0 K ~36!.
SpeciesE: 11.0 K ~36!, 34.4 K ~24!.
It is easy to see that at low temperatures and in

presence of conversion the largest contribution to the h
capacityCrot is from transitions between the lowest levels
the A ~0 K! and T ~4.7 K! species. In the experiment th
indicated contribution to the heat capacityCrot is determined
by the number of molecules that have undergone transi
from levelA ~0 K! to levelT ~4.7 K! over the timetm of one
heat capacity measurement. In the case of rapid conver
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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equilibrium will be established over the timetm (Crot will be
maximal!. In the limiting case of no conversion the ratio
the concentrations of the species correspond to the h
temperature distribution, andCrot5CA,rot1CT,rot1CE,rot ,
where the heat capacitiesCA,rot , CT,rot , andCE,rot are deter-
mined solely by transitions within each species.

The influence of conversion on the results of the m
surements is evidenced by the following circumstances~see
Fig. 1!. In the solid solution (CD4)0.05Kr0.95 the experimental
values ofCrot /nR are several times higher than the calc
lated valuesCrot,high for the high-temperature distribution o
the nuclear spin species. The fact that a 0.2% O2 admixture
has an insignificant effect on the experimental values
Crot /nR indicates that the distribution of the nuclear sp
species of CD4 is close to the equilibrium distribution in th
samples studied. It should also be noted that the experim
tal data are close to the calculated temperature depend
for the case of an equilibrium distribution of the species.

Thus in this study we have for the first time detect
nuclear spin conversion of the CD4 molecule.

It is important to note that the rate of conversion of t
CD4 rotor in the solution (CD4)0.05Kr0.95 ~the ratio
(Crot /nR)/Crot,equilib585%) is notably larger than the rate o
conversion of the more quantum rotor CH4 in the solution
(CH4)0.05Kr0.95 at T,1.6 K ~in the latter case the ratio
(Crot /nR)/Crot,equilib is equal to 12%; Ref. 2!.

It is natural to assume that in the CD4– Kr solutions, as
in the CH4– Kr solution, the dominant mechanism of conve
sion at low temperatures is a hybrid mechanism,8 according
to which the conversion rate is determined by the simu
neous intramolecular magnetic interaction between
nuclear spins of the H~D! atoms and the intermolecula

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the normalized heat capacitiesCrot /nR
of the solid solutions (CD4)0.05Kr0.95 ~s! and (CD4)0.05Kr0.948(O2)0.002 ~d!.
The solid and dotted curves were calculated from the spectrum of Ref.
the equilibrium and high-temperature (xA :xT :xE515:54:12) distributions
of the nuclear spin species of CD4, respectively.
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octupole–octupole ~OO! interaction between neares
neighbor CH4 (CD4) molecules in the lattice. The intramo
lecular interaction mixes the nuclear spin states, while
intermolecular OO interaction brings about transitions b
tween rotational states with a transfer of the energy of c
version to the lattice.

In CH4– Kr solutions the magnetic moment of the proto
is greater than the magnetic moment of the deuteron, and
contribution of the intramolecular magnetic interaction
larger. On the other hand, the intermolecular OO interact
should give a larger contribution to conversion in t
CD4– Kr solution for the following reasons. The noncentr
interaction between CH4 molecules in the solid phase i
smaller than that between CD4 molecules, since in the lowes
state of theA species the octupole moment of the quantu
rotor CH4 is smaller than that of the rotor CD4, and the
amplitude of the zero-point orientation vibrations~librations!
of CD4 is substantially smaller than for CH4. The noncentral
interaction between rotors decreases with increasing libra
amplitude. According to Ref. 8, for weakly braked rotors t
conversion rate increases with increasing octupole–octu
interaction.

Our results indicate that the ‘‘bottleneck’’ governing th
conversion rate in CH4– Kr and CD4– Kr solid solutions is
the intermolecular interaction and the related probability
transfer of the conversion energy to phonons.

We plan to continue our calorimetric studies of CD4– Kr
solid solutions by expanding the region of CD4 concentra-
tions in the solutions and the temperature interval of
measurements.

The authors thank M. A. Strzhemechny for a discuss
of the results.
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ERRATA

Erratum: Magnetic properties of a LaMn 0.46Co0.54O3 single crystal

S. N. Barilo, V. I. Gatal’skaya, S. V. Shiryaev, and L. A. Kurochkin

Institute of Solid State Physics and Semiconductors, Belorussian National Academy of Sciences,
ul. l. Brovki, 17, Minsk, 220072, Belorus

R. Shimchak and M. Baran

Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Al. Lotnikow 32/46, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.28, 853–855~2002!

The following corrections were reported by the authors.

On page 853, the authors names should read: ‘‘S. N. Barilo, V. I. Gatalskaya, S. V. Shiryaev, L. A. Kurochkin, R. Szy
and M. Baran.’’

On page 853, the affiliation for the first four authors should read: ‘‘Institute of Solid State Physics and Semicond
Belorussian National Academy of Sciences, ul. P. Brovki, 17, Minsk, 220072, Belorus.’’

On page 853, in the first paragraph, line 8 from top, the sentence should read: ‘‘The colossal magnetoresistanc~CMR!
observed in substituted manganites is ordinarily explained by the double-exchange model in combination with Jah
~JT! distortions of the crystal structure.’’

On page 853, in the left column, line 5 from the bottom, the sentence should read: ‘‘LMCO single crystals with Co c
close to 0.5 were obtained by electrochemical deposition in a platinum crucible from a fluxed melt of the binary
Cs2MoO4– MoO3.’’

On page 853, in the right column, line 3 from bottom, the sentence should read: ‘‘The susceptibilityxFC5M /H increases as
temperature decreases and is close to saturation at low temperatures.’’

On page 854, in the left column, line 11 from bottom, the sentence should read: ‘‘The valuems51.75mB which we obtained
for a LMCO crystal is identical to the theoretical value of the magnetic moment forx50.54,10 associated with the
Mn41 – Co21 interaction7 giving rise to FM in a LMCO crystal.’’

On page 854, in Figure 2 the caption should read: ‘‘Temperature dependence ofx of a LMCO single crystal in a 50 kOe field
xFC ~s!, xZFC ~n!; solid line—fit of a Langevin function.’’
1611063-777X/2003/29(2)/1/$22.00 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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One-dimensional and zero-dimensional electron systems on liquid helium „Review …

Yu. Z. Kovdrya*

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, pr. Lenina 47, 61103 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted July 12, 2002!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.29, 107–144~February 2003!

A review of the experimental and theoretical research on one-dimensional and zero-dimensional
electron systems localized near a liquid helium surface is given. The properties of the
electronic states on a flat liquid helium surface, including the surface of thin helium layers, are
briefly considered. Ways of realizing one-dimensional and zero-dimensional electron
systems and the results of experimental and theoretical studies of their properties are discussed.
Experiments on the investigation of localization processes in quasi-one-dimensional
electron systems are described. Collective effects in systems of this kind are considered, and the
possibilities for the use of low-dimensional electron systems on the surface of liquid
helium for creating electronic devices and quantum computers are explored. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542406#
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INTRODUCTION

Systematic research on two-dimensional electron s
tems on liquid helium began almost immediately after
publication of the first theoretical papers of Cole and Coh1

and Shikin2 predicting surface electron states on liquid h
lium. Two-dimensional electron systems on the surfaces
quantum liquids have proved to be practically ideal for e
perimental and theoretical research on low-dimensional
tems by virtue of their exceptional uniformity and clean
ness. An important feature of this system is that it obe
classical Boltzmann statistics and consists of particles wi
strong, unscreened Coulomb interaction. This last circu
stance makes for such interesting behavior features of
system as Wigner crystallization, for example. Furthermo
the substrate~the liquid helium surface! on which the two-
dimensional electron layer is formed is ‘‘soft’’ and can b
deformed by the electrons.

The study of two-dimensional electron systems on liq
helium has been the subject of a number of reviews
monographs.3,4

In the present review we discuss the properties of o
dimensional and zero-dimensional electron systems ne
liquid helium surface, i.e., systems in which, besides loc
ization of particles perpendicular to the surface of the liq
there is also an additional localization along the liquid–va
interfacial surface.

A two-dimensional electron system on liquid helium
among the simplest of physical systems. Many of its prop
ties can be calculated to high accuracy, permitting relia
comparison of the results of calculations and experiments
recent years interest in the study of systems of low
dimensionality—one-dimensional and zero-dimensio
charge systems—has risen sharply. Such studies are im
tant not only from the standpoint of understanding the fu
damental physical regularities but also in connection w
various technical applications. One-dimensional and qu
one-dimensional electron systems are usually realized in
metal wires and semiconductor structures, while ze
771063-777X/2003/29(2)/28/$22.00
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dimensional systems are created by means of complex t
nological processes based on semiconductor materials.
preparation of both metal wires and high-quality semico
ductor structures presents a rather complicated techn
problem. Dissipative processes in such systems are d
mined by many poorly controlled factors, such as the pr
ence of impurities, the method of preparation, etc. For t
reason it is of interest to obtain and study one-dimensio
and zero-dimensional electron systems on liquid heliu
which will have all the advantages of surface electrons
comparison with other low-dimensional systems. In partic
lar, in systems with dimensionality lowered through the u
of surface electrons, by virtue of the weak interaction of t
electrons with the liquid helium surface, one can expect l
dissipative carrier losses, high mobilities, and rather narr
electron interlevel transition lines. One further advantage
this type of low-dimensional systems is the possibility
easy control of their properties: the characteristics of the
tential wells in which the particles are localized, carrier co
centration, degree of dissipation, etc. Research on o
dimensional and zero-dimensional electron systems on liq
helium has recently come under intensive development,
interesting new results have been obtained.

In this review we shall briefly list the main properties
a two-dimensional electron system on liquid helium whi
are necessary for understanding the behavior of electron
tems with lower dimensionality, and we shall discuss t
main studies, both experimental and theoretical, pertainin
quasi-one-dimensional, one-dimensional, and ze
dimensional electron systems on liquid helium.

1. SURFACE ELECTRONS ON A FLAT HELIUM–VAPOR
INTERFACE

1.1. Spectrum of electrons on liquid helium

The formation of surface electronic states on liquid h
lium is due to the presence of electrostatic attractive force
a polarization nature which are exerted on an electron by
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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liquid helium and the existence of a potential barrier preve
ing the penetration of the electron into the liquid. Thus
electron is trapped in a one-dimensional potential well, a
its motion is free along the surface of the liquid and is qu
tized in the direction perpendicular to the surface~see Fig.
1!. The energy spectrum of electrons localized on the liq
helium surface has been calculated by Cole and Cohen1 and
independently by Shikin.2

The potential energy of an electron near the liquid h
lium surface can be written approximately in the form

V~z!5H 2
L

z
, z>0,

V0 , z,0.

~1!

Here

L5
e2~«21!

4~«11!

~wheree is the electron charge and« is the dielectric con-
stant of liquid helium! andz is the coordinate perpendicula
to the surface of the liquid. The value ofL for liquid helium
is small by virtue of the fact that its dielectric constant
close to unity («51.057).

The value of the potential barrierV0 preventing penetra
tion of the electron into the liquid was measured by Wo
and Rayfield5 and turns out to be rather large (;1 eV), and
one can letV0→` in the calculations.

The energy spectrum of the surface electrons can be
culated by solving the Schro¨dinger equation and assumin
the potential energy is given by~1! with V05`. The electron
spectrum then has the form

« l~k!5D l
~0!1\2k2/2m, D l

~0!52D/ l 2,
~2!

D5mL2/2\2.

Herem is the electron mass,\ is Planck’s constant,k is the
two-dimensional wave vector of the electron along the s
face of the liquid, andl 51,2,3... is the number of the stat
The first term describes the quantized motion of the elec
perpendicular to the surface of the liquid, and the sec
term is due to the free motion of the electron along the s
face. We see that the spectrum describing the motion of
electron perpendicular to the liquid surface is hydrogenli
Then the wave functions of the ground and first exci
states have the form

FIG. 1. Schematic arrangement of electron levels near the surface of l
helium.
t-
n
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c l~r ,z!5 f l~z!eik•r; f 1~z!52g3/2z exp~2gz!,
~3!

f 2~z!5
1

&
g3/2zS 12

gz

2 DexpS 2
gz

2 D , g5
mL

\2 .

The electron binding energy in the ground state isD
'8 K, and the average distance of the electron from
liquid surface in the energy ground state,^z&1 , is much
larger than the interatomic distance in liquid helium. F
liquid 4He one haŝ z&15114 Å, ^z&25456 Å. For liquid
3He the corresponding distances are somewhat larger, s
its dielectric constant is smaller than that of4He.

For a more exact treatment of the problem it is necess
to take into account the finiteness of the potential barrierV0

and the distortion of the potential at small distances from
surface. This leads to certain corrections in the ene
spectrum.6

Importantly, the existence of surface electronic states
quires the presence of a potential barrier preventing pene
tion of the electron into the medium. The other substan
besides helium in which such a potential barrier exists
liquid and solid hydrogen and neon, for which surface el
tronic states have been observed by Troyanovski�, Volodin,
and Kha�kin.7,8 However, since the dielectric constant
those substances is larger than that of liquid helium, the e
tron binding energy with the medium is substantially grea
than in the case of liquid helium, and^z& l is much smaller.
For example, for solid hydrogenD5150 K and ^z&1

525 Å.
Experiments with surface electrons on liquid helium a

usually done in pressing~or ‘‘holding’’ ! electric fields. In the
presence of an electric fieldE' perpendicular to the surfac
of the liquid, the potential energyV(z) can be written as

V~z!5H 2
L

z
1eE'z for z.0,

` for z,0.

~4!

Calculations show that the pressing field causes deforma
in the discrete part of the spectrum. Calculations of this k
are simpler to do for a strong pressing field. In that limit t
electron energy spectrum and wave functions have the f

D l5j l

eE'

g*
; f l~z!5

Ag*

uAi 8~2j l !u
Ai ~g* z2j l !,

~5!

g* 5S 2meE'

\2 D 1/3

.

Here Ai(x) and Ai8(x) are the Airy function and its deriva
tive, and j l are the absolute values of its zeros (j1

52.238,j254.088). Equation~5! is valid under the condi-
tion Lg* !D l . The influence of the pressing electric field o
the spectrum of surface electrons was considered by Grim
Brown, Burns, and Zipfel.6

The first experiments with surface electrons on liqu
helium involved the investigation of features of their motio
along the surface of the liquid. Shikin, Kovdrya, an
Rybalko9 used a time-of-flight method to measure the mob
ity m of electrons on liquid helium in a weak pressing ele
tric field. It was found that at relatively high temperatures t
value ofm is practically the same as the mobility of electro

id
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in gaseous helium in the three-dimensional case. Meas
ments of the mobility of surface electrons at temperature
the region 1.2–4 K were made by Sommer and Tanner10 by
a capacitive method, which permitted the use of rather h
pressing electric fields. They observed a noticeable dif
ence in the mobility from the three-dimensional case. T
first measurements of the energy spectrum of surface e
trons on liquid4He were made by Grimes and Brown,11 and
those measurements were continued in Ref. 6. The result
the form of curves of the frequencyf of electron transitions
from one energy level to another are presented in Fig. 2.
solid curves show the theoretical dependence. Good ag
ment is seen between the experimental data and theore
calculation. The energy spectrum of surface electrons in h
pressing fields was measured by Lambert and Richard12

They found that the transition frequencies increased seve
fold when the pressing field was increased to 2000 V/c
The energy spectrum of surface electrons on liquid3He was
measured by Volodin and E´del’man.13

The mobility of surface electrons at relatively high tem
peratures is governed by their scattering on helium atom
the vapor, while forT,0.8 K it is determined by the inter
action of electrons with thermal excitations of the liquid h
lium surface~ripplons!. The mobility of surface electron
was considered theoretically by Saitoh in the gas scatte
region and by Shikin and Monarkha in the ripplon scatter
region ~see Refs. 3 and 4!. Experimentally the influence o
the electron–ripplon interaction was first observed by R
balko, Kovdrya, and Esel’son14 and by Grimes and Adams.15

The study of electron transport in a 2D system on liqu
helium in a magnetic field was begun with the work of v
der Sanden, van der Heijden, de Waele, and Gijsman16 and of
Stone, Fozooni, Lea, and Abdul-Gader17 and has since bee
the subject of a large number of papers~see, e.g., Refs. 18
and 19!.

The study of a two-dimensional system of electrons
liquid helium gives information about the properties of t
surface of the quantum liquid, on the one hand, and abou
behavior of the two-dimensional electron system itself—
particular, about the collective effects that are observed
two-dimensional electron layer—on the other. Plasma os
lations in a 2D surface-electron layer have been detected

FIG. 2. The transitions 1→2 and 1→3 for electrons on liquid4He versus
the pressing potential.6 The points are experimental and the curves are t
oretical.
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investigated by Grimes and Adams.15 Mast, Dahm, and
Fetter20 and Glattli, Andrei, Deville, Poitrenaud, an
Williams21 observed edge magnetoplasmons in a 2D elec
system, and it turned out that there are several branche
magnetoplasma oscillations that propagate along the bo
ary of the electron layer.22,23

Perhaps the most interesting phenomenon arising in a
system of surface electrons is the transition to a crystal
state. The possibility of existence of an electron crystal w
considered back in 1934 by Wigner.24 A system of surface
electrons on liquid helium has turned out to be the m
suitable object for studying this phenomenon. Crystallizat
in an electric field was first observed by Grimes and Adam25

from the appearance of coupled phonon–ripplon resonan
and then later by Rybalko, Esel’son, and Kovdrya26 and by
Dahm and co-workers27 from the onset of features in th
behavior of the electron mobility in different pressing ele
tric fields. The kinetic and dynamic properties of electrons
liquid 3He, including in the region of the crystalline stat
have been studied by Kono and co-workers.28

1.2. Electrons on thin layers of liquid helium

An electron found near the surface of a liquid heliu
film covering a solid substrate is acted upon by an attrac
force from both the helium and the substrate. The dielec
constant of the majority of solid substances is much lar
than that of liquid helium. The attractive polarization force
accordingly stronger, and that leads to a substantial chang
the energy spectrum of the surface electrons.

The first theoretical calculation of the spectrum of ele
tron surface states on a helium film was done by Shikin a
Monarkha.29 According to Ref. 29, the potential of the imag
forces can be written to a good approximation as

V~z!52
L

z
2

L1

d
1Fdz, z.0, ~6!

L15
e2«~«d2«!

~11«!2~«d1«!
, Fd5

L1

d2 ,

where«d is the dielectric constant of the substrate. From t
we see that the presence of the substrate reduces to th
pearance of an additional pressing electric field. For fil
;300 Å thick the effective pressing field is rather large, a
the spectrum of the surface electrons has the form

D l52
L1

d
1j l S \2

2mD 1/3

Fd
2/3, ~7!

wherej l are the zeros of the Airy function of Eq.~5!.
It follows from Eq.~7! that the spectrum of surface ele

trons on a helium film is analogous to the spectrum of s
face electrons on bulk helium in the presence of a press
field. We note that the typical values of the binding ener
differ quite substantially from those for electrons on bu
helium. For example, the binding energy of electrons on
film ;300 Å thick is;100 K for «d55, a typical value of
the dielectric constant of a solid substrate.

The energy spectrum of surface electrons for very t
layers of liquid helium on a metallic substrate were calc
lated by Gabovich, Il’chenko, and Pashiitski�.30 In that case
the electron spectrum differs from~7! and has the form

-
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D l5
e2

32a0
F12

3

4
1

1

p S 2d

a0
D 1/2G22

, l .1, ~8!

where a05\2/me2. According to this calculation, ford
565 Å the distance between levels 1 and 2 isE12

'1200 K; the corresponding transition frequency lies in
submillimeter range of microwave oscillations.

Surface electrons on a film of liquid helium were fir
registered by observing the drainage of charge to the liq
helium surface from the film-coated dielectric walls of
experimental cell.31 Electronic bound states were also d
tected on a metal substrate by Volodin, Kha�kin, and
Édel’man using a similar technique.32

Importantly, the binding energy of the surface electro
on a helium film is high and depends on the film thickne
In reality the surfaces of solid substances are rough, wi
characteristic roughness size of 1025– 1026 cm. Therefore,
the electrons on a helium film are found in a random pot
tial consisting of a set of potential wells and humps. In t
case the electrons can be localized in the potential we
Therefore, the mobility of electrons on a helium film is o
dinarily very low. The kinetic properties of electrons on
helium film can be influenced by another effect, which w
predicted by Monarkha.33 A large pressing field exerted o
the electron by the substrate can lead to the formation
dimple, which is a sort of polaron, the motion of which
due to the flow of the normal component in the helium fil
According to theoretical estimates, the mobility of such
polaron should be low. These effects will be considered
Sec. 4. The mobility of electrons on a helium film in a m
crowave field was first investigated by Karamushk
Kovdrya, Mende, and Nikolaenko,34 and the mobility in the
low-frequency limit, by Andrei.35 Jiang and Dahm36 found
that the mobility of electrons on a helium film covering
very smooth glass surface is much higher than that obta
in Refs. 34 and 35.

2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL AND QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL
ELECTRON SYSTEMS ON LIQUID HELIUM

2.1. Characteristics of a one-dimensional electron system.
Electron spectrum. Influence of magnetic field

There are several ways of obtaining a one-dimensio
electron system using surface electrons on liquid heliu
Ginzburg and Monarkha37 proposed to use a dielectric su
strate with a system of sharp linear prominances lying pa
lel to one another. The substrate lies beneath the surfac
the liquid helium. When the liquid is charged, the large i
age forces exerted by the dielectric cause the electrons a
the substrate to accumulate over the prominances on it, fo
ing a linear structure. However, in order to obtain sufficien
deep and narrow potential wells, the height of the liquid o
the prominances must be very small (;1025 cm), and be-
cause of the unavoidable roughness and nonuniformity of
substrate, that should lead to appreciable uncontrolled va
tion of the potential relief. Chaplik38 proposed to create
one-dimensional electron system on liquid helium with t
electrons localized over thin metal wires lying under the s
face of the liquid. However, in that case it is also hard
achieve good uniformity.
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Kovdrya and Monarkha39 proposed a method of creatin
a one-dimensional electron system which might offer
same advantages~cleanliness, uniformity, the possibility o
wide variation of the parameters! as for the two-dimensiona
system on bulk helium. To achieve this goal it was propos
to use a curved liquid surface arising when the superfl
helium leaks under capillary forces into grooves in the
electric substrate lying at a heightH above the liquid level
~Fig. 3!. The curvature of the surface of the liquid in th
‘‘troughs’’ formed in this case is

r 5
a

rgH
, ~9!

wherea andr are the surface tension and density of liqu
helium andg is the acceleration of gravity.

When these ‘‘troughs’’ on the surface of liquid helium
are charged, the polarization forces of the substrate ten
confine the electrons, localizing them above the prominan
of the substrate, and the external pressing electric fieldE'

will move them to the bottom of the ‘‘troughs,’’ the potentia
energy of an electron upon its displacement by a distancy
from the center perpendicular to the axis of the ‘‘troug
increases by an amount

V~y!5
eE'

2r
y2 ~10!

~the liquid channel is directed along thex axis!. The motion
of the potential along they axis in such a potential well will
be oscillatory, with a frequency

v05S eE'

mr D 1/2

~11!

and, consequently, under the condition\v0.kBT (kB is
Boltzmann’s constant! will be quantized. The electron mo
tion along thex axis will remain quasi-free.

For surface electrons on liquid helium the effecti
‘‘Bohr’’ radius is

r B5
1

g
5

4\2~«11!

me2~«21!
580 Å.

FIG. 3. One-dimensional electron system on liquid helium:39 1—dielectric
substrate with a linear profile;2—liquid helium ~the thickness of the helium
film is exaggerated in the drawing!.
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Since in real experimentsr 51023– 1024 cm, one always
hasr B!r . Therefore the wave functions of electrons loc
ized in the linear potential wells under consideration can
written in the form

c l ,n,kx
5eikxxYn~y! f l~z!, n50,1,2,...

~12!

Y1~y!5p21/4y0
21/2e2y2/2y0

2
, y05S \

mv0
D 1/2

.

Here kx is the one-dimensional wave vector of the electr
along the axis of the channel. The functionsf 1(z) and f 2(z)
are given, as before, by expression~3!, where nowg depends
on E' and is determined by a variational method. The ene
spectrum of the electrons can be written as

« l ,n~kx!52
D

l 2 1S n1
1

2D\v01
\2kx

2

2m
. ~13!

For H55 cm, r 5531024 cm, andE'52000 V/cm we ob-
tain v05831010 s21 and a localization length of the pa
ticle in the direction transverse to the channely054
31026 cm. The distance between energy levels will
DE5\v050.5 K. Thus the system under discussion can
considered one-dimensional to good accuracy at sufficie
low temperatures.

An advantage of this one-dimensional system is tha
can be quite uniform. The electrons in the liquid channels
at a large distance from the solid substrate, and their be
ior is therefore unaffected by roughness and irregularities
the substrate. Indeed, substrate roughness with periodA and
amplitudej will give rise at distancesz.A to a polarization
potential

dV'2
e2~«d21!

4~«d11!z

pj

A S A

z D 1/2

expS 2
2pz

A D , ~14!

which is exponentially decaying. Estimates by this formu
for z;A give dV<1023 K. A more substantial influence o
the uniformity of the system can be exerted by electro
localized on the thin film over prominances of the groov
substrate. Under certain conditions they can have the
dominant influence on the carrier transport. However, as
be shown below, the use of substrates with a smooth sur
and low dielectric constant makes it possible for all the el
trons to be removed from the prominances to the bottom
the liquid channels grooves and thus to obtain a rather cl
uniform system.

By studying the influence of magnetic field on the ch
acteristics of a one-dimensional electron system, Soko
and Studart40 calculated the wave functions and spectrum
the electrons for a magnetic field directed along thez andy
axes. It was found that a magnetic field substantially alt
not only the parameters but also the form of the energy sp
trum. In the case when the magnetic field is directed alo
the z axis, the electron energy spectrum has the form

« l ,n~kx!52
D

l 2 1S n1
1

2D\V1
\2v0

2kx
2

2mV2 , ~15!

V5Av0
21vc
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wherevc is the cyclotron frequency. Spectrum~15! reflects
the facts that, first, the distance between energy lev
changes, and, second, the mass of the electron is replace
an effective massm* 5m(11vc

2/v0
2).

2.2. Realization of a quasi-one-dimensional electron system
on liquid helium

A two-dimensional electron system on liquid helium in
channel 35mm wide ~quasi-two-dimensional system! was
obtained by Marty.41A meander line was used for making th
measurements. The width of the electron layer in which
electron density was approximately uniform was;20mm.
As a result of studies of the stability of the charged surface
the channel it was shown that the maximum attainable e
tron density was greater than the corresponding value
bulk helium and equalled 43109 cm22.

A quasi-one-dimensional electron system on liquid h
lium was first obtained by Kovdrya and Nikolaenko42 using
an optical diffraction grating as a substrate. The grating m
terial was glass with a dielectric film of naphthogene dep
ited on its surface. The distance between rulings of the g
ing was 1.25mm, and the depth of the grooves was 0.3mm.
Experiments were done at a temperature of 1.5 K and a
quency of 1.1 MHz. In measurements of the electron mo
ity a strong anisotropy of the conductivity of surface ele
trons moving along and transverse to the channels
found. The value ofDE was;0.1 K. SinceDE,kBT, the
electrons occupied not only the ground level but also high
lying levels. This system therefore cannot be conside
strictly one-dimensional. However, since the width of t
liquid strips charged with electrons was 1024 cm, which cor-
responds approximately to the average distance betw
electrons, one can speak of a one-dimensional chain
charges.

A quasi-one-dimensional electron system on liquid h
lium was also obtained by Yayama and Tomokiyo with t
use of an optical diffraction grating.43

Kirichek, Monarkha, Kovdrya, and Grigor’ev44 proposed
a simple method of creating a single conducting channe
highly mobile electrons through curvature of the liquid h
lium surface; the channel was formed at the acute-an
junction of two planes of a weakly polarized polymer fil
mounted on metal electrodes. The polymer film used w
Mylar, which has a dielectric constant of;1.5 at helium
temperatures. In zero pressing electric field the electrons
found mainly on the helium film, where their conductivity
low and they do not contribute to the signal. When a press
potential is applied, the electrons accumulate on the hig
curved surface of the liquid helium. Then a noticeable sig
appears, and one can determine the conductivity of the ch
nel with the electrons. The electron density and the effec
width of the conducting channel were calculated. A meth
of creating quasi-one-dimensional and quasi-tw
dimensional electron systems in single channels with the
of lithography was proposed by Valkering, Sommerfeld, R
chardson, van der Heijden, and de Waele45 and also by Lea
and co-workers.46

In experiments with quasi-one-dimensional systems c
ated using dielectric substrates it is important to know
electron densityn in the channels. To calculaten one must
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solve an electrostatics problems on the assumption tha
potential is constant over the whole liquid helium surfa
including both the film and the thick layers of helium foun
in the channels. Such a method of determining the elec
density was used by Kovdrya, Nikolaenko, a
Sommerfeld.47 There are also experimental methods of fin
ing n. Hu and Dahm48 determined the electron density ov
a thin helium film by measuring the signal excited in
electrode moving perpendicular to the surface of the char
liquid. Here the value of the signal is proportional to t
electron density. This method, which was applied to a u
formly charged surface, also can be used to measure
average electron density in a system of quasi-o
dimensional channels. For determining the electron den
in a single quasi-one-dimensional channel, Lea a
co-workers46 used a simple and elegant method. They
plied a negative potential to an intermediate electrode in
experimental cell, and at a certain value of the applied
tential the electrons were removed from part of the d
space of the cell, and the electron signal vanished. From
value of this potential one can calculate the electron den

The shape of the liquid channel—in particular, its curv
ture, determined by expression~9!—can vary under the in-
fluence of the pressure exerted on the liquid by the laye
electrons. Valkering, Klier, and Leiderer,49 by using an inter-
ference method to measure the profile of the surface of
charged liquid in channels 300mm wide, showed that in the
presence of a layer of electrons of densityn on the surface of
the liquid in the channel, the radius of curvature is giv
approximately by the expression

r 5aFrgH1
2pn2e2

« G21

. ~16!

A calculation of the change in height of the liquid heliu
level by formula~16! for the values of the pressing electr
fields used in Refs. 42 and 47 showed that the position of
liquid level in the channel changes by no more th
331026 cm, which is much less than the depth of the cha
nel.

2.3. Electron transport in quasi-one-dimensional electron
systems

Electron transport in quasi-one-dimensional systems
ated on liquid helium with the use of diffraction gratings h
been investigated47,50–52in the temperature region 0.05–1
K at frequencies of 100 kHz and 1.1 MHz in pressing elec
fields of up to 2.5 kV/cm on two types of diffraction gra
ings. Grating I had a distance between groovesa
51.25mm, and grating II hada55 mm. The groove depth
h was 0.2–0.3mm in both, and the groove width was 1.2
mm in grating I and 1.7mm in grating II. The glass surface o
grating I was coated with naphthogene, onto which groo
were ruled, while grating II was glass. A typical experimen
cell used for measurement of the mobility is shown in Fig.
The liquid helium lies a distanceH from the upper surface o
the gratings. Voltage from a generator is supplied to the e
trodes so that the driving electric field is directed along
grooves of the gratings.

The changes of the amplitudeDU and phaseDw of the
signal passed through the experimental cell upon charg
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with electrons were measured. Data on the values ofDU and
Dw can be used to determine the realGr and imaginaryGi

parts of the conductance of the cell and thence to find the
part of the resistivityr of the electron layer and, accordingl
the electron mobilitym. The method of calculatingr was
analogous to that used in Ref. 53.

Figure 5 gives the temperature dependence of the e
tron mobility m in the conducting channels for gratings
~curves2–4! and II ~curves5,6!. The curves pertain to dif-
ferent heightsH of the gratings above the liquid helium
level. Here for comparison we also show the temperat
dependence ofm for bulk helium, taken from Ref. 27~curve
1!. It is seen that the electron mobility for the quasi-on
dimensional channels is less than that for bulk helium. F
both gratingsm decreases with increasingH, although for a
given value ofH the value ofm is higher for grating I. This
is because the dielectric constant of naphthogene, into w
the grooves of the grating were cut, is less than that of gl
For grating I at small values ofH the electron mobility in-
creases with decreasing temperature, and forT,0.8 K it
ceases to depend on temperature. At large values ofH the

FIG. 4. Measurement cell:1—substrate;2,3—electrodes;4—heating fila-
ment;5—copper casing;6—guard electrode; A,B,C—the driving, interme
diate, and receiving electrodes.51

FIG. 5. Electron mobility versus temperature in a quasi-one-dimensio
system on liquid helium.52 Curve1 is for a 2D electron layer.27 Grating I:
curves2, 3 and4 correspond to valuesH50.6, 4, and 6 mm, respectively
Grating II: curves5 and6 pertain toH50.8 and 1.7 mm. The arrow indi-
cates the temperature of the transition to the crystalline state at the ave
electron density in the conducting channels.
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value of m initially increases with decreasing temperatu
and then, after passing through a maximum, begins to
crease.

For grating II the behavior of the mobility is differen
the value ofm decreases exponentially with decreasing te
perature. Curve6 is described by the equation

m5
ã0

T
expS 2

E

kBTD ~17!

with the coefficientsã05(2.560.1)3102 m2K/(V•s) and
E5(6.060.1) K. Curve5 is well approximated by the ex
pression

m5
ã1

T
expS 2

E1

kBTD1
ã2

T
expS 2

E2

kBTD , ~18!

whereã15(4.960.2)3102 m2K/(V•s), E15(5.460.1) K,
ã25(4.460.3)3102 m2K/(V•s), andE2'0.05 K.

The experimental values of the electron mobilitym in a
quasi-one-dimensional system is lower than the value ca
lated theoretically by Sokolov, Hai, and Studart,54 and the
temperature curves differ from those found there.54 In Refs.
47 and 50–52 it is conjectured that this difference is due
localization of the electrons in quasi-one-dimensional ch
nels under the influence of the random potential in wh
they move. This potential arises because the channels, ex
in the region of ‘‘deep’’ liquid at the center, have strips
thin film along the sides. Localization of electrons occurs
places where the film is thin. The mobility of such electro
is extremely low.34,35The localized electrons on the film cre
ate a random potential in which the electrons found in
deep part of the channels move. If the variationdV of the
random potential along the channel is less thankBT, it will
have a weak effect on the electron motion, but ifdV*kBT
the effect can become strong. With increasingH there is a
decrease in the radius of curvature of the liquid channels
an increase in the area occupied by the thin film. The e
trons localized on the film lie closer to the center of t
channel, and the variation of the potential increases;
leads to a decrease of the mobility.

It is seen from Fig. 5~curves2–4! that an increase inH
and, hence, indV substantially alters the character of th
carrier motion, especially at low temperatures. It has b
conjectured that the fact thatm is independent ofT for T
,0.8 K and also the small drop inm in that temperature
region ~curves2–4! are due to the quantum character of t
transport of the surface electrons in the random potential
the same time, the character of curves5 and 6 attests to a
thermally activated transport mechanism: the variation of
potential amounts todV55 – 6 K.

Experimental data forGr andGi can also be used, as i
the case of a helium film in Ref. 35, to find the valueKp

5mvp , which is determined by the Coulomb restoring for
in the electron system (vp is the frequency of plasma osci
lations propagating in the system of conducting channe!.
Upon localization of the electrons the plasma spectrum
quires a term corresponding to the natural frequencyva of
the electron oscillations in the potential wells:ṽp

5Ava
21vp

2, which is analogous to an optical mode of a
electron crystal~see Ref. 3!. If the signal frequencyv at
which the measurements are made is much less than the
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plon frequencyv r(q) corresponding to a ripplon wave vec
tor q'1/L ~whereL is the characteristic localization lengt
of the electron!, thenm should be replaced by an effectiv
carrier massM* , and Kp→Kp1K* , where K* is deter-
mined by the restoring force due to the presence of
dimple.35

Experiments show that the value ofKp1K* found in
Refs. 47 and 50–52 is higher than the value correspondin
free motion of the carriers and is an increasing function
H. This circumstance can serve as additional evidence
carrier localization.

Localization of the electrons in the random potential
the substrate has also been observed over a helium film
thicknessd,700 Å.34,35At the same time, the channel dep
in Refs. 47 and 50–52 is;2400 Å, i.e., this is essentially
bulk helium.

In the case of strong localization the carrier motion
thermally activated, and the mobility is determined by t
expression

m5
en0ã0

2

kBT
e2E/kBT, ~19!

where ã0 is the average distance between potential we
which is approximately equal to the distance between e
trons localized on the film;n0 is the oscillation frequency o
the particles in the potential wells. The values ofn0 found
from the experimental data are 1010 and 531010 s21 for
curves5 and 6, respectively. Thus in the case of strong l
calization the natural frequencies of the electron oscillatio
in the potential wells are rather high.

The quasi-one-dimensional channels studied in Refs
and 50–52 are not strictly one-dimensional. Estimates sh
that the distance between energy levels in them, determ
by relation~13!, is 0.05–0.1 K, which is much less than th
temperature of the experiment. In addition, the electron d
sity in experiments is often such that 2–4 electrons lie acr
the width of a channel. The quantitative interpretation of t
results obtained is further complicated by the fact that el
tron localization can be accompanied by polaron effects
the liquid helium surface~the properties of the polarons wi
be considered in Sec. 4.1!.

2.4. Kinetic properties of electrons in systems close to one-
dimensional

Quasi-one-dimensional electron systems on liquid
lium were obtained in Refs. 47, and 50–52. A high mobil
could be achieved only for wide channels, across which s
eral electrons were located. For narrow channels, where
influence of the electrons localized on the thin film is gre
carrier localization effects arose and the mobility decreas
In a single channel formed by two Mylar films44 it was nec-
essary to accumulate a rather large amount of charge in o
to register the signal from the electrons, and that made f
large number of electrons across such a channel also.

Kovdrya, Nikolaenko, and Gladchenko55–59 obtained
and studied a low-dimensional, close to one-dimensio
electron system in which there was only one electron acr
the channel. The grooves into which the liquid helium w
leaked were made from a dielectric with a small dielect
constant and a smooth surface. This made it possible to
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lect the charge from the helium film covering the substr
by means of the pressing electric field and to obtain a ra
pure one-dimensional system.

The experimental cell is analogous to that used in R
51 ~see Fig. 4!. The dielectric substrate was a glass slab
mm thick on which a nylon filament 0.1 mm in diameter w
compactly wound. The tops of the nylon filaments were c
ered by a helium film;2.531026 cm thick, and ‘‘troughs’’
of liquid helium formed between the filaments. The radius
curvature of the surface of the liquid in the ‘‘troughs’’ wa
r 535 mm, and there were 150 conducting channels in
cell.

The dielectric constant of nylon at helium temperatu
is approximately 1.5.

The form of the potential well in which the electrons a
localized and the energy levels at a pressing electric fi
E'5450 V/cm are shown in Fig. 6. The potential well
quite deep (;6000 K). On its upper part we see the featu
due to image forces exerted on the electron by the s
substrate in those places where the thickness of the film
comes small. There is practically no potential barrier wh
might confine the electrons over the film. This makes it p
sible to remove all the electrons from the thin-film layers
the liquid ‘‘troughs,’’ where the electrons are found over
thick layer of helium, and thus to ensure a rather good u
formity of the one-dimensional system. Estimates show t
the potential barrier vanishes at a pressing electric fie
E'.200 V/cm.

Measurements of the 0° and 90° components of the
nal passed through the cell when it is charged with electr
were made at a frequency of 100 kHz. The electron den
per unit length,nl , was determined at 1.5 K from the ratio o
the resistances of the channels in the unsaturated case~in-
complete compensation ofE' by the self-field of the elec-
trons! to the resistance of the channel in the saturated c

FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of the profile of the potential energy of
electron in a liquid channel atE'5450 V/cm.59
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when the value ofnl is known, and also by tying the data o
the conductance of the channels at 1.5 K to the theoret
value of m obtained on the basis of an exact calculation54

The values ofnl determined by the two methods agreed
within 30%. The interval of linear densities in the conducti
channels was 53103– 2.53104 cm21, which corresponded
to a largest distance between electronsa5231024 cm.

Figure 7 shows the mobilitym as a function of tempera
tureT in a one-dimensional electron system on liquid heliu
for a clean, as-prepared substrate and for a substrate
defects and charge on the surface. We see that initiallm
increases sharply with decreasing temperature for all the
strates; atT,0.9 K the increase ofm with decreasingT for
the clean substrate becomes more gradual, while for cha
substrates or substrates with defects the mobility either
comes practically independent ofT ~curves2,3! or actually
decreases with decreasing temperature~curve4!. We see that
for T50.5 K the mobility for the clean substrate is mo
than an order of magnitude higher than that in the case
large amount of charge~curve 4!.

The sharp increase in the electron mobility for the cle
substrate at relatively high temperatures is due to the
that in the temperature region 0.9–1.5 K the carrier mobi
in the absence of localization, as in the case of a tw
dimensional electron system on liquid helium, is determin
by the predominant scattering of electrons by helium ato
in the vapor, the number of which decreases exponenti
with decreasing temperature. ForT,0.8 K the value ofm is
determined by the interaction of the electrons with ripplo
and this dependence is less sharp.

Figure 8 shows the value of the parameterKp1K* ~see
Sec. 2.3! for substrates with different carrier mobilities. It i
seen that the substrate with the low value ofm has a larger

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the mobility of electrons in a 1D sys
on liquid helium for various states of the substrate:59 1—as-prepared sub-
strate,nl563104 ~h!, 83103 ~l!, 5.63104 cm21 ~�!; 2–4—substrates
with charge and defects on the surface,nl56.63103 ~L,s!, 4.83103 ~n!,
1.53104 ~j!, 105 cm21 ~m!. The solid curve is a theoretical calculation fo
r 5531024 cm andE'5450 V/cm.54
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value ofKp1K* than the clean substrate. The experimen
value ofKp1K* is practically independent of temperature

The typical potential well depth for the one-dimension
electron system under discussion is approximately equa
6000 K in each of the conducting channels; the character
localization length in the direction transverse to the chan
for electrons on the ground energy level,y05A\/(mv0),
had a value of;1025 cm for the pressing field used in Ref
55–59. Fora'231024 cm the electron–electron interac
tion energy Vee57 – 8 K. Unfortunately, the distance be
tween energy levelsDE50.13 K, so that the conditionDE
.kBT did not hold, and the electrons were found not only
the ground energy level but also at higher-lying levels. T
increased the average transverse dimension of the cha
since the characteristic scale for the localization of electr
found on a level n is given approximately byyn

'y0An11/2 ~Ref. 54!, where forn@1 we use the approxi
mation n.kBT/\v0 . For 0.5 K it has a valueyn53
31025 cm, and atT51.5 K it is somewhat larger.

The characteristics of the electron system under st
are presented in Table I.

It is seen that for a clean substrate atT,1 K the carrier
mean free pathl 0.yn , while for T>1 K, on the contrary,
l 0,yn . At the same time, for substrates with conducti
channels characterized by the lowest mobility~curve 4!, l 0

,yn in the entire temperature region investigated.
The experiments made it possible to isolate the influe

of the random potential on the carrier mobility. Here it w
assumed that the contributions to the scattering of elect
on helium atoms in the vapor and on ripplons and the p
cesses by which the random potential limits the motion
the carriers are additive. Then the mobility limited by t

FIG. 8. The parameterKp1K* characterizing the restoring force in system
of conducting channels with different values of the mobility.

TABLE I. Characteristics of the electron system.
l

l
to
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el
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influence of the random potential is determined by the
pressionmb

215m212mc
21 , wherem is the electron mobility

for a substrate with charge and defects, andmc is the electron
mobility for the clean substrate.

Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence ofmb cal-
culated with the use of the smoothed experimental cur
1–4 in Fig. 7. Although the accuracy of determination ofmb

was low, especially at high temperatures, one can never
less notice that to within the error limits of the calculation
slight growth ofmb with decreasing temperature is observ
for curves1 and 2, while for curve3 a decrease ofmb is
observed.

The character of the motion of the carriers in a 1D cha
nel should depend strongly on whether localization occurs
if the influence of the random potential reduces merely to
appearance of an additional scattering mechanism. In Re
it was assumed that for the experimental curve2 in Fig. 7
and, accordingly, curve1 in Fig. 9 one observes only a
additional scattering on the random potential, while for e
perimental curves3 and4 in Fig. 7 and, accordingly,2 and3
in Fig. 9 a localization of the carriers apparently occurs.

Evidence in favor of this assumption is provided by t
behavior of the parameterKp1K* for substrates with charge
and defects on the surface~Fig. 8!. It is seen that at large
values ofm the parameterKp1K* has the same value fo
channels with different values ofm. This corresponds to
nonlocalized motion of the electrons. However, for chann
with m,100 m2/(V•s) the value ofKp1K* is larger for
channels with smallerm; this may be evidence of localizatio
of the carriers. The upper scale in Fig. 8 shows the value
kTl 0 (kT is the electron wave vector corresponding to t
thermal motion!. It is seen that the increase ofKp1K* starts
from a valuekTl 0'20, so that one can assume that the
calization in the 1D channels under study begins to be m
fested atkTl 0'15– 20. The increase ofKp1K* , as in the
quasi-one-dimensional systems considered in Sec. 2.3,
be thought of as being due to the appearance of an op
mode of plasma oscillations as a result of the localization
the electrons.

The mean free paths of electrons in their scattering
helium atoms in the vapor and by ripplons have been
tained in a theoretical analysis of the mobility of electrons
the ground energy level in a 1D system.39 Accordingly, the

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence ofmb ~curves1–3! for the data corre-
sponding to curves2, 3, and4 in Fig. 7.59
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mobility of surface electrons in a 1D system in the gas sc
tering region can be written as

m1D5
&

3Ap3

e~kBT!1/2y0r Bm1/2

\2Nga0
2 . ~20!

HereNg is the density of the helium atoms in the vapor, a
a0 is the electron scattering length for helium atoms. It
interesting to compare expression~20! with the correspond-
ing expressions for the mobilitym2D andm3D of electrons in
the three-dimensional and two-dimensional cases:

m3DNg5
1

3

e

pa0
2~2pmkBT!1/2, m2DNg5

2e

3p2a0
2\g

.

~21!

We see that in the three-dimensional casem3DNg;T21/2, in
the two-dimensional casem2DNg is independent of tempera
ture, and in the one-dimensional casem1DNg;T1/2. The mo-
bility of electrons in a 1D system in the ripplon scatteri
region at high pressing electric fields is independent of te
perature and is described by the expression

m1D5
6a\

meE'
2 , ~22!

which agrees to within a constant factor with the mobility
electrons on liquid helium in the two-dimensional case.3

The mobility of electrons in quasi-one-dimensional co
ducting channels on the surface of superfluid helium in
case when the electrons occupy several energy levels
considered in Ref. 54. The effects on the mobility from ele
tron scattering on helium atoms in the vapor and on rippl
were investigated in the one-electron approximation,
which the electron–electron interaction is ignored, and in
so-called ‘‘complete control’’ regime, when the electron
electron collision frequencynee is much higher than the
electron–ripplon collision frequencyner and the collision
frequencyneg of electrons with helium atoms in the vapo
The expressions obtained for the mobility are very com
cated and cannot be written in analytical form. The results
the calculation for the complete control regime~which is the
most important limit from an experimental standpoint! are
presented in Fig. 10, which shows the temperature dep
dence of the mobility for various pressing electric fields.
follows from the figure that the value ofm in a 1D system
decreases substantially with increasingE' . For T,0.1 K
one observes a decrease ofm with decreasing temperature
This behavior ofm is due to transitions of the electrons fro
level to level, the probability of which increases with in
creasing temperature.

The nonlinear transport of electrons in 1D channels
liquid helium was studied theoretically in Ref. 60. It wa
shown that in the electron–ripplon interaction region t
electron mobility begins to increase at a certain value of
driving field. It follows from the calculation that this effec
takes place both for small electron densities per unit len
~the one-electron approximation! and for relatively high den-
sities~the complete control regime!. From the theoretical de
pendence of the electron mobility on the driving electric fie
Ei , which is shown in Fig. 11, we see thatm begins to
increase atEi'10 mV/cm. It is appropriate to compare th
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result with the experiment of Ref. 59, where it was sho
that the mobility in a 1D system is independent of the ge
erator signal up to valuesVg5200 mV. However, the value
of the driving electric field acting on the electrons at th
value of the signal was not determined in Ref. 59; it cou
have been extremely small on account of screening, and
therefore impossible to make a quantitative comparison
the results of the experiment and the calculation.

2.5. Electron transport in a magnetic field

Monarkha, Sokolov, Hai, and Studart61 considered the
mobility of electrons in a quasi-one-dimensional electr
system in the presence of a magnetic field parallel to
pressing electric field. Calculations done by the method
the dynamic structure factor showed that the effective mo
ity decreases with increasing magnetic field. It was fou
that the temperature dependence of the mobility in the p

FIG. 10. Calculated mobility of electrons in a quasi-one-dimensional sys
in the ‘‘complete control’’ regime as a function of temperature for differe
values of the pressing electric fieldE' @V/cm#: 500 ~1!, 1000~2!, 2000~3!,
3000 ~4!.54

FIG. 11. Mobility of electrons in a quasi-one-dimensional system as a fu
tion of the driving electric field atT50.6 K for E' @V/cm#: 1000~1!, 2000
~2!, and 3000~3!.60
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ence of a small magnetic field is of a nonmonotonic char
ter, just as in the absence of magnetic field~see Fig. 10!.

The experimental curves of the temperature depende
of (nerxx)

21 for different magnetic fieldsB are shown in
Fig. 12. The measurements were made using the experim
tal cell and technique described in Sec. 2.4. The subst
that was used contained defects, so that the electron mob
in zero magnetic field at 0.5 K was lower by approximatel
factor of 1.5 than the maximum value of this quantity for
perfect substrate. Nevertheless, the data qualitatively re
the influence of magnetic field on the character of the e
tron transport in a quasi-one-dimensional system. It is s
in Fig. 12 that the influence of magnetic field on the effect
mobility is progressively greater the lower the temperatu
When the magnetic field is increased to 2 T the effect
mobility decreases by approximately a factor of 2 at 1.2
and by approximately a factor of 5 at 0.5 K, falling to a val
;40 m2/(V•s).

Figure 13 shows the magnetic-field dependence of
normalized mobilitym(B)/m0 @m(B) is the mobility in a
magnetic field, andm0 is the mobility atB50] at a tempera-
ture of 0.5 K. The value ofm(B) decreases with increasin
B; at low B the experimental data agree with the theoreti
calculation61 up to valuesB'0.03 T.

A consistent calculation of the characteristics of qua
tum magnetotransport in a two-dimensional electron liq
was done in Ref. 19. The electron conductivity was writt
in terms of the dynamic structure factor. In that case
quantum electron transport is governed by the componen
the conductivity tensor with a magnetic-field-dependent
fective collision frequencyneff(B). Calculations using the re
sults of Ref. 19 are shown by the dotted curves in Fig. 12
is seen that forT.0.8 K the temperature dependence of t
effective mobility is qualitatively close to the experiment

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of (nerxx)
21 for electrons in quasi-one-

dimensional channels: as-prepared substrate,B50 ~.!; substrate after sev-
eral heating cycles forB @T#: 0 ~d!, 0.68~h!, 1.36~n!, 2.05~s!. Curve1
is the calculation of Ref. 54, curves2–4 are the calculations of Ref. 19 fo
a 2D system forB50.8, 1.5, and 1.9 T, respectively.
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dependence, but forT,0.8 K the theoretical temperature de
pendence decreases with with decreasing temperature,
that is not observed in the experiment. The difference
tween the theory and the experimental data may be due to
fact that the electrons in a quasi-one-dimensional channe
found in the potential well that forms the channel, and th
can affect the features of the electron motion in a magn
field.

The properties of the electron transport in a quasi-o
dimensional system in high magnetic fields was studied
Ref. 62. The mobility was calculated in the framework of t
memory function formalism. The effective relaxation tim
as in the case of a 2D electron system, was expresse
terms of the dynamic structure form factor, but with allow
ance for the presence of subbands in the quasi-o
dimensional system. The results of the calculation show
strong influence of magnetic field on the effective conduct
ity in both the gas scattering and ripplon scattering regio

Dyugaev, Rozhavski�, Vagner, and Wyder63 considered
the possibility of investigating the Aharonov–Bohm effe
with the use of a ring of electrons on the liquid helium su
face. At low magnetic field the electron spectrum is of t
form

El ,n
~m!52

D

l 2 1S n1
1

2D\v01
\2

2mR0
2 S m81

F

F0
D 2

,

whereR0 is the radius of the electron ring,F0 is the mag-
netic flux quantum,F is the magnetic flux through the ring
and m850,61,62,... . The first two terms have the sam
form as in~13!, while the third term describes the influenc
of magnetic field on the motion of the electrons in the rin
In spite of the fact that the corresponding studies requ
extremely low temperatures, experiments with such elect
systems are interesting in that they make it possible to inv
tigate the Aharonov–Bohm effect in ideal rings of Wign
crystals and Luttinger liquids.

2.6. Weak localization in quasi-one-dimensional electron
systems on liquid helium

Localization effects in low-dimensional disordered ele
tron systems have by now been rather widely studied b
experimentally and theoretically.64 Two localization regimes
are distinguished: strong and weak. Strong localization ar

FIG. 13. Normalized electron mobilitym(B)/m0 in quasi-one-dimensiona
channels as a function of magnetic field. The dashed curve is the theo
Ref. 61.
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when the carrier mean free pathl 0 associated with elastic
scattering is small, and the conditionkl0,1 holds (k is the
electron wave vector!. In the weak localization regime th
condition kl0.1 holds. Weak localization arises as a res
of the interference of the wave function of an electron wh
it is multiply scattered by impurities; this leads to appr
ciable corrections in the kinetic coefficients and, in partic
lar, to a decrease in the conductivity. Inelastic scattering p
cesses and a magnetic field will disrupt weak localizati
Altshuller, Khmel’nitskii, Larkin, and Lee65 showed that the
conductivity of carriers increases in a magnetic field a
result of the suppression of localization; this negative m
netoresistance effect is one of the most characteristic sign
weak localization.

Until recently attention had been focused mainly on
study of weak localization effects in degenerate elect
systems—in metals and semiconductors. Meanwhile, it is
great interest to study these effects in a nondegenerate
tron gas, examples of which are electrons localized on
surface of liquid helium or of hydrogen and neon crystals.
nondegenerate systems, by changing the temperature on
controllably vary the electron wave vectork.kT

5A2mT/\ and hence the value ofkTl 0 , which substantially
determines the localization processes. In addition to cha
ing kT in the surface electron layer, there is also a possibi
of changing the electron densityn and the value ofl 0 in a
single experiment. This possibility can be important f
studying subtle localization effects.

Weak localization effects in a two-dimensional system
electrons have been investigated by Adams and Paalan66

and by Adams67 for a system on solid hydrogen in the pre
ence of carrier scattering on surface roughness and on he
atoms and for a system on the surface of liquid helium in
presence of scattering on helium atoms in the vapor
Dahm and co-workers.68 In those studies the magnetoco
ductivity of the electron layer was observed to increase w
increasing magnetic field; this effect is due to the suppr
sion of localization by the magnetic field.

Weak localization effects are most clearly manifested
quasi-one-dimensional and one-dimensional electron
tems. Electron transport in quasi-one-dimensional and
systems under conditions of weak localization has been s
ied in various kinds of nanostructures: in metal films a
semiconductors, in carbon nanotubes, and in other syste

In Refs. 55–59, as a result of a study of the mobility
carriers on the surface of liquid helium in an electron syst
which was close to one-dimensional, it was found that loc
ization of the carriers, leading to a substantial decrease in
effective mobility, occurs forT,0.8 K in the case when the
substrate is contaminated by foreign impurities or has
accumulation of charge on it. However, because the exp
ments were done in zero magnetic field it is difficult to d
tinguish strong and weak localization processes.

Kovdrya, Nikolaenko, and Gladchenko measured
magnetoresistance in a close to one-dimensional elec
system on liquid helium in the gas scattering region, in
temperature interval 1.3–2.0 K at a pressing electric field
450 V/cm and a magnetic field of up to 2.5 T.69 The results
are presented in Fig. 14, which shows the values of the m
netoresistancerxx(B) divided by the resistancer0 of the
t
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channels in zero magnetic field, for different values of t
magnetic fieldB. It is seen thatrxx /r0 initially decreases
with increasing magnetic field and then, after pass
through a minimum, begins to grow approximately asrxx

;B2. It is natural to assume that the negative magnetore
tance observed in the experiments in low magnetic field
due to weak carrier localization effects in a quasi-on
dimensional electron system. As we have said, a magn
field suppresses localization and thereby leads to a decr
in rxx . As the magnetic field is increased further,rxx begins
to grow as a result of a decrease of the effective relaxa
time in connection with a transition to a quantum transp
regime.

The data can be used to determine the value of the n
tive magnetoresistanceDrxx due to localization effects.

The characteristic length over which the coherence
the electronic states in the 2D system is disrupted is given
the expression

Lw
~2!5A1

2
l 0l in, l in5yTtw , ~23!

where l in is the mean free path in relation to inelastic pr
cesses,vT is the thermal speed of the electron, andtw is the
time over which the coherence of the wave function of t
localized state is disrupted. Stephen70 has shown that for
electron scattering by helium atoms

tw5~6t0tl
2!1/3, tl5

\

2kBT S M4

m D 1/2

, ~24!

wheret0 is the relaxation time associated with inelastic pr
cesses, andM4 is the mass of the4He atom. Table II shows
the values ofLw

(2) calculated using Eqs.~23! and~24!. We see
that at relatively high temperaturesLw

(2),yn , while for T
<1.3 K, on the contrary,Lw

(2).yn . From a comparison ofyn

FIG. 14. Magnetic-field dependence of the channel resistance divided b
resistance in zero magnetic field69 at different temperatures. The differen
symbols pertain to different experiments.



TABLE II. Characteristics of conducting channels.
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and Lw
(2) it follows that for the system under study the b

havior due to localization effects is intermediate between
and 2D.

The value ofr0
(0)/r0

( l ) for B50 @r0
(0) and r0

( l ) are the
resistances of the channels in the absence and presen
localization, respectively#, and also the values ofl 0 and yn

are given in Table II. We see from the table that the effec
localization on the conductivity of the system in zero ma
netic field amounts to;20%. The values given in the tabl
for Ds/n, which characterizes the decrease in conductiv
per unit charge as a result of weak localization effects,
shown in Fig. 15 as a function of the densityNg of helium
atoms in the vapor. It is seen thatDs/n increases with de-
creasingNg .

The influence of weak localization on the magnetoco
ductivity of a nondegenerate electron gas was investigate
Ref. 70. The corresponding expression forsxx is analogous
to that obtained in Ref. 65 and can be written in the form

sxx5
2e2

md̃
E

Ec

` dE

11m2B2 S 2
] f

]E
D F n d̃Et02

md̃

2p
Jd̃G . ~25!

HereE is the energy,f is the distribution function,n d̃ is the
density of states,Ec is the threshold energy below whic
localized electrons do not contribute to the conductivity, a
d̃ is the dimensionality of the system. The quantityJd̃ de-
pends on the dimensionality of the system and for a tw
dimensional electron gas is given by the expression

J25
1

4p FcS 1

2
1

\m

4eBEt0
2D 2cS 1

2
1

\m

4eBEt0tw
D G , ~26!

which for B50 reduces to

J25
1

4p
ln

tw

t0
. ~27!

Herec(x) is the digamma function. The decrease in cond
tivity of a two-dimensional electron system in zero magne
field as a result of weak localization effects is given by t
expression70

Ds252
ne2\

2pmkBT
ln

tw

t0
. ~28!

In the derivation of~28! it was assumed thatEc50, which is
valid for electron scattering on helium atoms in the vap
when the densityNg of helium atoms is low. The values o
Ds2 /n calculated with the use of Eqs.~24! and ~28! are
presented in Fig. 15~the dotted-and-dashed line!. It is seen
from Fig. 15 that relation~28! corresponds poorly to the
experimental data.
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With the use of Eq.~25!, an expression describing th
decrease in conductivity of a two-dimensional nondegene
electron gas due to localization effects was calculated in R
69. There it was assumed that ford̃51 one obtains a value
Jd̃5a8(Lw

(1)2 l 0) ~Ref. 64!, whereLw
(1) is the characteristic

distance over which the coherence of the wave function
the one-dimensional system is disrupted, anda8 is a con-
stant. The corresponding expression forDs1 has the form

Ds152S 2

p D 1/2ne2

m
t0S S tw

t0
D 1/2

21D . ~29!

In the derivation of~29! it was assumed thata851 and
Lw

(1)5vT(tw /t0)1/2, wherevT is the thermal speed. Expres
sion~29! gives a fair description of the experimental data if
one adopts a valuetw /t051.44 ~the dashed curve in Fig
15!. The agreement of the calculated and experimental d
apparently indicates that the system under study is clos
one-dimensional in terms of the characteristics of weak
calization processes in it atT,2 K.

It is interesting to note that the experimental values
tw /t0 are less than the analogous quantities in Ref. 68.
parently in the quasi-one-dimensional system under stu
additional mechanisms that disrupt the coherence of
wave function appear, e.g., due to interlevel transitions.

It is known that a magnetic field will disrupt the loca
ization when the magnetic lengthlH' l 0 . However, this
condition can scarcely be applicable to the system un
study. As we mentioned in Sec. 2.1, the energy spectrum~13!
of a one-dimensional electron system in a magnetic field
described by expression~15!. An interesting feature in this

FIG. 15. Dependence ofDs/n on the density of helium atoms in the
vapor.69 The solid curve is experimental data, the dotted-and-dashed cur
the calculation of Ref. 70 for a 2D system, and the dashed curve is
calculation according to Eq.~29! for tw /t051.44.
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case is that, unlike a two-dimensional electron system, wh
an electron is localized by a magnetic field to a length of
order oflH , in the present study electron motion along t
channel remains possible, sincekxÞ0 in spectrum~15! in a
magnetic field. It can be assumed that localization effe
arising as a result of the interaction of electrons with scat
ers are suppressed at substantially higher magnetic field

3. COLLECTIVE EFFECTS IN QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL
ELECTRON SYSTEMS

3.1. Plasma oscillations

The dispersion relation for plasma oscillations in a tw
dimensional system of particles with the Coulomb inter
tion was first considered by Ritchie.71 It was found that, in
contrast to the three-dimensional case, the spectrum
plasma oscillations in a two-dimensional charge layer d
not have a threshold frequency, and it can be written in
form

v~k!5S 2pne2

m
kD 1/2

, ~30!

wherek is the plasmon wave vector. The presence of me
lic electrodes leads to partial screening of the Coulomb
teraction, and spectrum~30! is altered. For thin films of he-
lium, when the film thicknessd!a (a is the average
distance between electrons!, the spectrum of plasma oscilla
tions in the long-wavelength limit, as was shown
Monarkha,72 is of an acoustical character with a dispersi
relation

v~k!5u0k, u05S 4pe2nd

m D 1/2

. ~31!

The energy spectrum of plasma oscillations over bulk heli
was first observed in Ref. 15.

The spectrum of plasma oscillations in a on
dimensional electron system was considered by Krashe
nikov and Chaplik in Ref. 73 and also by Chaplik in Ref. 3
It was found that to within a logarithmic factor the spectru
of the longitudinal plasmon branch is of an acoustical ch
acter and is given by the expression

v i~k!5cikx , ci5eA 2

ma
lnS 1

kxa
D . ~32!

The dispersion relation for the collective modes in a o
dimensional chain of electrons found in a channel filled w
liquid helium was investigated theoretically by Sokolov a
Kirichek74 over a wide interval of wave vectorskx . The
calculation was done for both zero and nonzero magn
field. The results of the calculation are presented in Fig.
the dispersion relation for the longitudinalv i and transverse
v' modes of plasma oscillations for a single chain of el
trons. We see that the transverse optical branchv' , which
starts at a threshold frequencyv0 @see Eq.~11!#, has the
characteristic feature thatv'(kx) is a descending function
from 0 to p/a. Calculations show that a magnetic fie
‘‘softens’’ the longitudinal mode; in the limitv0,vc the
lowest mode is determined by the expressionv2

'(v0 /vc)v i , i.e., v2,v i .
re
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The frequency of the plasma oscillations propagating
a system of parallel channels was calculated in Ref. 59.
plasmon dispersion relation was shown to have the form

vp
2~kx!5

4pnle
2

mb
kx

DDd

DHD
sinh~kx~H2d!!,

~33!

kx5
p

Lx
n, n51,2,3,... .

The parametersDDd andDHD are determined by the geom
etry of the cell:

DDd5«d cosh~kxD !sinh~kxd!1cosh~kxd!sinh~kxD !,

DHD5«d cosh~kxD !sinh~kxH !1cosh~kxH !sinh~kxD !.
~34!

Here kx is the wave vector of the oscillations,b is the dis-
tance between channels,D is the thickness of the dielectri
substrate on which the channels are formed,d is the thick-
ness of the helium layer in the channel, andH is the distance
from the substrate to the upper electrode. In the analys
was assumed that the electron density distribution transv
to the channel isd-function-like.

The problem of plasma excitations in a nondegener
quasi-one-dimensional electron system was considere
general form by Sokolov and Studart.75 Employing a many-
particle approach and using the random phase approx
tion, they calculated the response function of a quasi-o
dimensional system for arbitrary values of the wave vec
kx and subband number. In the limit of small wave vecto
and low temperatures they obtained the spectra of plasm
propagating within a band and between bands. They sho
that, in agreement with previous calculations,74 the plasmon
dispersion relation along the bands is of an acoustical c
acter, while the plasma oscillations propagating transvers
the channels are optical.

Experiments on the direct measurement of the spect
of plasma oscillations in one-dimensional and quasi-o
dimensional electron systems on liquid helium have not
been done. In Refs. 55–59 the frequency of plasma osc
tions was estimated using the corresponding expression
the conductance of the experimental cell.59 The values ofṽp

found in the experiments turned out to be approximat
three times larger than the theoretical values according
~33!, ~34!. This difference was explained in Ref. 59 as bei

FIG. 16. Dispersion relation of collective modesv' ~1! and v i ~2! for a
one-dimensional chain of electrons forr 5531024 cm, a51024 cm for
E'51500 V/cm.74
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the result of unavoidable slight imperfections of the profil
substrate on which the 1D system was realized, causing
channels to be divided into shorter segments, so that
average effective length of the liquid channels used in
pressions~33!, ~34! should be smaller. This leads to an i
crease inkx and, accordingly, in the frequencyṽp . In Refs.
51 and 52 the characteristic frequencies of plasma osc
tions were estimated from the data on the mobility of el
trons under conditions of their strong localization. In both
those papers the results were of a qualitative nature tha
not permit making a reliable comparison with the theory. W
note that the plasma oscillations under the experimental c
ditions of Refs. 55–59 are strongly damped, so that on
actually talking about only some average frequencies c
acterizing the response time of the 1D system to a dis
bance. Direct measurements of the spectrum of longitud
plasma oscillations in a 1D system of electrons on liq
helium are possible only at low temperatures under con
tions of high carrier mobility or at large values of the wa
vectorkx , when the oscillation frequencies will be high.75

3.2. Transition to an ordered state

At sufficiently low temperatures and high particle den
ties a two-dimensional electron system undergoes a tra
tion to a crystalline state. The transition occurs when
parameterG characterizing the ratio of the potential ener
of the particles to their kinetic energy,G5e2Apn/kBT,
reaches valuesGm5127.25–27 The melting of the two-
dimensional crystal is described by the Kosterlitz–Thoul
theory,76 which treats melting as the appearance of a la
number of free dislocations, which had been bound to e
other below the transition. It is shown in Ref. 76 that t
melting temperature depends on the shear modulus of
two-dimensional crystal; an exact calculation of its val
was done my Morf.77 The value obtained there forGm was in
good agreement with the experimental data. The theory
dislocation melting, as has been established by Nelson
Halperin,78 predicts the appearance of a hexatic phase ab
the melting temperatureTm , with the transition to an isotro
pic liquid occurring at higher temperatures.

In discussing the stability of a crystal, one considers
mean-square displacements of the particles at the lattice
from their equilibrium positions. In the harmonic oscillatio
model these displacements can be written in the form3

^Du2&5
\

2mN(
k,p

1

vp~k!
coth

\vp~k!

2kBT
, p5 l ,t, ~35!

whereN is the total number of particles in the system. Fo
three-dimensional crystal^Du2& turns out to be a small quan
tity, while for a two-dimensional crystal it diverges as lnL (L
is the size of the crystal!. Nevertheless, in this case for
crystal of finite size the value of^Du2& turns out to be finite
at sufficiently low temperatures. For one-dimensional lin
chains the situation is not so definite. Nevertheless, estim
show38 that for a one-dimensional system of finite length t
temperature of the transition to the ordered state is finite
approximately equal to

Tc'
4p2amci

2

kBL
, ~36!
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whereci is taken from Eq.~32!. Estimates shown that fo
typical dimensions of the conducting channelsL51 cm and
a51024 cm one would haveTc'1 K. Thus for T,Tc a
one-dimensional electron system can be ordered.

In a two-dimensional crystal the electrons localized
the crystal lattice form a dimple on the liquid helium surfac
and that leads to the appearance of coupled electron–rip
modes,25 which were studied in detail in Ref. 79. An analo
gous picture should be observed in a linear electron cha
it undergoes a transition to an ordered state. Sokolov
Studart80 in a study of the properties of coupled electron
ripplon modes in an ordered linear chain showed t
electron–ripplon coupling, as in the case of a 2D syste
causes a dimple to form under the electrons, and in that c
the effective massesM i and M' for the longitudinal and
transverse motions of the particles, respectively, will be d
ferent. Accordingly, the longitudinal plasma modeṽ l and the
transverse frequencyṽ0 of electron oscillations in the chan
nels assume the form

ṽ l5v iS m

M i
D 1/2

, ṽ05v0S m

M'
D 1/2

, ~37!

wherev i is taken from Eq.~32! andv0 from Eq. ~11!. Es-
timates show that fora51024 cm andE'53000 V/cm the
effective masses have the valuesM i52.33104m and M'

51011m. These are much larger than the effective mass o
electron in the case of 2D ordering. The effects conside
can be used to search for ordered phases in a 1D syste
electrons on liquid helium.

The formation of a dimple in a 1D electron system
liquid helium with the corresponding increase in the effect
mass should lead to a substantial decrease in mobility. S
an effect was observed for a two-dimensional electron cry
in Ref. 27. For a 1D electron system no mobility decrea
due to the onset of ordering was noticed in Refs. 55–
down to 0.5 K. Apparently the observation of this effect r
quires still lower temperatures.

A classical nondegenerate system of electrons in nar
channels~quasi-two-dimensional electron system! was stud-
ied by Bajaj and Mehrotra81 by the molecular dynamics
method. In a study of a layer containing up to 50 electro
along the channel and 8 electrons across the channel it
found that the critical value of the parameterG at which
melting occurs is substantially larger than the analog
quantity for a 2D electron system. Figure 17 shows the
pendence of the parameterGm on the number of electron
along the channel,Nx . It is seen that up toNx520 the pa-
rameterGm5250– 350, and at largerNx the value ofGm

increases in a jump toGm5550. An interesting feature of the
results obtained is that, as a calculation shows, in the liq
state the electrons are localized in the direction transve
to the channel and delocalized in the direction along
channel.

Experimentally the crystallization of electrons in a na
row channel was studied by Lea and co-workers.82 They
measured the electron conductivity along a channel 16mm
wide, 395mm long, and 1.6mm deep on a liquid helium
surface. A schematic diagram of the electron microchanne
shown in Fig. 18. By applying suitable confining potentia
to the electrodes, one can form an electron layer;10 mm
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wide ~in which case 30 electrons are found along the wi
of the channel! and measure the resistance of the channe
applying an ac voltage to the source and drain electro
The results are shown in Fig. 19 in the form of the tempe
ture dependence of the resistancer of the channel. It is seen
that forT.0.8 K the value ofr decreases with decreasingT,
and the dependence is well described by the theory. H
ever, forT,0.8 K a significant growth of the channel resi
tance begins, and this growth gets stronger as the exc
signal acting on the electron layer is increased. This ef
was attributed by the authors to a transition from an isotro
liquid at high temperatures to a spatially ordered phase n
Tm . It was established that the value of the nonlinear eff
depends on the electron velocity. Figure 20 shows the e
tric field acting on the electron layer for different velocitie
of the electron motion along the channel. At velocitiesv
,7 m/s a linear regime is observed, while atvc57.1 m/s the
moving electrons begin to emit ripplons with wave vec
q5G1 by a Cherenkov process (G1 is the first reciprocal
lattice vector of the crystal!. For v.vc the electrons leave
the dimples and move independently of them. Such a pat
has also been observed for a 2D crystal.83 Since the electron

FIG. 18. Schematic diagram of an electron microchannel: cross-sect
view of the microchannel~a!, photograph of a microchannel~b!; connection
of the measurement circuit to the microchannel~c!.82

FIG. 17. Dependence ofG on the number of electrons along the chann
Nx , for Ny58: G,Gm ~j!, G.Gm ~m!. The melting curve passes betwee
the points denoted by different symbols.81
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density is nonuniform over the width of the channel, electr
streamlines appear, on some of which the electrons leave
dimples and in others the electron motion is due to motion
the dimples. This is due to the existence of a region in wh
v depends weakly onEi . The periodic oscillations of the
maximum electric field realized in an electron channel
evidence of such dynamic ordering in a quasi-tw
dimensional electron crystal.

4. ZERO-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRON SYSTEMS ON LIQUID
HELIUM

A typical zero-dimensional system realized in liquid h
lium consists of an electron trapped in a bubble.3 The char-
acteristics of the bubble are determined by the pressure
erted by the trapped electron on the liquid and by
opposing surface tension and external pressure. The cha
teristic size of an electron bubble in liquid4He is ;25 Å,
and the ground state energy is;0.15 eV. The properties o
electron bubbles in helium have been considered in m
original papers and are discussed in reviews and monogr
~see, e.g., Ref. 3!.

Several types of zero-dimensional electronic states
be realized on the surface of liquid helium. Some of the
will be examined in more detail. Electrons can also be loc
ized in bubbles in dense gaseous helium; their proper
were studied in detail in Ref. 84. Such bubbles can be lo
ized near the liquid helium surface by an electric field, for
ing a peculiar zero-dimensional electron system at the in
face between the liquid helium and the vapor. Aside from
study of the mobility of electron bubbles in the gas near
surface of the liquid,10 there have been no experimental stu
ies of the characteristics of such systems. In Ref. 85 a pe

al

FIG. 19. Effective resistance of an electron layer in a microchannel:
r(T) for T.0.8 K for n55.13108 cm22; the solid curve is the theoretica
calculation; b—r(T) for T,0.8 K for electron velocities of 16~1!, 31 ~2!,
and 64 m/s~3! for n53.53108 cm22. The arrow indicates the melting
temperature of the crystal with the given electron density for a 2D laye82

FIG. 20. Driving electric field-velocity characteristics of electrons for
pressing potential of 1.8~1!, 1.2 ~2!, and 0.8 V~3!. The lines are drawn
through the points where the features appear on the experimental curv82
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liar polaron state in which the electron is localized was p
dicted to exist in gaseous helium in a high magnetic field.
know of no experiments that have been done to observe
study the properties of this state, including near the liq
helium surface.

4.1. Polaron state of electrons on the liquid helium surface.
Localization of electrons in polarons on the helium
film

It was shown by Shikin86 that in a sufficiently high
pressing electric field an electron can be localized in
plane of the helium vapor–liquid interface. There appears
the liquid helium surface a sort of polaron—an electron p
a deformation of the surface of the liquid. Localization of t
electron leads to an increase in the local pressure on
liquid helium surface, and the exertion of this pressure
turn causes deformation of the liquid surface, leading to
formation of a microscopic dimple. A self-consistent loca
ization of the electron appears. It was shown by Shikin86 and
Shikin and Monarkha87 that the energy of such a localize
state of the electron can be written

W52
e2E'

2

4pa F lnS &

kLg0
1/2D 2

1

2G , g051.87, ~38!

where L is the characteristic size of the dimple, andk
5Arg/a is the capillary constant of liquid helium. Th
value ofL is determined by the expression

L5A4pa

m

\

eE'

. ~39!

It follows from Eq.~38! thatW is negative ifkL!1. For
E'53000 V/cm one hasW520.1 K and, hence, forT
,0.1 K the formation of an electron polaron is energetica
favorable. The volume of the dimple is determined by t
relation

VL52pE
0

`

j~r !rdr 5
eE'

ak2 , ~40!

where j(r ) is the deflection of the liquid surface. ForE'

53000 V/cm one hasVL51026 cm3, and, accordingly, the
effective mass of the polaron can reach values
102– 103M4 (M4 is the mass of the helium atom!.

The electronic states in such a polaron can be rega
as zero-dimensional. They have characteristics—binding
ergy and localization length—peculiar to zero-dimensio
systems, and also, if the potential well in which the electro
are localized is sufficiently deep, a set of energy levels.

A magnetic field normal to the surface of the liquid pr
motes the formation of an electron polaron. In the limit wh
the magnetic lengthlH!L, the binding energy of the po
laron can be written in the form3

W52
e2E'

2

4pa
lnS 1.1

klH
D . ~41!

The characteristics of one-electron dimples on thin l
ers of liquid helium were considered by Monarkha.33 As we
have said, the presence of the substrate gives rise to an
ditional pressing electric field, and it is also necessary to t
into account the renormalization of the capillary constant d
-
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to the van der Waals forces exerted by the substrate.
effective capillary constant of the film can be written in th
form

k̃25
r

a
~g1g̃!, g̃5

]b

]d
, ~42!

b52
b0

d3~11d/d8!
,

whereb0 and d8 are constants characterizing the substr
material. The binding energy of a polaron depends on
film thickness asd24. For thin films the value ofW can
reach several degrees, and the maximum deflection of
liquid in the dimple can reach several a˚ngstroms.

Electron polarons on liquid helium are interesting b
cause by changing the pressing electric field one can alte
value of the coupling of the particle with the medium. Th
binding energy and effective mass of an electron pola
were studied by Hippolito, Farias, and Studart88 and by Jack-
son and Platzman89,90in the framework of the Feynman path
integral method. Figure 21 shows the calculated binding
ergy W of a polaron over bulk helium as a function of th
pressing electric field. It is seen that the calculations done
different methods are in good agreement. Figure 22 gives
polaron effective massM* as a function of the thicknessd
of the helium film for different substrates.92 The value ofM*
increases sharply with decreasingd even for substrates with
a weak van der Waals coupling, such as solid neon.

The hydrodynamic model of an electron polaron pres
poses the absence of thermal ripplons on the liquid surfa
i.e., strictly speaking, it is valid forT50 K. The features of
the formation of a polaron on a helium film at nonzero te
peratures were considered in Refs. 89 and 90. The b

FIG. 21. Binding energy of an electron in a one-electron dimple as a fu
tion of the pressing electric fieldE' : 1—calculation of Ref. 88,
2—calculation according to formula~38!, 3—calculation of Ref. 91.
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ing energy and effective mass of polarons for both thin fil
(d5100 Å) and for films of arbitrary thickness were calc
lated for various temperatures and for a coupling cons
determined by the relations

ã5
~eE'

* !2

8paEc
, Ec5

\2kc
2

2m
, ~43!

wherekc is taken equal tok̃. It was found that the therma
ripplons destroy the polaron states, preventing the forma
of a stable dimple, and the destruction of the localized s
occurs at a rather small value of the ratiokBT/W. Figure 23
shows the dependence of the polaron effective mass ona for
different values ofx05Ec /kBT ~Ref. 89!. It is seen that for
small values ofx0 ~high temperatures!, polaron formation is
difficult even at large values of the coupling constant.

FIG. 22. Effective mass of a polaron versus the thickness of the helium
The solid curve is a self-consistent calculation, and the dashed curves a
harmonic approximation.88

FIG. 23. Effective massM* of an electronic polaron as a function of th
coupling constantã for various values ofx05Ec /kBT.89
s
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A detailed analysis of the theoretical papers in whi
various characteristics of electron polarons on the surfac
liquid helium have been calculated is given in the review
Studart and Sokolov~see p. 245 of Ref. 41!.

Many papers have been devoted to the search for
laron states on the liquid helium surface. Although it is s
too early to draw a final conclusion as to the detection
such states with a sufficiently high binding energy and sta
dimple, it is nevertheless of interest to discuss the main
sults of the experiments that have been done and the d
tions of future searches.

The first information as to the possibility of formation o
a magnetic polaron on liquid helium was obtained
Édel’man in cyclotron resonance~CR! experiments.93 It was
found that the CR lines are shifted to higher frequencies
an amountdvc that could be due in part to the formation o
a magnetic polaron. According to the theoretic
estimates94–96

dvc5
e2E'

2

8pa\
. ~44!

The experimental value ofdvc turns out to be approximately
three times larger than the theoretical value, although
dependence ofdvc on E' agrees qualitatively with Eq.~44!.

The formation of a polaron should lead to a sharp cha
in the character of the electron motion along the liquid h
lium surface. If the mobility of free electrons is determine
by their interaction with helium atoms in the vapor and w
ripplons, then, since a polaron dimple on the helium surf
has a characteristic sizeL51025 cm, the mobility of an
electron polaron should be determined by the viscosity of
liquid. In Ref. 87 it was shown that the mobility of a polaro
on bulk helium can be written in the form

m5
2p\a5/2

hm1/2e2E'3
, ~45!

where h is the viscosity of liquid helium. The value ofm
from ~45! is much smaller than the mobility of free electron
In addition, the temperature dependence of the mobility
cording to~45! is determined by the temperature depende
of a andh. Since for liquid4He atT,1.3 K the value ofh
increases with decreasing temperature, the value ofm should
decrease accordingly. We also note that, unlike the cas
free electrons, for whichm;E'

22 at high pressing fields, for
electron polarons one hasm;E'

23 . In Ref. 33 the following
expression was obtained for the mobility of electron polaro
on a helium film:

m5
4pa2e~ k̃d!2d

3h~F* !2 , F* 5eE'1Fd , ~ k̃d!2,L/d,

~46!

whereFd is taken from Eq.~6!.
Thus the formation of polarons on liquid helium is r

vealed most simply by the presence of features in the beh
ior of the mobility of electrons on liquid helium at hig
pressing electric fields and on thin helium films. This is t
method that has mainly been used to register polaron st
on liquid helium.

Even in the first experiments on the detection of surfa
electronic states on a helium film it was established that

.
the
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velocity of surface electrons on a film is very low. It re
mained unclear, however, whether this effect is due to a
electron mobility or to other mechanisms, e.g., a low rate
transition of electrons from the helium film to the bulk liq
uid, where they were registered. The first measurement
the mobility of surface electrons on a helium film with th
use of microwave cavities34 showed that, depending on th
kind of substrate and the quality of its surface, the mobi
of surface electrons for films 300 Å thick is 0.1– 1.0 m2/(V
•s), which is much lower than the mobility of electrons o
bulk helium.

The measurement cell used in Ref. 34 is shown in F
24. A cylindrical cavity1, having a diameter and a height o
42 mm and with its walls covered by a layer of lead, w
placed in a chamber2. The bottom of the cavity was electr
cally isolated from the walls. A dielectric insert3, with a
thickness of 1 mm and a diameter of 41 mm, was placed
the bottom of the cavity. The electron source was eithe
rapidly switchable heating filament5 or a discharge near
tungsten tip6. The microwave power was coupled in and o
by coaxial lines7; their coupling coefficient with the cavity
could be tuned by means of adjusting screws located on
outside of the cryostat. TheH011 mode of electromagnetic
oscillations of the cavity was used for the measurements
that case the alternating electric field was directed paralle
the surface of the dielectric insert.

The Q of the cavity was determined from the dampi
decrement with with a relative error of;0.5% with the aid
of a precision Q meter.

The thickness of the film at a given value ofH, which
was determined from the shift in the frequency of the cav

FIG. 24. Diagram of the experimental cell for investigating the hig
frequency conductance of electrons on a helium film:1—cylindrical cavity,
2—vacuum chamber,3—dielectric insert,4—bottom of cavity,5—heating
filament,6—spark gap,7—coaxial cable.34
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when it was filled with helium to the necessary distanced
5k0 /H1/3 from the bottom, wherek0 was assumed equal t
331026 cm4/3. Measurements were made at a frequency
9.4 GHz in the temperature range 1.65–2.15 and at elec
densities of up to 63109 cm22.

The conductivity of the electron layer was determin
from the shift in the Q of the cavity when the dielectric inse
was charged with electrons. The relative error in determi
tion of the Q was 5%.

The values obtained for the effective high-frequency m
bility of the electrons for a film on the surface of a sapph
substrate was 0.1 m2/(V•s) at 1.7 K. The electron mobility
on a liquid helium layer on Sitall glass («d55.6) as a func-
tion of the layer thicknessd, obtained by Mende, Kovdrya
and Nikolaenko,97 is shown in Fig. 25. It is seen thatm
increases with increasingd, and atd5600 Å the mobilitym
reaches its value for surface electrons on bulk helium. It w
found in that study that the electron mobility is approx
mately inversely proportional to the density of helium atom
in the vapor.

Low-frequency measurements of the mobility of ele
trons on a liquid helium film were first made in Ref. 35. Th
experimental cell used in that study had the feature that
liquid helium level relative to the substrate could be vari
by means of a system of two coupled sylphons, into one
which helium was delivered under pressure. The heli
level was measured by a capacitive sensor.

The results are presented in Fig. 26. It is seen that, s
ing at valuesd5800 Å, the mobility falls sharply with de-
creasing thicknessd of the helium film, reaching values o
1024 m2/(V•s), which are much lower than the mobilit
obtained in microwave measurements.

The low-frequency mobility of electrons on helium film
on different substrates has been investigated in many stu
Wilen and Gianetta98 measured the mobility of electrons on
helium film on a glass substrate in the temperature ra
1.5–1.7 K. It was shown that atd5750 Å the measured
values ofm are close to those for the bulk liquid. With de
creasingd the mobility falls and its value becomes irrepr
ducible. Dahm and co-workers99,100made detailed and care
ful measurements of the mobility of surface electrons
films on smooth glass substrates~the substrate roughnes
was of the order of 20 Å! in the temperature region 1.2–1.
K for film thicknesses of 220–250 Å. The electron dens
on the films was monitored by measuring the induction s

FIG. 25. Dependence of the effective high-frequency mobility of electro
on the thickness of a helium film on a Sitall substrate («d55.6).97
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nal from the charge layer on a vibrating electrode. It w
found that the experimental data differ from the results
theoretical calculations that take into account the scatte
of electrons on helium atoms in the vapor101 and also the
one- and two-ripplon mechanisms of electron scattering.102 It
was established that the difference is practically independ
of temperature, so that the additional scattering could be
tributed to the interaction of electrons with defects of t
substrate.

In measurements of the mobility of electrons on heliu
films on a solid substrate with weak van der Waals coupl
~solid neon!, Kajita and Sasaki103 observed that for thin he
lium films ~several monolayers! the relaxation time of the
electrons is determined by the expression

t215tG
211tS

21, ~47!

wheretG andtS are the relaxation times associated with t
interaction of electrons with helium atoms in the vapor a
with substrate roughness, respectively. In Ref. 104 the
bility of electrons on a helium film on a solid neon substra
was measured in a pressing field of up to 9000 V/cm. It w
shown thatm depends weakly on the thickness of the heliu
film.

De Jeu and Platzman~see Ref. 105! measured the mo
bility of electrons on helium films covering substrates
solid Ne, Ar, Kr, and LiF in the temperature range 1.5–1
for film thicknesses up tod'800 Å. They found that the
mobility is inversely proportional to the density of heliu
atoms in the vapor and ford<550 Å is described by the
empirical formulam;e2b/d2

, whereb is a coefficient that
depends on the substrate material. Dahm~p. 281 of Ref. 4!

FIG. 26. Dependence of the low-frequency mobilitym on the film thickness
for electrons on a helium film at two different temperatures.35 The inset
shows the dependence ofm on E' for a helium film 930 Å thick.
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pointed out that this empirical dependence also gives a
description of the data of Refs. 97, 106, and 107. The sit
tion is illustrated by Fig. 27~taken from Ref. 4!, which
shows plots ofm(d22) and b~g!, whereg5(«d21)/@4(«d

11)#.
By analyzing the behavior of the mobility of electron

on a helium film from Ref. 97, Marquez and Studart92 ar-
rived at the conclusion that the motion of electrons on a fi
is of a polaronic character, involving the formation of
stable dimple, in which case the polaron mobility is given
an expression analogous to~46!. This conclusion is in need
of refinement, however. The problem is that the mobility o
polaronic dimple should be determined by the viscos
while, according to the data of Ref. 97, the value ofm is
approximately inversely proportional to the densityNg of
helium atoms in the vapor. It was pointed out above that
mobility of electrons on a helium film in Ref. 105 is als
inversely proportional toNg , and the mobility measured in
Refs. 99, 100, 106, and 107, except for the influence of s
face roughness, is mainly determined by the scattering
electrons by helium atoms in the vapor.

In answering the question of whether the electron mot
on a helium film is of the character proposed in Ref. 92
is governed by some other mechanism, it is appare
necessary to take the roughness of the substrate into acc
in addition to the value of the effective pressing fieldE'

*
5E'1Ed . It was established by an electron microscop

FIG. 27. Mobility of electrons on a helium film versusd22 for different
substrates~a! and the dependence of the parameterb on g from Ref. 4~b!.
The data of Ref. 105 for 1.5 K~s, d, n, m!; the data of Ref. 97 forT
51.7 K ~.!; the data of Ref. 106 forT51.6 K ~L!; the solid curve shows
the data of Ref. 107 reduced by a factor of 10.
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analysis of the structure of the substrate surface99 that the
characteristic height of the substrate roughness is 20 Å, w
an average distance between asperities of 1024 cm. It was
established in Ref. 34 that the characteristic roughness f
sapphire substrate consists of round protrusions 200–30
in height, with a density of;1010 cm22, and defects in the
form of ‘‘ridges’’ with a height and width of 700 Å. The
Sitall substrate used in Ref. 97 was smoother: the asper
on it had a characteristic height of 200 Å and a density
;1010 cm22. For a helium film 300 Å thick, roughness o
such a scale should lead to rather large variations of
potential, although, because of the finite thickness of the
lium film, they will be smoothed out in accordance wi
relation~14!. We note that for the substrates used in Refs.
and 97 the density of potential wells was greater than
electron density.

One can propose the following picture of the motion
electrons on the surface of a helium film. By virtue of re
tion ~14!, the variations of the random potential owing
surface roughness are not very large, and the electrons
localized in the random potential not in a single poten
well but in several of them, with a characteristic localizati
length ~this is an analog of Anderson localization!. The lo-
calized electron forms a polaron. The electron mobility
effected by jumps from one localized state to another, w
the formation of a polaron in each localized state. This p
ture of the electron motion on a helium film was proposed
Jackson,108 who found that the diffusion coefficient resultin
from electron tunneling between localized states with
strong electron–ripplon interaction taken into account
given by

D5vT
2 t expF2

1

4
kc

eE'
*

pA2an
G , ~48!

where vT is the thermal velocity of the electron,t is the
relaxation time, andn is the density of states. The value ofkc

is taken from Eqs.~42! and ~43!. Since kc;(d08/d)2, for
E'.Ed one has E'

* 5E' , and, accordingly, m
;exp@2(d08/d)2#. In the opposite limiting caseE',Ed ,
which is ordinarily realized in experiments, one hasm
;exp@2(d08/d)4#, in contradiction with the experimental re
sults. In spite of the fact that the above expression was
tained for the conditionE',Ed , one can assume that
remains approximately correct in a wider range of relatio
ships betweenE' andEd . It is not ruled out that the viscos
ity plays some role in the motion of electrons on a liqu
helium film, as was noted in Ref. 92.

Wyder and co-workers109 measured the mobility of elec
trons on a helium film covering a quartz substrate («d

54.3) in the region of film thicknesses 300–700 Å at
temperature of 1.3 K in magnetic fields up to 10 T at fr
quencies of 3–6 kHz. The characteristic height of the s
strate roughness was less than 150 Å. The data obtained
explained by the authors in terms of the formation of sta
electron polarons under the influence of the uniform exter
pressing electric field, which reached values of 8500 V/c
and the field of the substrate. For thin films the polaron f
mation energyW was greater thankBT, and the values ob
tained for the mobility agreed well with the theoretic
predictions.33 It was also shown that in a strong magne
th
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field the data on the longitudinal conductance can be
plained in terms of an effective collision frequency of th
magnetopolaronic dimple with helium atoms in the vapor

A feature of the results is that no transition to fre
electron mobility is observed for thick films, in spite of th
fact that the valueW50.5 K becomes less than the temper
ture of the experiment, and the polaron should not be sta

Thus the experimental results on the electron mobility
helium films covering substrates that are not very smooth
be described in terms of polaron effects arising either a
result of a strong effective pressing electric field, as w
proposed by the authors of Ref. 109, or as a result of s
strate roughness, giving rise to a random potential in wh
electrons are localized with the subsequent formation of
laron states.

Coimbra, Sokolov, Rino, and Studart110 calculated the
mobility of electrons on a helium film with allowance for th
scattering of electrons by substrate roughness and sho
that under reasonable assumptions as to the average heig
the asperities and the distance between them, the experim
tal data could be reconciled with the theoretical calculatio
in the case of thick films (d.350 Å). For thinner films,
however, the experimental values of the mobility are low
than the theoretical values by a factor of two to three. T
may be evidence of electron localization in a random pot
tial due to substrate roughness. Apparently this effect, as
been conjectured previously, is predominantly respons
for the character of the transport of carriers on thin films

However, at present one cannot say with certainty t
the polaron states predicted in Refs. 86 and 87 are in fact
peculiar zero-dimensional electronic formations on liquid h
lium which have been registered quite reliably in expe
ments. For reliable observation of polaron effects due to
presence of a uniform pressing electric field and the field
the substrate it will be necessary to investigate thin heli
films on atomically smooth surfaces at ultralow tempe
tures.

The formation of polarons on the surface of liqu
helium can also be detected from the resonance absorp
of a microwave field in the transition of electrons localiz
in polarons from the ground energy level to excited leve
Lehndorff and Dransfeld111 observed a peak in the absorptio
by electrons on thin helium films on a Mylar substrate a
temperature of 1.12 K and an electron density of
31010 cm22, which they interpreted as a transition to th
first excited state of the polaron. However, it has been no
~p. 281 of Ref. 4! that at the given temperature and electr
density it is possible for an electron crystal to form, and t
absorption peak could thus be due to one of the mode
plasma oscillations of the crystal. The characteristics of
larons in one-dimensional and quasi-one-dimensional e
tron systems on liquid helium were examined in Ref. 112

4.2. Bound states of an electron with a positive ion: diplons

As was shown by Monarkha and Kovdrya,113 when a
positive ion with chargeq, which is coupled to the substrate
is present in the helium film, it can form peculiar boun
states with an electron localized above it on the surface
the liquid helium ~Fig. 28!. Such a complex is called a
diplon. The positive ion is attracted toward the solid su
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strate by image forces, and an image charge of negative
e85e(«d2«)/(«d1«), arises in the substrate. The tot
charge of the ion and its image isQ52ueu«/(«d1«). The
potential energy of interaction of an electron on the liqu
helium surface with the ion has the form

U52
Queu
«D

1
Que8u
«dD

52
2e2~«d

21«2!«

~«d1«!2«dA~d1z!21r 2
,

~49!

where2Qe/«D is the total interaction energy between t
electron and the chargeQ, Qe8/«dD is the interaction en-
ergy of the chargeQ with the image charge of the electro
D is the distance between the ion and the chargese ande8,
d is the thickness of the helium film,z is the distance be
tween the electron and the surface of the liquid, andr is the
deviation of the electron position from that corresponding
the minimum distance from the ion. Assuming that the d
placements of the electron from the equilibrium position
small and expanding~49! in the parametersr /(d1z) and
z/d, we obtain

U.2
2e2~«d

21«2!«

~«d1«!2«dd
1eEiz1

1

2
mvd

2r 2, ~50!

Ei5
2ueu~«d

21«2!«

~«d1«!2«dd2 , vd
25

2e2~«d
21«2!«

~«d1«!2«dmd3 . ~51!

The spectrum and wave functions of an electron in the pl
of the helium vapor–liquid interface are of an oscillato
nature with a characteristic frequencyvd and a localization
radius L5(\/mvd)1/2. The distance between levels for
glass substrate («d56) and d5300 Å is ;13 K, and the
corresponding localization lengthL'80 Å. It was shown in
Ref. 113 that for helium film thicknesses larger than 70 Å
diplons are stable formations both with respect to the p
etration of electrons into the liquid phase under the influe
of the electric field and also against small oscillations of
liquid surface. Estimates show that for a helium film 300
thick on a glass substrate the surface of the liquid is stable
to electron densities of;1010 cm22.

As we have said, a localized electron creates a lo
pressure on the liquid helium surface, and that can cau
dimple to form. A consistent treatment of the characteris
of diplons in such a case was given by Farias and Peeter114

who solved the Schro¨dinger equation for the electron jointl
with the equation of mechanical equilibrium for the liqu
surface with allowance for the influence of the extern
pressing electric field and an external magnetic field. Th
calculated the energies of the ground and first excited sta
the electron in a diplon for various thicknesses of the heli

FIG. 28. Structure of a dipole complex~diplon!.113
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film ~Fig. 29! and also found the profile of the liquid surfac
over the positive ion~Fig. 30!. For d5300 Å the binding
energy was quite large, 170 K, and the maximum deflect
of the liquid was;2.5 Å. A magnetic field splits the level o
the first excited state into two sublevels. At low fieldsB the
distanceDE between the ground and first excited level i
creases linearly with increasingB, while at high magnetic
fields DE;B2.

FIG. 29. Binding energy of an electron in a diplon~a! and the energy of the
transition 1→2 ~b! as a function of the thickness of the helium film.114 The
dashed curve was calculated on the assumption of a smooth liquid sur
the dotted curve was calculated with the deformation of the surface ta
into account as a perturbation, and the solid curve is an exact calculat

FIG. 30. Deformation of the liquid helium surface as a function of distan
for an electron in the ground and excited~inset! states for different values of
d @Å#: 100 ~solid curve!, 200 ~dashed curve!, 500 ~dotted curve!.114
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An interesting question concerns the collective prop
ties of such zero-dimensional systems as diplons, sinc
study of these properties will yield information about t
characteristics of the diplons themselves. A positive ion
liquid helium presents as a sphere of solidified helium
radius 6 Å. The experiments of Maraviglia115 have shown
that ions in a helium film are mobile particles, with a mob
ity of 2.8 cm2/(V•s) at T50.9 K. Thus the ions localized
near the substrate in a film will apparently form a rath
uniform layer of charge. Monarkha116 and also de Freitas
Rino, and Studart117 considered the collective modes of
diplon liquid on the assumption that the positive ions a
mobile particles. They showed that the plasma oscillation
such a system are of an acoustical character and are a
gous to plasmons on a thin film covering a metallic surfa

v~k!5S 4pnie
2d

M* D 1/2

k, ~52!

whereni is the density of diplons. We note that, according
Ref. 114, the effective mass of an electron, on account of
dimple it forms, can be very large, and the mass of a posi
ion in helium is also quite large (;40M4).118 Thus the total
effective mass of a diplon will also be large and, hence,
frequencyv(k) will be small. The high-frequency electroni
mode of a layer of diplons was calculated in Ref. 116, an
was noted that this mode has a threshold frequencyvd .

Since the ions in a helium film on a solid substrate
relatively mobile, they can form an ion crystal. In that cas
diplon crystal will form when the helium film is charged wit
electrons to a densityn5ni . The properties of the collective
modes of a diplon crystal were studied in Ref. 116. It w
shown that at a low frequencyv,v r(G1), where (v r(G1)
is the frequency of ripplons with a wave vector correspo
ing to a reciprocal lattice vector!, a diplon crystal has two
acoustic modes, longitudinal (l ) and transverse (t), with ve-
locities

cl ,t5bl ,tS le2d2

M* a3D 1/3

, ~53!

where bl54.25 andbt51.43; a is the distance betwee
diplons. At a high frequencyv.v r(G1) the plasma oscilla-
tions acquire a threshold frequency

v l ,t
2 5ṽ0

21v l ,t
2 , ṽ0

25( Cgv r
2!vd , ~54!

whereCg is the electron–ripplon coupling constant.
We note that the plasma modes obtained on the assu

tion that the positive ions are mobile should apparently
strongly damped by virtue of the low mobility of the ions

The possibility of diplon formation in phase-separat
3He–4He solutions was analyzed by Monarkha.119

A system of diplons can be particularly interesting in t
casen,ni . Then the electrons can move from one posit
ion to another, and, depending on the height and width of
barrier that an electron must overcome, its motion can
classical or quantum. If the ions form a crystal lattice, ba
motion of the electrons can arise. Dahm120 considered the
possibility that a Mott transition can occur as the overlap
the electron wave functions changes in response to varia
of the thickness of the helium film.
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The first experiments on the detection of diplons we
done in Ref. 34 by measuring the microwave conductivity
electrons on a layer of positive ions coupled to a subst
covered with liquid helium. A film-coated substrate placed
a microwave cavity was charged with positive ions to a d
sity ni51010 cm22, and then an electronic charge was d
posited on the liquid helium surface to an electron dens
n5ni . Figure 31 shows the temperature dependence
s/DV ~s is the conductivity of the electron layer,V is the
pressing potential at which the film was charged with el
trons! in the cases when the substrate did not contain i
and when it was charged with positive ions~inset!. It is seen
that if the substrate is charged with ions, the value ofs/DV
is much less than the analogous value obtained in the
sence of charge. Figure 32 shows how the effective mob
seff of the electron layer in the case when the substrate
charged with positive ions depends on the thicknessd of the
helium film for an equal density of electrons and ions.

FIG. 31. Temperature dependence of the conductivity of an electron l
on a film of liquid helium, divided by the difference between the potenti
V1 at which the film was charged andV2 at which the electrons were pre
cipitated out onto the dielectric substrate:34 V1530 V, V250 ~d!; V1

5150 V, V2575 V ~n!; V15200 V, V25150 V ~h!. The inset shows the
results for the case when the substrate was charged with positive io
V152200 V; the points (1) were obtained forV25225 V.

FIG. 32. Effective conductivity of an electron layer on a helium film as
function of the film thickness in the presence of positive ions on the s
strate;n51.131010 cm22 ~Ref. 34!.
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first seff varies weakly with increasingd, but, starting atd
'400 Å, it increases sharply, growing by more than an
der of magnitude ford'500 Å.

Thus the behavior of electrons on a helium film in t
presence of positive ions on the substrate differs substant
from their behavior in the absence of positive charge. T
effective mobility meff of the electrons in the presence
positive ions on the substrate is 0.07 m2/(V•s) at 1.7 K,
which is much less than the electron mobility in the abse
of positive charge on the substrate. The temperature de
dence is also noticeably different in the two cases. While
electrons over a substrate not containing positive charge
value ofs/DV is approximately inversely proportional to th
density of helium atoms in the vapor, for electrons on a fi
in the case when positive ions are present on the subs
s/DV is inversely proportional to the density of roton
These results can be explained by the formation of dimp
with a large effective mass, beneath the electrons. Accord
to estimates,114 the effective mass of the dimples can rea
valuesM* 5(107– 108)m (m is the electron mass!. In this
case, together with the optical mode characterized by
frequencyvd from ~51!, there arises another optical mod
with a lower threshold frequency

ṽd>vdS m

M* D 1/2

. ~55!

For a helium film of thicknessd5300 Å the frequencyṽd

5108– 109 s21. At the frequencyv.ṽd used in Ref. 114,
the electrons will move together with the dimple under t
influence of the microwave field. If the dimple is rather dee
as in the case of diplons, the dissipative losses will be de
mined by its interaction with thermal excitations of the bu
helium—rotons. With increasing thickness of the helium fi
the coupling of the electrons with the ions is weakened, a
accordingly, the high-frequency mobility increases. The
periments described are of a preliminary nature, and fur
study is required.

Lehndorff and co-authors121 observed a narrow absorp
tion peak at 9 GHz for electrons on a helium film in th
presence of positive ions on the substrate, while in the
sence of positive charge the absorption peak did not app
The authors attributed the presence of the additional abs
tion peak to the formation of diplons in the helium film. It
possible that what was observed in Ref. 121 is a transi
due to the presence of a threshold frequencyṽd in the
plasma oscillations of electron–dimple complexes.

4.3. Electrons localized over nanostructures

An interesting example of a zero-dimensional electr
system on liquid helium is a system of electrons localiz
over nanostructures. Such nanostructures might be e
small helium clusters or thin layers of liquid helium coverin
a specially profiled substrate. Experiments in this area
now only beginning, but it is nevertheless appropriate to n
the main trends and observations for this research.

Electronic states near a dielectric particle of spheri
shape were first considered by Kha�kin ~for solid
hydrogen!.122 It was found that stationary electronic leve
exist which arise as a result of the attraction of a parti
polarized by the field of the electron and the presence o
-
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potential barrier preventing penetration of the electron i
the medium. The spectrum of electronic surface levels o
spherical particle of solid hydrogen was found for partic
of different radii, and it was shown that the frequency sp
trum of the energy levels for particles of radius 1–10mm
extends from optical frequencies to 1011– 1012 Hz. It was
conjectured that cosmic radiation from dust clouds might
due to the presence of such surface states on particle
solid hydrogen.

The analogous problem for helium clusters was cons
ered by Rama Krishna and Whaley.123 They solved the
Schrödinger equation for clusters with a specified number
helium atoms and calculated the binding energy and also
position of the excited levels of an excess electron on
helium surface. It was shown that a liquid spherical cluste
stable against deformation. It was established as a resu
the calculations that the binding energy of an electron wit
helium cluster decreases with decreasing radius of the c
ter. For example, for a cluster of radius 180 Å the bindi
energy is equal to 0.04–0.06 K, which is more than an or
of magnitude smaller than the binding energy of an elect
with bulk helium. The average distance of the electron fro
the liquid helium surface in such a cluster is^z&15200 Å, as
compared to 75 Å for bulk helium. As yet there have been
experimental studies of electronic states on helium clust
although they are of interest, since they would allow one
determine various characteristics of the clusters, such as
size and temperature.

One of the ways of obtaining zero-dimensional electr
systems on the surface of liquid helium, as in the case
one-dimensional and quasi-one-dimensional electron
tems, is to use a specially profiled dielectric substrate c
ered by a thin layer of liquid helium. The profiled substra
has a system of identical recesses. If the liquid helium c
ering such a substrate is found at a certain height above
liquid level, it forms a system of dimples on the surface
the liquid. In the presence of a pressing electric field
electron can be localized in such a dimple. The character
frequency of oscillations of the electron and the localizat
length are determined by the same relations as for a o
dimensional system~see Sec. 2.1!.

This way of realizing a quasi-zero-dimensional syste
was used by Sommerfeld and van der Heijden124 and Valk-
ering, Yayama, and van der Heijden.125 The substrate used in
Ref. 125 is shown schematically in Fig. 33. It contains
periodic array of prominances with a distance between th
of 5 mm. The distance from the top of the prominances to
bottom of the recesses is 0.48mm, and the distance from th
saddle points to the bottom of the recesses is 0.4mm. The
substrate is positioned at a height of 5–8 mm above
helium level, and the deflection of the liquidDh
50.06mm. The distance between energy levels in such
dimple at the pressing fieldE'5500 V/cm used in that study
is ;0.1 K. The potential barrier for the transition of an ele
tron from one dimple to the next isU5eEDh520– 40 K~in
the limit of a low electron density!. Obviously the electron–
electron interaction will decreaseU. By measuring the mag
netoconductivity of the electrons in such a system,
authors established that the electron mobility is 0.26 m2/
(V•s), approximately an order of magnitude lower than
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bulk helium. In spite of the fact that in the experimentT
.DE/kB and the system is not purely zero-dimensional, t
study nevertheless demonstrated for the first time the po
bility that zero-dimensional systems on liquid helium can
realized in such a way.

A similar system was realized by Leiderer an
co-workers.126 The substrate differed from that used in Re
125 only in that the distance between prominances was
mm and the average depth of the recesses of the subs
was 0.1mm. Experiments were done forH51 cm in the
temperature range 0.2–1.4 K. It was found that below a
tain temperatureTc the conductivity of the electrons de
creases sharply, an effect which was attributed to localiza
of the electrons in the dimples formed on the liquid heliu
surface.

5. MICROELECTRONICS AND BITS FOR QUANTUM
COMPUTERS WITH THE USE OF SURFACE ELECTRONS

A study of the properties of low-dimensional electro
systems on liquid helium is not of only fundamental intere
In recently published studies, ideas for using surface e
trons for practical applications have been proposed or im
mented, viz., for the creation of microelectronic devices a
bits for quantum computers.

Klier, Doicescu, and Leiderer127 first made dc measure
ments in a quasi-two-dimensional electron system on a4He
film covering a structured metallic surface. The device th
created is an analog of a field-effect transistor utilizing s
face electrons. The device is shown schematically in Fig.
It contains source and drain electrodes (E1 and E3 , respec-
tively! and a gate E2 , which is a narrow quasi-two

FIG. 33. Profiled dielectric substrate~a! and the experimental cell~b! for
realizing a quasi-zero-dimensional electron system on liquid helium125

1—upper electrode,2—guard ring,3—profiled substrate and glass sla
4—electrodes,5—helium level gauge.
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dimensional or one-dimensional channel 1 mm in length
continuously heated tungsten filament emits electrons wh
pass through a collimator and enter a drift space. The e
trons move from the source electrode E1 to the drain E3
through an electrode E2 on which suitably chosen potentia
are imposed so that it acts as a gate. The electrode E4 is used
for measuring the current that has passed through the de
The device is 10 mm long and 4 mm wide.

The current–voltage characteristics of the device w
studied, and it was shown that such a device can be use
obtain and investigate a one-dimensional electron syste
quantum wires, which are realized when the thermal de B
glie wavelength of the electron exceeds the width of
channel!.

An analogous ac device created by Lea and co-worke46

was considered in Sec. 4.3. The length of the device is 1 m
and the length and width of a channel are 29mm. This device
was used to study the features of crystallization in a qu
one-dimensional system on liquid helium.

The possibility of creating analog quantum compute
and their working principles are widely discussed at prese
Quantum computers can solve complex mathematical p
lems that cannot be solved on ordinary digital computers
quantum computer containsNq interacting quantum bits~qu-
bits!. Each qubit is a quantum system containing at least
levels, which, as for a classical bit, are assigned two valu
u0& and u1&. However, unlike classical bits, qubits can b
found in a state corresponding to a linear superposition of
ground level and an excited level. This sharply increases
storage volume and the speed of quantum computers.

There is now an active search for systems that can
used in quantum computers. Systems that have been
posed for use as qubits include atoms in traps, electro
namic cavities working in a quantum regime, nuclear sp
of atoms, nuclei in complex molecules, electrons in poten
wells, and Josephson structures~see Ref. 128!. Among the

FIG. 34. A dc field-effect transistor utilizing surface electrons.127 a: E1 is the
source electrode, E2 is the gate, and E3 and E4 are drain electrodes;
1—guard electrode;2—collimator. b—Side view of the device.
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quantum systems that could be used to construct quan
computers, a system of surface electrons on liquid helium
apparently one of the most promising. The idea of mak
quantum computers using surface electrons was propose
Platzman and Dykman.129 At sufficiently low temperatures
(T,0.1 K) the vapor pressure over liquid helium is vanis
ingly small, and electrons localized on the surface of liqu
helium are coupled to their surroundings only via ripplon
For T510 mK the number of thermal ripplons is small, an
the rms displacement of the surface of liquid helium isdT

'(kBT/a)1/25231029 cm.
For an electron found on the ground energy level, th

exists a weak coupling with ripplons, limiting the mobility o
the particles, which can reach values of 104 m2/(V•s).28 The
interaction of an electron with ripplons having a characte
tic wave vectork5r B

21 is determined by the relaxation tim
of an electron from the excited energy level to the grou
level, which can be written as

T15
\

R S r B

dT
D 2

, R5
L2m

2\2 . ~56!

Estimates show thatT1'1025 s. Hence it follows that the
two lowest electronic levels can be used for realization o
qubit. The state of the qubit can be changed using microw
radiation to transfer the electron from the ground to the
cited level.

Figure 35 shows a schematic illustration of two coup
qubits based on surface electrons on liquid helium. T
lower electrode, lying under a helium layer of thicknessd
50.5 mm, is a system of metallic slabs at a positive pote
tial ~only two electrodes are shown in the figure!. The size of
the slabs and the distance between them are of the ord
d. The upper electrode is also a set of analogous slabs pl
opposite the lower slabs. One electron is localized on e
slab on the liquid surface.

Unfortunately the lifetime according to Eq.~56! is short,
and it would be desirable to increase it for more relia
operation of the quantum computer. This can be achieved
applying a magnetic field perpendicular to the liquid surfa
which localizes an electron to the magnetic lengthlH

5(\c/eB)1/2 (c is the speed of light!. In a magnetic field the
energy spectrum of the electrons acquires a discrete cha
ter, with a distance between levels of\vc . At sufficiently

FIG. 35. Quantum bits~qubits! using surface electrons:129 1,2—upper elec-
trodes,3,4—lower electrodes,5—heating filament.V1 and V2 are the po-
tentials on the electrodes. The arrow indicates the magnetic field direc
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high magnetic fields the one-ripplon processes are s
pressed, and the timeT2 for transition of the electrons from
the excited to the ground level will be determined by tw
ripplon processes, which are much less efficient:

T25
vzB

2 v l

R4 S r B

dT
D 4S lH

r B
D 8

, vzB5
2pe2

d3mvc
, ~57!

wherev l is the frequency of the ripplon that is excited, wi
a wave vectorkl'lH

21 .
Estimates show that forT510 mK this time has a value

T251024 s.
An important feature of qubits using electrons is t

dipole–dipole interaction of two electrons localized over a
jacent electrodes. It can be written as

Vdd.
e2

d3 ^z&1^z&2 , ~58!

where^z&1 and^z&2 are the distances from the liquid surfac
for electrons in the ground and excited states, respectiv
This interaction shifts the position of the electron levels
an amount that ford50.5 mm is approximately equal to
1022 K, and it leads to a coherent transfer of energy fro
one electron to another.

The qubits under discussion work as follows. By irrad
ating the electrons with a microwave field of a given fr
quency, one can, by choosing the pressing potentialsV1 and
V2 on the electrodes, transfer an electron in one of the qu
~e.g., the first! from the ground to the excited level. Then th
value of V2 is varied so that two levels pass through res
nance. If the duration of this variation is suitably chosen
superposition of the ground and excited states will arise
the second electron.

To determine the state of the wave function at timet
after completion of the computations, it is proposed in R
129 that the sign of the potentialsV1 andV2 be changed to
the opposite, so that the electrons localized near the sur
of the liquid can tunnel to the vacuum and pass to the up
electrode, where they are registered. The values of the po
tials V1 andV2 are chosen such that the lifetime of an ele
tron on the excited level is short and the lifetime of an ele
tron on the ground energy level is long. This allows one
obtain information about which state each qubit is found
at the end of the computations.

Surface electrons on liquid helium are an extrem
promising system for implementing large analog quant
computers. The density of qubits in such a system can re
Nq5108 cm22. These qubits are easily controlled, it is com
paratively easy to read out information from them, and th
have an acceptable time for destruction of the coherent s

We note that the diplons considered in Sec. 4.2 can
used as qubits. A system of such qubits will look like th
shown in Fig. 35 except that the role of the lower electrod
will be played by the positive ions placed on the substr
surface. These qubits can be tuned by varying to voltage
the upper electrodes. The spectrum of an electron in a dip
just as in the case of an electron in a magnetic field, is
cillatory, and an electron is localized around the atom with
a localization lengthL, which in this case is analogous to th
magnetic length. It can be assumed that one-ripplon p

n.
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cesses will also be suppressed in a diplon qubit, and that
increase the lifetime of an electron at the excited level.

The lifetimesT1,2 of electrons at the excited level ar
related to the linewidthDv of the transition from level to
level. The value ofDv in the temperature range 1.3–2 K wa
measured by Grimes, Brown, Burns, and Zipfel.6 It was
shown thatDv is determined by the interaction of the ele
trons with helium atoms in the vapor and at 1.3 K has a va
of 10 GHz, which corresponds toTg510210 s. Ando130 cal-
culated the values ofDv both in the region of interaction o
electrons with helium atoms in the vapor and in the ripp
region (T,0.8 K). It was found that forT,0.7 K the value
of T1 decreases as the pressing electric fieldE' is increased,
and forT50.5 K it has a value of 1027– 1028 s for pressing
fields in the rangeE'50 – 300 V/cm.

The linewidth of the optical transitions in the ripplo
scattering region was measured by Volodin and E´del’man,131

who showed that, starting atT50.6 K, the linewidth of the
transition 1→2 is independent of temperature and has
value of;30 MHz, which is approximately 5.5 times large
than the theoretical values obtained for this linewidth w
one-ripplon electron scattering processes taken into acco
This difference was explained as being due to the poss
influence of edge effects in the experimental cell, which le
to nonuniformity of the pressing electric field. Lea an
co-workers132 made measurements ofDv up to temperatures
of ;0.1 K and showed that the experimental results are
satisfactory agreement with the calculation of Ref. 130.

The author thanks V. N. Grigor’ev, Yu. P. Monarkha, a
S. S. Sokolov for reading the manuscript and offering help
suggestions.
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